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PREFACE 

This module \'las 'Vlritten because I felt that the ethical basis of the 

criminal justice SY'stem has rarely been dealt with as a specific topic in itself. 

And yet, the justice system is essentially an ethical system - the criminal law 

being the major statement of behavioral values in our society. A main hindrance 

in this area has been the attempt by professional disciplines in the social 

services to adopt a stance of moral neutrality - "objectivity". In fact, the 

economic and political power of professionals in the .... restern 'V[orld depends on 

their pretense to an impartial and amoral knowledge, a kno'Vlledge ",hich supposedly 

can be exercised ,'lith clinical impartiality. 

However, the major thesis of this module is that all human acts are based 

on ethical assumptions. The failure of professional groups to admit their et.hical 

biases has greatly hindered society in its own search for intelligent values, and 

more dangerously it has allowed professional gr-Clups to inculcate t~eir real values 

without the public's full kno,.lledge of I'That they are doing. Recently, for example, 

follOiring a sensational murder trial, and merely on the basis of this one event, a 

psychiatrist in Toronto publicly stated in the press that the government should 

censor all pornography because of its potential harmfulness! Nov .. , censorship of 

the press in any form is a political issue, and a medical doctor certainly has no 

training in ethical or political sciences. This is not to s~ t~at censorship is 

not a valid issue for all citizens, but simply that one of the major problems of 

our society is the pronouncements on ethics that are constantly being made by 

professionals of all kinds ur;der the guise that their lirnited and speciali.zed 

training gives them some kind of infallible insight into the "correct values" a 

society should hold. The social sciences are in any event made up of such a patch

\.,rork of theories and assumptions that it is very easy for individual professionals 
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to simply choose a school i'lhich supports and predicts their Oim personal and 

idiosyncratic values. \'Ihat is needed, therefore, is at least a rational ex-

posure of the values that do or do not underlie a particular social science 

theory. 

A second major theme of this modUle is that correctional ~'iorkers have a 

central position from which to understand the ethical conflicts of our society. 

Their work exposes them to the real i'iorld conflicts that occur bet~qeen individuals 

and social systems. Therefore, it is particularly' :i.nportant that corrections and 

the justice system as a y:hole develop a science of ethics. This is needed both to 

work effectively with those citizens who enter the justice process and to be able 

to feed back information to the public about the results of institutionalizing 

certain values in a legal code. A sub-theme here will be that corrections is 

essentially an ethical discipline, and therefore it cannot afford to become sub-

ordinate to or borrow its principles from existing social sciences insofar as 

these sciences have avoided the vThole question of ethics. 

This module is not meant to authoritatively pose ethical questions, analyze 

them, and then pretentiously give the reader THE ANS~1ER. It is rather a kind of 

thinking out loud - an attempt to ma.lee clear to myself first of all what ethical 

assumptions I make in my work and how I can at least recognize them if not always 

change them. As Benjamin Disraeli once said, someYlhat sarcastically, "The best 

way to become acquainted with a subject is to write a book about it!" Similarly, 

the last major, and very personal, theme of this module is that the most valuable 

writings today are not those which tell the reader a spectacular new ~'iay to solve 
.( 

their problems, but rather those ~'1hich expose a way of thinking in i1hich the 

"answers" are not so important as the author's processes of analysis and synthesis, 

his process of discovery. In our rapidly changing modern vlOrld, "hoi'i" to think is 

a much more valuable asset than "vThat It to think. 
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Realistically, though, every writer has assumptions ,,·rhich he cannot 

escape, and my own will appear throughout this module. Some of the more central 

ones are as follows: 

1. All biases should be stated as strongly and univocally as possible. Total 

eclecticism, perpetual fence sitting, is perhaps a Ttlay to have friends and 

Wluence people but hardly a basis· for any clear thirL1.cing. As has· been said, 

more progress is made from clear error than from vague, fuzzy truth. Thus, this 

writer will state his ideas as strongly as possible, not so much because there is 

no" respectable contrary opinion but so that error can clearly be seen and 

corrected. 

2. I have a strong bias in favour of values Trlhich promote man's understanding of 

himself and his world, and little empathy .. dth those who actively hinder knm·rledge 

in the name of "safety". The fundamental, first and last source of knowledge 

comes from experiencing life at first hand. A social recluse, one Ttlho has groTtIIl 

up with and nOi'T lives one set of ethical values, is scarcely able to understand 

or appreciate other values. Therefore, given a varied ethical community, the 

discovery of Ttlh.at values are functional for the people can only be done by the 

people themselves. 

3. It takes little familiarity .dth the social sciences to realize that professional 

specialization ha~ resulted in man's nature being analyzed al'1d divided into a 

multitude of often unrelated components. Various therapeutic theories and schools 

are founded on these divisions i'l-:i.thin man's personality, and so have a strong 

vested interest in maintaining these divisions. As Lazarus (1976) has discussed 

in more detail, the confusion that now exists in the field of psychology and 

psychiatry is in part due to the veJ.'J"htiman penchant to: (1) analytically simplify 

a client's problems to one 01' two major areas (e.g., he has this or that emotional 
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Rroblem); and, (2) searching for unitar'J treatment s or cure s (Ttlhich 

include such panaceas as megavitamins and primal screams, and specific treatments 

such as aversion therapy for addicts). ~tr bias is not against the analytic 

technique per se, but toward the idea that we cannot understand nor act with moral 

certainty until we "put things together". Human beings do not have "some bad 

parts" with some "good parts" (e.g., criminals 5uffer' from a "bad will It , an 

"intellect deficit"), nor do societies have some "bad componentslf vlhile all others 

are good and pure (e.g., the assumption that there is no functional relationship 

between criminals and societal structures and la\1s). 

4. I have a bias against the excessive dependence in corrections today on the 

liI.lited discipl:L."1es of psychology, sociology and social work. Given the fact 

that some criminal behavior could be partly related both to man's internal bic-

chemical processes as vlell as to the structures and processes in the community, 

there is a great need for a nevI synthesis which will form· a "science of corrections" 

out of the disjointed and disparate insights of the various modern sciences. 

5. The correctional system and the larger criminal justice system have yet to 

define concrete scientific goals. There can be no correctional science until 

there is some kind of COmn1only agreed upon object. "Rehabilitation", "'Thich is the _ 

concept usually used to express the goal of corrections~ is totally inadequate 

since it admits of no precise definition. Further, it can hardly be the central 

rationale for anyone science since it can be equally and as vaguely applied to 

any social discipline - doctors, dentists, urban planners, etc. All rehabilitate 

in one form or another. Therefore, cor.rections needs to define its own goals and 

scientific methodologies if it'is ever to focus and prove the effectiveness of its 

work. 
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6. Because of the lack of a correctional scientific theory, both professionals 

and volunteers have no clear and uniform role definition. Volunteerism in 

particular has been poorly accepted by professionals on this account. With no 

clear role definition, professionals tend to perform very practical activities 

for offenders (e.g., find jobs, give advice or enforce controls). Since volunteers 

can logically perform any of these practical functions, they pose a threat to the 

professional's "role" and identity. The solution to the question of the pro

fessional's and volunteer's roles can be answered only by a systems approach -

i.e. f by working out a joint job prospectus based on their complementary skills 

and talents. Less efficient, though perhaps the common procedure today, is for 

one group, such as professionals, to define in isolation i"hat theJ~ i·r.ill do and 

then say to the other that If the rest is yours"! 

The most important thing that a particular school of philosophy or theory 

in science can. contribute is the "question it asks", its basic assumptions, or 

fra.li8 of reference. The "anSI-Iers" i"e get from a science flovi from its question 

and logically are contained i'lithin the question itself. All human systems have 

certain limits to their knovlledge, limits in their ability to experience the i'lorld, 

and this constraint is necessarily reflected in the concepts and language that the 

system uses to express what is "true or false", good or evil", for it. (Unless 

specified further, the word "systemlt in this paper refers both to individual human 

beings and to social groups). One could even say that the coming to be of a 

community out of a mere aggregate of individual persons and groups is the result 

of the people's acceptance of a common symbolism (verbal and ritual) which unites 

them around a consistent set of values which give directionality, purpose and 

integrity to the community (the past, present and future, united under one frame 

of reference). 
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The primacy of the concept of value perhaps arose ~'ri.th Socrates i-,ho, 

according to Langer (1951), brought an entirely nei'l question to Greek philosophy: 

wha'):, values do things have'? Axe things good or evil in themselves or in their 

relation to other things , for all men or for a feftl, or for the gods alone'? 

Socrates did not ask the common question of his (and our) day, "~fuich answer to 

a question is 'true' '?", but rather he asked, "What is truth'?", "vlhat is knowledge 

and why do we i'Tant to acquire it?" Hhat Socrates did, and 'I.J'hy he ivas so upsetting, 

is that he went to a new level of discourse, a meta-level, in ~Thich he questioned 

the basic assumption of the mandarins of his age, namely,· that the only perspective 

that is important is the one ~-lhich understands the physical, casual relations 

bet'l-leen things. 

If vie nOvl jump to the 20th century, '\'/e see much the same kind of socratic 1 

meta-level di.scourse being used in the therapeutic '1'lork of I'latzlawick, ~'Ieakland 

,and Frish (1974). They point out that to consciously and intelligently change a 

system, the change agent must be able to get "outside" the system and criticize 

its basic premises. Change depends first of all on the ability to knO'Vl and put into 

words the la'l1s and constraints under vlhich the system operates. For example i a 

society which believes that value lies in the conformity of "the masses" to a code 

of law will have no ability to cOI;lceive of the morality of aT). act which is contrarye 

to a\iritten law. Even more difficult for a legalist culture would be to comprehend 

that a human morality might lie primarily in man's "reason", and only secondarily in 

the products of his mind (language, concrete larlS). Fully human values would then 

arise within a dialogue and not by the control of the powerless by the powerful 

through written law. 

In a psychological frame, then, \-le can say that the central concern of 

ethics is ,to identify the relationship beti-/een man's consciousness of values and 

the effect it has on his actions, and correlatively i'lhat effect his actions have 
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on his values. Our choices of goals and actions are predetermined in the first 

place by the system of ideas \'le carry in our head about vThat is to be done or 

avoided. The meaning or value of a reality depends upon hOvl ''1e "frame it" - our 

conceptual and/or emotional givens in relation to i'lhich I'le experience a reality. 

For one person, rock music is pleasing while for another it is pure noise. For 

one culture, ants are foodj for another, the idea of eating them is revolting 

(unless mass star'ration breal(s out, and a neVl context of survival forces people 

to eat anything to stay alive). 

It is, therefore, a first order assumption of this module that "values" 

e exist only in the mind. They are not "things-in-the-T/'iOrld". Just as ,·18 might say 

that an animal puts a certain value on its territory, it is also clear that there 

are no real boundaries !lout there". The territorial boundaries exist only in the 

animal's mind. 

To think that "things" are good in themselves is an error in classification. 

Nothing in a set can also be the criterion of the set, e.g., no shade of blue is a 

truer blue than any other. Therefore, if good Vlere a "thing", a reality out there, 

then it could not be a criterion for other "things" "good" VTould have to be judged 

by something outside of itself and that in turn \1ould become the criterion for 

good-ness. 

It is clear then that the ultimate criteria of a system, its para'1leters or 

boundary concepts, are "beyond good and evil". They are assumed values, values T;lhich 

are chosen by the sy~tem in order that it ~ be able to classify and order the 

world. The finding of these to.<?undary values" is cru.cial for the identity of a 
, 

human system. vlithout our boundary values and assumptions, \'1e vlOuld not be able to 

have any continuity in our lives or make consistent decisions. 
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Hm'lever, it is also true that frames preclude solutions to problems. 

Once \'ie believe ver;f strongly in a particular intellectual or ethical point of 

vie~V' (schools of thought)-, it is difficult if not practically impossible to be 

as open to contrary- vie\'ls. It is not "bad" or dysfunctional to have strong 

beliefs. vlhat is dysfunctional is no'\:' to be aware of one's assumptions or 

"boundar.v values", and so to be unaware both of their relativity and that the 

assumptions of others are just as :valid, at least until concrete 6iridence proves 

one to be better in certain situations than others. For example, if one assumes 

that all criminal actions are a result of either "madness" or "badness", then one 

will not be able to appreciate the possible functionality of some criminal acts 

in particular situations. 

The main concern of this modUle is, again, not to give a set of "right" 

ethical principles and to argue the reader into accepting them. Rather, it is to 

examine the question of "how" iV'e come to accept any standard of values, "'I'lhat" use 

they are in corrections, and therefore to stimulate thinking in this area. The 

criminal justice system generally needs constant and high-level ethical input 

both because there is a great mass of uncritical and uncriticizable ethical 

assumptions now T,lithin it and' because its pO'l'ler mal{es it potentially either one 

of the most dangerous or helpful forces within a society. 



INTRODUCTION 

The word value will be used in this module in a f1IDctional sensee Values 

are the chosen end-states of a particular system, those scale of goals by which 

the system chooses certain actions as fitting to it or not. Problems arise j 

however, i-Then either one set of values in a sy:stem conflict i-lith another set (a 

man values economic security but finds this requires him to i-lork at. a job "lhich 

is uncreative), or when one set of values conflict inth realities outside the 

system. 

In its complete sense, ethics is a science which deals not only iuth how 

a system chooses a particular set of ultimate bound~J values (ends or end-states), 

but also he,-l a system arrives at a set of hierarchically ordered sub-principles 

and la'l'Ts through i'ihich it chooses behaviors Vlhich are harmoniously ordered to each 

other and which are adaptive in tenns of the constraints placed on the system by its 

environment. This rather complicated statement requires some further discussion. 

1. La~'ls! Constraints, Bou."1da.7 Values and End-StatJlli 

These four concepts are key ones throughout this module and so need to be 

discussed carefully. 

The distinction behTeen laws and constraints is important to keep in mind. 

Laws describe the regularities that exist between the phenomena being looked at, 

and so are relatively few in number and of wide application (e.g., the lai'i of gravity). 
-

The many "lai'lS" ,-,hich characterize legalistic, ethical systems are not 'lai'lS in the 

scientific sense but (to be generous) practical detenninations of ethical principles. 

A "constraint" in a system explains regularities Hhich the la~'l itself cannot, 

such as specifying the initial conditions (or more properly, "boundary conditions") 

of the system. Thus, the laHs of physics do not speak about the givens that ,-Tere 

present in our 1IDiverse \-Then it began, nor about the starting points of any other 
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systems it analyzes. Similarly, in the field of corrections, an effective i'/orker 

knOi'lS that i'lhi1e there are general. rules .'lhich apply in any interpersonal trans-

action idth a criminal offender, it is also necessary to "start ~'1here the person 

is at". The constraints in an ethical system "Jill then refer to the given. values 

and environment~ll conditions which affect hO~'1 \'1ell -the system .dll be able to 

choose and actualize its values. 

"Boundary values" are those "ultimate" values of a particular system which 

are essential for it to have a consistency \dthin itself and its actions, and thus 

to have an identity. A modern corporation's primary end is to make profits, for 

example. Similarly, human beings choose one or more boundary values which they e 
strive to ma."d..mize in their day-to-day lives, although these may change either 

because the person t 5 enviror,unent radically changes and/or the person comes to a 

significantly ne~q level of a.qareness and maturity. Boun~ary values, end-states, 

are only "ultimate", then, \·Ii thin a given time frame, and this time frame must be 

specified in any intelligent ethical analysis of a system. Therefore, end-states 

differ from other values both by being more general and abstract and because they 

change much more rarely and slowly. 

Another major quality of boundary values is that they carmot be sCientific~ 

proven as "good". To do this \'lOuld require, as \-Ie saw' earlier, ne\'1 values outside of 

and higher than they are, and so these new values \'lOuld become by definition the nei-I 

set. of boundary values. Therefore, the error of circular reasoning occurs ,lJhenever 

some system tries to prove its boundary v~ues are the highest (best) ones possible. 

In doing so, the usual error is to appeal to some product of the S1Jstem - my 

values .must be right because I am (e.g.) happy or rich or contented. But of' course 

this is a self-fulfilling prophecy - if one believes one's values are best, then 

\·Thatever results they produce are seen as the most valuable as \'lell. To try to 
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prove ultimate values is veF.f much like asking f "':1hich is better - BJl elm tree 

or an oak tree?" 'fhe question is unansvrerable in the abstract - 8Jld boundaI'"'J 

values are alrrrays of the highest abstraction. 

A major problem arises 'Vlhen individuals or social systems have contradictory 

values i,rithin their set of b~undary values. This can happen by a person being taught 

by another person or system to believe that two values are harmon;ous Hhen in fact 

they are contradictor.f or at least irreconcilable. One example of this is the so-

called double bind, e.g., a person is deliberately progra~ed by his family or other 

social groups to believe in mutually exclusive concepts and values, such as: You 

l!E.2i love your parents (I'rhen love is also taught to be a free gift between human 

beings); or, lai'l ~ be obeyed by a mature person (whereas maturity is also taught 

to demand self~irectiveness). 

Or, a person can have a schizophrenic split betl'Jeen his values and his 

behaviors because of a constantly shifting environment. For example, a person 

mj,ght choose honesty as one of his boundarj' values, yet lie at times 1 using some 

such rationalization as: "Honesty is all important to me. However, lIve learned 

it doesn It t",ork in such and such situations - but this is not because honesty is 

dysfunctional but because these situations are evil or deficient." The person then 

is in a stress situation - reality do~s not conionn to his values, and he refuses 

to credit outside reality I·nth any force or counter-value. The simplest and most 

extreme example df this is a prejudice, viz., an assumption which lacks any 

intelligent correlation I'rith the physical I'rorld. 

2. The E.'Cistence of a System of Hi.erarchically Ordered Sub-PrinciDles. 

In any system of values there is a certa:Ll1 more or less clear ran.l(ing of 

these values - i.e., \·rithin the boundary value set, and the more concrete values 

belm'" them. These latter, sub-ordinate, values can be proven deductively insofar 

as they are consistent 1-lith the end-states. 
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In the sY5~ems of criminal la"l and corrections there are very serious 

problemS with the v:llues that have been chosen to guide their behaviors and the 

rank order (or lack of it) given to these values. A good example of this is the 

attempt to simultaneously make deterren~e, retribution and rehabilitat.ion ends of 

the~e 5,7stems. These values are not absolutely compatable because they attempt 

to ba:lance consideration .for individuals (rehabilitation) ,dth the needs of the 

\vhole societal system (deterrence a..'1d retribution). Therefore, they can only be 

sub-princ,iples. The rather ambiguous association of these values however has 

resulted irl a confusion in the correctional subsystem as to its ortJIl role. A great 

deal of discretion is used by i'TOrkers ;in the correctional system as to 1vhen they 

1dli take a therapeutic stance tOt'lard a client (which also implies judgments about 

't'ihich a..l'ltisocial acts ,vill be considered not -relevant enough to vlarrant further 

criminal charges as '\'lell as 'tmch antisocial values of the client "should" be 

changed), and '\'lhen they 't-ri-1l use their pOt'1er to punish their clients out of 

deterrent' or retributive rationales. Hmlever, with very fe';l criteria by vlhich to 

make these decisions, the correctional 1'mrker is often 1..71 a quandary as to 't'lhether 

he is being too harsh or too pennissive. 

3. Values Must Prove Themselves By HaM The System Adaptive In Its Environment. e 
Values are to choice i'lhat symbols are to language - they are highly abstract 

models or constru~ts through \'lhich a human system ,9xpresses the goals and purposes 
, 

of its existence. In societal systems, these values may be given authority either 

by one of its sub-systems (e.g., religious principles 't'lhich simultaneously determine 

both the 5,7stem' s lavi and the minds and values of the citizens), or from the authority 

of the society itself (the State "'hich "allOi'lS" certain values to exist and so re\vards 

kinds of life styles). vlhatever the source, values are cognitive representations 

,_ which are the enduring themes that transform a mere aggregate of people into a 



community. For example, one such value for a social system Hould be democratic 

"diversity". As Clark (1975) noted, it may Nell be that su..'l"'Vival and grm-tth in 

the modern vlOrld ~dll depend on a max.imum diversity of social and political systems, 

so that democracy is not just a possible value choice but a necessary one. 

The T':>IO r·1ajor Sources Of Ethical Principles In Corrections 

Since the criminal law is par excellence that part of IaN 'lihich enshrines 

the values of a society, and since these values authorize correctional specialists 

to forcefully intervene in the lives of private citizens, it is imperative that the 

question of ethics be dealt with by a correctional program. Corrections cannot 

pretend to have a valuel~ss objectivity, since without a clear and exact standard 

of "health" and' morality there is no Ha-;{ for a correctional ,'TOrker to dravl the con

comrnitant conclusion about ~'Ihat is to be encouraged, alloTrJed or forbidden in the 

offender's conduct. 

The central question of methodology in any system of values and ethical 

principles is their source - who is to say what is of value and i'That is not? Norms 

themselves are simply and purely logical determinations of our actions, Nhat we do 

because we think 'ive "ought" to~ An appeal to the norm itself as its own valida~i6n 

is irrational. 

There are t\'10 major sources for eth-:tcal norms, and the choice of one or the 

other by a society (or any sub-system within it) idll determine the kind of values 

it holds and so Hhat behaviors are encouraged or punished. These two sources are 

nomological ethics (from the' Greek vrord nomos: Im'i), and axiological ethics (from 

the Greek word aria: i'lOrth, dignity, goodness). 

Section I of this module will deal specifically T,uth the distinction behieen 

the nomological and axiological sources of ethical values. 
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SECTION I - NOHOLOGICAL AND AXIOLOOICALETHICS 

A. NOMOLOJ.ICAL ETHICS 

As with any science, the key issue is the starting point, the assumptions 

~ade about the nature of the science itself and the problem to be investigated. 

For a nomological, legalistic school of ethics, the starting point is a codified 

body of law, a given set of rules. (From the outset, though, it should be 

understood that an axiological and nomological ethics are two ends of a continuum. 

Ever,r system has varying degrees of law and freedom. For simplicity's sake, the 

terms nomological system and. axiological system will refer to systems v/here 

the balance is heavily in favor of codified. la~i or ethical pr~ciples respectivee> 

The principal assumption in a nomological ethics is that la~.,r is logically 

prior to the syst.em it governs - that is, it is the lavl which judges not only the 

individual actions of persons in the community but, also judges the community 

itself. The law, for example, not only says an action has no value ("adultery 

is wrong") but also that the person doing it has no value (the adulterer is 

stoned, or put outside the community of the righteous). In order for the position 

to appear humane (a political necessity), the lawgiver presents some kind of 

intellectual validation of this position, for example, that one "loves the sinnere 

but not the sin". This type of rationalization is always present in a nomological 

system. Being based on law (ideas of what man ought to be, n~t what he is), a 

nomological ethics al~ows a system to punish or destroy concrete human beings 

while at the same time holding a boundary value such as law is for the good of 

the individual human being. 

The simplest example of a nomological principle is the commonly accepted 

generalization that the highest purpose of· criminal la1.,r is "the protection of 

!!'Jciety". This principle, if followed to its logical conclusion,~ must hold that 
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any deviation from la':T puts the person at least 'temporarily outside of the 

community. This, in turn, ma~es it impossible for a society to conceive of 

the value of deviation, either in theory or in practice (the law admits no 

exception to itself), and so there are no internal principles by which to 

recognize or promote those non-pat:.hological deviations (evolutionary trends) 

.. ~'" i'/hich promote system growth. 

The essential process by \-Ihich values are arrived at in a nomological 

ethics is through a "translation method" - the projection of the values of one 

system onto another system. For example, it is obvious that our system of la1T 

has clear historical and logical roots in the Judaeo-Christian subculture. 

Thus, the current debates over the freedom of citizens to have access to ex

plicitly sexual mc.terials, to control their 01iTn birth rates through abortion, 

or the right of the State to use capital punishment are types of issues that 

are in fact political-religious debates, where emotion and tradition are more 

significant than rationality. 

The tr.anslation method is the method a.nomological system uses to label 

and control its environment. Language is the principal instrument for t:rans

lating the ethical values of one system onto another. One of the most common 

techniques used is labelling - naming undesirable realities with "bad words" 

and desira,ble realities with "good words". Some examples of this are: 

(1) Sexual behavior is accepted as a human "need" by most systems. HO\'/ever, 

since sexual activities and unions have dangerous political and ethical 

possibilities, allo~ling sex to be merely called a need is not acceptable. 

Therefore, sexual behavior is translated into the value-concepts of love 

and intimacy. In so doing, a society covertly programs the people so 

that they believe they are only lIallo\'led" to enjoy sex if it serves a 

societal purpose. If sex ''lere encouraged outside marriage, all kinds of 
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disastrous things might happen - inaccurate tax roles, loss of support 

for christianity and its churches, and the loss of control over the 

farnily and its programming of the young~ 

(2) The aggressive "instincttt in mart is a basic need, one which drives him 

to grow' and to modify the destructive aspects of his environment. Too 

dangerous to be ignored, though, it is therefore translated by social . 
systems into such values as "self-improvement", Ifservice to one t s nation", 

or destruction of diffe~ing political systems in the interest of "national 

security". 

It is important to realize that through the translation of needs or 

simple desires into values something is lost as well as gained. Language is 

not passive. The danger in i..."lstitutionalizing generalized needs into narrower 

. ethical concepts is that the individual will be subordinated to these collective 

norms, that every actioz:;t in those areas must serve the State (or system) tNhich 

defines the norms. Such values could eventually seI"11e (in a collectivist 

society) to prohibit all differences which threaten those in political pOi-jere 

The basic paradox in translation methods \-1aS exposed' by Vihitehead and 

Russell (1910) in an axiom within the Theory of Logical Types. This axiom 

states, "Whatever involves ~ of a collection must not be one of the collection"e 

Therefore, the properties of a system cannot also be one part of the system. The 

formal properties of a system apply to none of the indiyidual components. For 

example, a nation has an immigration-emigration rate, \'1hich rate cannot be said 

to apply to anyone person in t"lle system. A social system is not simply a sum 

of all of the persons in it, but is a kind of entity in itself. Correspondingly, 

an individual is n.ot simply one-nth of the system, a reproduce able cog, but has 

unique properties never found in the system's. structure or processes (revolutionaries 

oft.en tout this point while forgetting that the sYstem is also unique and not a 

simple mirror image of the'individuals within it). 
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Now, if the ethics of a State are merely a translation of the ethics 

of one of its component s,ystems (e.g., one of its religions), a paradox is 

created, as the ethics are self-validating. What is all of the s,ystem cannot 

be part of it. Thus, if the central church supports the State, and the State 

supports the norms of that church, a circular system l'fill exist (although it ~-Iill 

be denied' by all those iIi' pm-leI' since a>'I'areness ,'iould lead to possible other 

choices). Similarly, if the State is the ultimate judge of \'I'hat is right and 

wrong, hm'l is it to be judged? It cannot validate itself by its appeal to the 

justice of its acts by its own canons - although HachiavelJi urged rulers to make 

unjust regulations appear to be just precisely in this 'flay. Therefore, a 

nomological s,ystem has no real vlay to avoid circular value formations. Consequently, 

no State can of H,self and in itself claim to be absolute, i.e, to define "justice". 

It can only express rules l'lhich are most functional for certain of its members at 

certain times and places. 

Nomological stresses are present all around USe One constantly meets 

people Tr/ho feel gll.-Ut (a religious emotion) for having made choices "ihich they 

knew were intelligent yet which went against the accepted norms. It is very 

difficult to escape this nomological mental bind sinc~ to disagree with accepted 

norms has been labelled as "bad" and/or "mad" behavior. To be different is to 

experience alienation and loneliness. Those l'lho agree with institutional norms 

will in turn have the experience of "being right". The laloJ' abiding I·rill feel 

they are' happy, but they Idll have difficulty seeing that it is not their 

behaviors that cause happiness but the support and praise they recehce for them. 

A nomological system will produce its aIm brand of "therapy" for dissidents, 

one which loJ'ill be aimed at convincing deviants that they are maladaptive because 

their behaviors don't work out in the community - a particula..z:ly interesting 
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example of a self-fulfilling prophecy. He might. even hazard the generalization 

that much of contempor~J therapy has also supported t.he values of the majority. 

No brand of therapy can escape the fact that it i.~ based on ethical assumptions 

and teaches or reinforces given ethical values. To assist a pE:.lrsQ!:o in changing his 

behaviors, or to try to get a person to "see" other meanings t.o his behavior and to 

"recognize" the value of neH behaviors is an ethical act ~ All therapy is in fact 

the attempt to substitute the language and rituals of one system for anot.her - to 

assist persons to behave in a more adaptive ' .. lay. 

Any discussion of ethical systems is consequently. a discussion of laIlocuage. 

A central question in ethics therefore is t'lhether the same kind of language is 

suitable for talking about unique human beings as for specti<:ing about larger social 

systems. Are these the same or different'? Should vie merely translate one into the 

other? For a social system operating out of a nomological. ethics, the answer is 

yes - because its primary concern is to control. the activi'ties of all those within 

it, to have them obey a codified law (a logical language).' A nomological social 

system is analagous to a computer. It must be programmed to think ~'lith one set of 

symbols, to believe the same truths. A computer is the pur~st form of a nomological 

ethical being: it takes its values from its "leaders" (programmers), does every-

thing in an orderly way, is never deliberately deviant, and is totally non-violent e' 
no matter how poor the conditions in which it is housed. 

As will be seen later, an axiological ethics demands a differ en-I:, language, 

a different set of values whenever different system leyels are involved. It posits 

the need for a litransformational methodology". A t.ranslation method is essentially 

concerned \n.th hOVl a system can get to a pre-programmed goal. Since the goal is 

fixed, the system's energies will be generally devoted to developing better and 

better technologies for reaching its goal. This of course is. also its. strength. 

A confusion or ignorance about one's goals hinders the single-mindedness necessary 

for technological or evenartiqtj.c production •. 
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Transformational reasoning, on the other ha.'1d, is a "methodology" -

methodology being a 'concept on a higher logical level than "method". A methodology 

involves the analysis of the different methods that are proper to different systems 

in their search for end-states and how to best reach them. Therefore, to appreciate 

the need for a methodological enquiry, one must recognize that there are different ' 

levels of systems in the i'lorld which require different concepts of truth and ethics 

to describe them (a translation theor"'lJ assumes truth is one and universal, and that 

there is one right way for all persons and systems to behave). Looking, for example, 

at the relationships behleen a system and the various subsystems ~dthin it, vie can 

express their difference in terms of the concept of "irreducibility", that systems 

are not only nonsummative complexes (they have properties and functions that are 

specific to them and not additive from their parts) but also that one c~~ot simply 

reproduce systems by hav.L~g similar components. For example, a society is not just 

!tx" number of people living together, and its values are not necessarily the same 

as each individual person. Nor c~~ vle say that a ~Jstem li.'lce a society should have 

the'same ethics as its individual components. 

But, since common sense tells us that there must be some si,l1ilarity behlsen 

a society and the people living in it, the task then, is to discover how the values 

of societal groups and individuals interact, are transformed from one into the 

other. 

The emphasis here on methodology is directly related to the earlier assumption 

that boundary values are meta-principles, assumptions, fra.-nes of reference, i'ihich 

are not prove able in any absolute sense. There is no "right" ethics any more than 

there is any right language. All ethics are matters of faith ultimately, matters 

of choice. The ability of man to grO\'1, to develop in his ethical principles vull 

depend primarily on his ai'iareneSS of and critical assessment of boundary values. 
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The central concepts and boundary values of a ~omological ethics are: 

justice t protection, authority, irul and obedience. An examination of each of 

these concepts will follmi in order to highlight some of the ramifications of a 

nomological ethic. 

Justice 

Justice is one value among many. If one ,'lere to brea!.-<: up a society!' s values 

into those necessary for survival and those necessary fer excellence t justice 'tmuld 

certainly fall in the former group. In its classical definition, the fully human 

quality of justice required not only the payment of debts oiied, but also the 

spontaneous willingness to do so • Human justice, therefore, can never be legislated e but only the just act. 

However, i-lhen jurists take over the power in a system, justice becomes 

~ central value. 'A" jurist" is defined here as a person who understands reality 

and finds its excellence primarily in terms of legal, rule-bound concepts. In a 

society run by jurists we find such characteristic traits as: laws being endlessly 

multiplied, with ever more obscure interpretations of each lai'l (one needs a lai'1Yer 

to do anyt~tng of significance); the definition of justice is restricted to its 

behavioral aspect so that "virtue" lies in the mere compliance with the law; and, 

there is an inevitable exhaltation of jurists as ~ guardians of the morals 

of society. Thus, note the following statements of the Fourth Armual Report of 

the Law Reform Commission of Canada: 

(1) "Respect for peace, for order, for agreeing to differ, for non-violence ••••• 

these then are some of the values that are essential to society ••• Essential values 

have to be protected to stop society's disintegration" (pp.6,12). Besides ignoring 

the rather obvious historical fact that no society has ever existed which has 

uniformly operated in this manner (including contemporary Canada), the obvious 
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implication here is that legislative and judicial steps al1 e necessary to stop 

the alleged "disintegration" of values among Canadian citizens (to label change 

as "disintegration", especially the assumed change of' a whole society, is surely 

somewhat presumptuous, and reflects the sense of some kind of divine or kingly 

mandate). This attitude is even stronger in the folloi'dug ql!ote. 

(2) "Our values must be learnt and reinforced. These need irarious teaching and 

socializing agencies like families, schools and churches. But one such agent, 

and ene all the mere imoortant as those others gradually seem to. abdicate their 

teaching role, is criminal law." TtIith one fell Si'IOOp, we find a legal organization 

standing in judgment of all the families and other institutions in the society; 

and, i'lhat is even mere incredible, the assumption is made that la~'T alone actually 

has the ability to teach adults. In classical tradition, law vIas more intelligently 

perceived as that iihich taught children or the child-like. An adult needed wisdom, 

not laii" And, wisdom is hardly taught in law schools or to be found by definition 

in jurists. Rather it is found in .. rise men and in the collective wisdom of the 

community. Certainly, legal specialists have no training or particular expertise 

in ethics, and it 1-muld be doubtful if they intellectually !me"l any more about 

ethical theory or the social sciences than citizens from other iialkS of life. 

While the definition of justice is an important question, a more significant 

methodological question is whether or not justice has the same form in different 

systems. In a relatively small, homogeneous and static society', for example, it 

is easy to define the notion of "debt". Specific transactions require specific 

exchanges (one .dfe for 20 ~ead of cattle) and there typically is a tolerance for, 

a wide variety of different kinds of roles and role obligations. As l,'lilkins (1965) 

noted: 
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It is 1;,ell known that villages can deal \"lith and integrate members 
of the corrummity i'1ho deviate quite \ddely from the norm. Both the 
village idiot and the village squire are acceptable members of the 
village culture. If, hOvlever, the :village idiot 'I'lere to move into 
an urban culture, he 'ilOuld be rejected and removed from the system. 

In large, urban and complex corrununities, debts and interpersonal trans-

actions become stereotyped. "Mass man" comes into existence in the city. 

Transactions occur bet\·/een "kinds of people": ,\'1e buy from A & P, not a 

personally knoim grocer; vie go ,to a doctor, but one 'I'lhose personal life never 

crosses ,dth ours; the policeman on the beat becomes the stranger 1.1'1 a patrol 

car, a person '1iho can exercise only impersonal discretion, rarely knOwing or 

caring about the people he meets. 

In corrections, there is the typical problem of the "city idiot", the 

person ''lho has so fe~l social and educational skills that he cannot fit in to the 

middle-class roles or f"Wlctions that detennine economic security and self-i·/orth. 

Such a person is often foisted off on vast, impersonal and monolithic social 

agencies. If "justice" is the abiding by the norms and values of the successful 

citizens (as it is in ill nomological ethics), then the inept and "Wlskilled ''ilill 

inevitably supply fodder for the juridical juggernaut. 

As societies become more complex, there ,dll inevitably be a concomitant 

complexity in the number and kinds of transactions between people, and therefore 

an increasing opportunity for different types of crimes. The tempting, initial 

response 'irl.lJ. be for jurist,S to increase the amo"Wlt of la'l'l, and to phrase it in 

ever more abstract language so that it will be able to cover this multitude of 

behaviors. A problem arises as to how modern society can control the increasing 

complexity of its life vlithout at the same time producing an over-abundance of 

lai'l and crime. 
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A nomological system can only anSvTer such a question in one of three 

ways: (1) ever tighter controls and laHsj (2) a greater control of educational 

and learning institutions so that the young can be programmed to behave in 

socially accepted !ITays; or, (3) an attempt to decriminalize certain minor 

deviancies v/hile maintaining control over the central activities of its people 

(e.g., hOH and where they may live, or hOvl they may cohabit and raise their 

children) • 

Protection and Safety 

As Henry (1959) noted, "Protection, fear and control are inseparable. 

It is impossible to protect a child vlithout inspiri.71g a fear of danger in him 

and vuthout controlling his mind and body". If one needs to be protected, then 

the world is necessarily a dangerous place. And the more 've protect others 7 the 

more we transmit the subtle message that they need to give up their freedom to 

us in order to be safe. 

A nomological system takes man's innate desire to protect his life and 

possessions and directly translates this into the primartJ end of la'il. Such a 

system will necessarily value law and order above all other values. The 

"protection of society" is its theme song. 

Hm'lever, it is obvious that some degree of protection is necessary for 

all systems. In Haslo\'l's hierarchy of human needs, for example, he places 

"safety" as the most basic human need after food and sleep, after which there 

are the more mature and adult needs for group membership, self-actualization and 

creativity. It \'Tould appear reasonable to assert, therefore, that l'1here safety 

is the primary definition of an ethical system (SUCh as in the criminal justice 

field in Canada today) vie have a young, immature system (or an older system going 

through a transition period to a net.,. ethical maturity). 
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How is the people 's need for safety translated into a code of law? The 

ans,-ler is tTtlofold. First of all, by probibiting certain behaviors, lai'l teaches 

"'That allo~1able range of behaviors are permitted, are safe. Secondly, by asserting 

its o~'lIl primacy, nomologicalla\'1 seeks to give a community a sense of identity, a 

sense of tradition and enduringness. These traditions tell the people which values 

and behaviors have been useful in the past in keeping a safe and equitable balance 

both among the diverse groups 'ITi.thin the society and betTtleE')n the society as a \'lhole, 

and its hu!nan and non-human environment. 

However, when a society enters into a transition period, when new sets of 

values are coming into being, then lat'l can be a hindrance to a cormnunity's safety. 

New individual life styles or net'l social situations tdll generate behaviors i'lhich 

are not recognized by and occasionally forbidden by the existing law. vlestern 

political tradition has alt-lays tried to remain open to change, to keep a balance 

between law and freedom. Defining lat'l's end as the protection of society is, in 

all fairness to nomological ethics, an attempt to keep lavT to a minimum, in theory 

at least. As John Stuart Hill said in On Liberty - liThe end for t'lhich mankind are 

warranted , individually or collectively, (in) interfering with tn.':;:. liberty of any 

of their number, is self-protection". However, this only serves to make the issue 

clearer, not resolve it. The question still remains as to how many of the system's e 
institutions and processes should be inclUded in its "self" and so be protected. 

A parent who protects a child from too many of life's dangers creates a dysfunctional 

child. A society which has a broad definition of its national identity can assume 

unlimited pOi'rers in regulating citizen's behaviors, as 'I"1ell as be prone to make the 

first line of its defense against deviance (variety) the enactment of more lat'Is and 

the criminalizing of more citizens. 
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Buckley (1968) ShOvlS as ~'Tell that social deviance can even be promoted 

by a system's institutionalization of values, that order can be a direct cause of 

disorder. Order and disorder are not necessarily contradictory states. For 

example, an organization which tries to m~cUnize the efficiency of its employees 

by excessive rules a.nd lat1s. may and probably vTill prodllce employ.ees i·l!J.O have little 

personal allegiance to the organization, persons viho seek eveI"-J' OpportUluty to 

avoid more than the minimum possible work. SL~arlY1 the apathy of citizens 

toward la'1 may in part be the direct result of too large a body of la .... l, and this 

apathy can mistakenly be interpreted by the legalist as a signal to create even 

~ more laws (a positive feedback cycle). 

A monolithic legal system can easily share the great failing of all corporate 

giants? namely, that its major function is ~-protection, not societal protection. 

Given the fact that such systems are made up of real people whose economic income, 

political and professional prestige is dependent on the control they exercise ov.er 

other's lives and decisions, it is to their advantage to increase rather than 

decrease their control over the society. This is the problem idth a translational 

method of nomological systems - the larger social system cannot do other than reflect 

the .values and goals of the majority. Perhaps the only principle which can keep a 

nomological social system from destroying all the individuality of its members is 

that it should only "protect" the minimum number of citizens' rights - these rights 

being operationally defined as those i1hich local communities a~e absolutely incapable 

of protecting themselves. 

Authority 

By authority is meant the ability of a person or other system to make 

decisions for others, an ability that is conferred on the authoritative syste~ by 
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another, higher system. Authority is principally a "structural concept", Le., 

it refers to a person's or group's status i'Tithin a hierarchical arranged system. 

A central problem for the people in any social system is hOVl to make it 

operate in a desirable i-ray, e.g., be more reliable, convenient or economical. 

Therefore, systems gradually evolve control mechanisms - ways of regulating the 

decisions people make in certain key areas. For example, a society may "rant to 

regulate the use of a scarce resource (vIhich, again, is a goal proper to a system 

not to a lone individual), and may try to do this both physically (cutting do"m 

demand or supply) and/or changing the people's attitudes by connecting this goal 

with the people's sense of patriotia~. 

Two general methods exist for controlling people1s behaviors. First, the 

leaders of the system, having defined their goals, can simply translate these into 

suitable behaviors for the v~i6us subsystems of the community and establish a 

system of rewards and punishments. This method is best where the goals are rigid 

and unque'stionab1e (autocratic 1ai-T). Second, the leaders could study the system, 

find the already existing behaviors or laws i'lithin the subsystems, and then add 

additional factors i'ihich unite these regularities idth the desired new behaviors 

and goals. 

The first control mechanism is the one used in a nomological approach. 

The ability to accomplish this will require a simultaneous control of the people's 

attitudes and their ability, to make free decisions, and so, the development of a 

method of technological control. 

1. Attitudinal Control - "Father knm1s Best" 

The primary attitude which maintains a nomological ethics is that the 

people are children i-Iho are not really capable of determining their ovm fate. This 

is the !1father knO'toIS best" syndrome. For a nomological ethics to work, it must 

ther,~fore convince the people that the environment is inherently non-rational and 



so da.71.gerous that spo~taneous behaviors ,-lill lead to a dis:integration of "true" 

human values, and thus that the professional leaders :in authority must al~Tays be 

obeyed. The themes of protection, fear and authority are :intrinsically related. 

For example, volunteer workers in corrections can easily be taught that mysterious, 

irrational psychological forces exist in offenders i-lhich they cannot understand, 

and so they must continually receive approval for significant decisions from their 

professional leaders. 

~'lhen a legalistic, control method becomes rampant in a society or system, 

when people come to believe that the iV'orld is essentially irrational, they vlill 

"spontaneously" clamor for more and more laws to cover every aspect of life. He 

thus arrive at a system of ",·rel1-adjusted children!!. HO;'iever, past a, certain 

critical point, too mu~h lar,-l ,rill ma.~e life it;,self unre"'rarding - "fatherll 'Hill be 

unable to satisfy the individual needs of his children. This is true because 

laior, as a macro-system process, is only able to be geared to the average, the norm. 

Hhen the people begin to recognize the loss of their individuality and group identity 

under la"l, a dissatisfaction i·lill set in i·ri.th "big government", "father" \·!ill fall 

from his pedestal. And so, perhaps, the apathy and disillusionment people are now 

feeling toward law and big government is part of a normal and healthy gro,·rth process. 

To have given avlaY too much power to others is an understandable error, and \'1e must 

all come to realize that our fathers are both human and ultimately incapable of 

helping us avoid responsibility for our Oi'iIl lives. 

2.~ 

By pO'l'1er is meant the ability of a person or group to affect the decisions 

of others by means intrinsic to the pOloIerful entity. POI'Ter is thus different from 

extrinsically conferred authority. For example, a parent may have legal authority 

over a child, as given to the.parent by a state or a religion but the child m~ have 
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significant pOvler over the parent. POHer is a "process" concept as disti.'1guished 

from the structural concept of authority: pOi'Ter is the ability to change a'1other's 

behaviors by one r S Ol'm skills l'1hereas authority can reside even in the completely 

incompetent ("lhich is 1vhy authority is normally backed up by armed forces). 

To accomplish total control, the freedom of people in the system must not 

only be reduced to childlike levels, but the system ~-1l use its authority to 

subtly program pU:.'"1ishments so that alternative choices actually do produce failure 

and pain. For example, a parent who is intent on keeping his child dependent upon 

him will not encourage or assist the child when it tries to act independently. 

Lacking this vital support, the child may then fail, "proving" the parent t s values 

(if this succeeds, the parent may gain pO~'ler over the child, the child endo\ving 

the parent I-lith a personal infallibility). The same situation exists in today's 

community - those "rho iash to act out different values (e.g., single parents, I'lorking 

mothers, religions other than judaeo-christian ones) 1 have fewer and sometimes very 

little public support for their life styles. 

In all such pOloTer manoeuvers, though, it is essential that a human system 

allON some smaller freedoms. As is kilmm in economics, for example, cartels l-r.i.ll 

not destroy all competition, as they easily could do, since this ~·iould make their 

position too obvious and invite controls by government. An illusion of competition ~ 

must be kept so that the people feel their m~~ket place decisions have some affect 

on prices. 

Correctional offenders are also Caught in a pm'Ter play in l'1hich their 

rehabilitation is judged by saying and doing the right things because of being 

rehabilitated. Offenders often get "bad reports" on their files, harsher supervision, 

or delayed parole or terniination of probation if they don't shoH the "proper attitude". 
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This inevitably produces people who beat the s/stem simply by being good actors, 

and others who lose merely by refusing to play the game of being "reformed and 

adjusted" (perhaps because their basic problems have not been dealt with). In 

this regard, specific and unalterable punishments are often Toore humane since 

they establish a specific price for a specific offense, and no ret'lards are, given 

for acting skills. 

The same paradox exists i.1'1 all nomological ethics. Not content ,,-Jith 

controlling people's behaviors (for their olm good, of course) r it also wants 

them to like theSIS controls! 

The most effective counter-response to such controls vrlll be to feign 

the correct activities while secretly opposing the system's la'.'ls and rules. 

I Secrecy and non-communication will predominate. l'lithout real poi-Jer no one person 

or system ,,·Jill communicate fully with another. Thus, i'lhere people do not have 

easy access to the power structures in their communities, I1crime" must result 

the secretive seizing of the instruments of pOvTer such as money or property. 

Or, in a correctional system in i'lhich the leader treats the staff as children, 

the result will be a secretive staff whose reports contain just the kind of 

information the leader wants. Relationships in such a setting are ones of "pseudo- I 

mutualityt', as described by liynne, Rycoff, Day and Hirsch (1958). Mature, open 

interactions are replaced by a set of rules, laws, i<lhich keep the people from ever 

facing issues that could cause conflicts. A "happily married couple", for example, 

could be sustained simply by the fact that they have "agreed" to never discuss 

issues .. .mich might expose the fact that one of them is exploiting the other (as 

in Ibsen's, "Doll Housell ). 

Thus, in a nomological system, authority and pOvler are synonymous. There 

is no distinction 'oeti'leen the leader's status and the degr~~e oi' control he exercises -" 

.::,. .. 
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\'Thatever the leader says is right, e.g., becau,3e he has a professional status, 

has more academic degrees, or ,'las appointed to, the leadership position by higher 

authorities. 

The alternative vie\'l is an axiological ethics t'lhich puts the basis for 

all authority in the system itself. Hei~e, a component of a system has pm-rer 

insofar as it performs a task useful to other components, a situation in which 

the' basic authority lies Vlith the ~ community. To take a simple example 

from genetics, Pattee (1973) notes that: 

At the lower level of the gene, the authority relation of the 
hierarchy is often popularUy expressed by referring to DNA as 
the "master molecule" of life, but here again Ive must emphasize 
tha.t '. there is no intri.-nsic chemical property of DNA that allows 
it to hold this office. It is the integrated collection of 
"ordinary" molecules l'ie call the cell that endo'lvs DNA i,lith 
this authority. 

Thus, the authority in a community originates not from one or a fei" of its com-

ponents but more properly from the interface betvieen all levels. The consequence 

of this insight is simply that if there is not an on-goi.l1g communication behreen 

lavnnakers and others in the COmmur:l; ty, the la", NUl not be able to be enforced. 

If lat·r pretends to serve the people, but in effect serves only special interest 

groups, it \rul have no real pm'ier, merely authority. 

3. ,Technologies f,or Contro~ 

As we mentioned, a nomological s.7stem vrill maintain power and authority 

by technological means r the primary one being language. A nomological language 

diverts attention a,'ray from the cognitive use of language (understanding and 

creativity) and tOlvard attitudinal concepts. Such a language system i~i.ll also 

create vTOrdS which give a special status to the ruling "linguists!! (professionals) 
, 

so that other SQdd:~tal groups Hill not feel competent to question their '\vord-use 

(diagnostic ce.tegories) and methods of ~·{ork. Some of the more obvious ,'Jays to 

spot that one is dealing vlith such a s.7stem are the following. 

, . 
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First, the language used by the rule givers is such that no one "outside 

the club" can understand it. Such a system masquerades as a highly cognitive one 

but it is not. Intelligence operates at its highest level when it clarifies 

reality, not lihen it muddles it up. This seizing of pOTtier through linguistic 

tools is an unfortunate characteristic shared by both science mld religion. Thus, 

if one \<1&'1ts folloT;'lers (respect) in a ne';'l discipline 7 the first thing one has to 

do is invent, ne\'j l;lays of naming things to disti.l1guish oneself from others i.11 the 

field. Th~ Oracle at Delphi ,'las no less puzzling or consistent than the '\I{elter 

of complicated anSI-lers He get today i'lhenever vie present our simple problems to 

scientific shaman* 

Second, such systems usually create vao::rue, a,llorphous danger i'mrds for non-

programmed behaviors - e.g., explici~ sexual information is "pornography", or less 

la,,'/' \'Till lead to "anarchy". Once one sees of course that the basic attitude behind 

nomological systems is a fear of freedom and mistrust of the "ordinary man", then 

it is clear that the people must be frightened and deterred from exper-i...rnenting 

vuth different behaviors al1d life styles. 

Third t · such a system will usually set up utopian end-states for the system 

to strive for. This \dll conveniently mal<e it impossible for the system to ever be 

criticized for failure to reach them! Correction's goal of the "rehabilitation" of 

the offender is a case inpoi.l1.t. "Success" dem(;l;,ncis a change in the person's vThole 

attitudinal structure - from antisocial to prosocial. This is impossible, of course, 

because such a goal can only be attempted through the coordinated efforts of a great 

many social structures, most of ldhich are beyond the control of and indifferent to 

corrections. If one lives in a slum and cannot get a decent job,i-t: is a bit much 

to expect that counseling "Till lead the person to accept a middle-class or laN-

abiding set of values. Therefore, 1l..l'lI'ealizable goals even though they sound 
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humanistic may in effect be inhtmiane and cruel. 'Eo say that one is going to 

bring about individualization, happiness or self-1etermination with "clients" 

might be better phrased (in some instances at least) in terms of smaller and 

more manageable goals such as !'decreased suffering", a more permanent job t or 

gett~ng. more .friends i'lithin one's neighborhood. 

utopian goals have also led to the creation of monolithic social i1elfare 

organizations which spend huge amount s of money , with Ii ttle appreciable effect •. 

One wonders, for example, ',ihat might be accomplished if some of this money 'tlere 

diverted to corrections (a ver,r poor sector of the economy) for the specific 

purpose of creating more practical benefits for offenders such as jobs in the 

community, housing facilities (community resource centres), or for funding 

volunteer and professional staff so that more personalized attention be given to 

offenders and their individual needs. 

Will and Obedience 

From the above it follm'l's that the aim of nomological ethics is to bind 

the will of the person so that he acts as he is told to. An individual person's 

or group's reason cannot be the basis of his own acts in such an ethics since per 

se the 1a"l'1 admits of no higher authority than itself. The refusal to agree ,'lith 

the law can only be because a deviant person is "wilful", "stubborn", or "sick in 

the head". For a pure nomological ethiCS, the will alone is important (l1keeping" 

the law). It has no basis for understanding deviance or the possible benefits it 

may have to a system. 

As Campbell (1964) observed, in a culture iihere obedience reigns supreme, 

i-Thether in the mythological cultures of Indian Buddhism, Shinto, Taoism, Confucianism 

or ~'lestern Christianity, there is a metaphysics which is neither ethical nor rational 

but trans-ethical and trans-rational. For, "Then the right ",orld order has been 

set in advance, either by personal or impersonal forces, there is no course but to 

obey that order or risk non-existence (ethics ~ ontology). 
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For Campbell the first great ethical thinker to have stated an alternative 

view was the Persian prophet Zoroaster (c. 1000 B.C.). Zoroaster saw the world as 

changeable. History was not an instant re-run of some pre-ordained plan. Man's 

perfection i<[as not to be found in disengaging himself from the earth to s'eek some 

kind of "real" world outside of it but in his engagement and participation in the 

i'"lorld. 

The key ethical difference between Zoroaster and later Christianity lay 

in the fact that for Zoroaster there existed a separate evil principle (the demon 

of the lie, Angra Hainyu) ioIho was a cosmic principle, other than and preceding 

man (as was Ahura Mazda, the lord of life, i·/isdom and light). For the biblical 

myth, however, evil Has caused by man himself through an act of disobedience. 

The only path of redemption in the biblical myth is thus through obedience. And, 

a fact which made the biblical myth especially suited to legal translation, the 

basic aim of this obedience ''las not merely a cosmic redemption but also a political 

one - the raising of Israel to vwrld leadership. For Zoroaster, hO~lever, the 

final redemption lay not in political terms but in restoring (transforming) the 

world to its original goodness and eternal existence. 

The central themes of these two mythic streams still exist in the political 

morality of the West. An ethical discussion of the criminal law has to recognize 

therefore that it represents a political enforcement of a certain set of moral 

norms, and that this enforcement stands in tension irith the themes of freedom and 

participation in the world, in tensi.on with a11Y ethics \oIhich places a higher 

priority on virtues other than obedience (e.g., on love, wisdom, happiness, 

creativity). Or, to put it more simply, the question is \'/hether the foundations 

of morality lie in man in his WOll1d (so that it is the State and its la,'ls i'lhich 

evolve from and are justified by the people), or ,.lhether morality is the province 

of social systems (Churches, States) so that they justify the people, define for 

the people i-That is criminal or not. 
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The Definition of Crime by the Stat.~. Follo\dng Schafer (1974) i'le can define 

crime in a functional sense as "prescribed morality", the transl.ation by the State 

pO\-ier of its political value system into legal terms. Even though the State may 

invite discussions about its decisions from groups vuthin the society, and thereby 

gives the appearance of a Democratic process, it is the State which both has the 

exclusive monopoly on the final definition and interpretation of justice and i'l'hich 

plays the major role in "socializing" the people into i'lhat is permissible to think 

and believe. 

Tne socialization concept as it is defined by soc~ologists is too narro\'/ 

a term to describe the State's power in this latter regard, since they generally 

use the term to imply that the State and its subsystems are some kind of passive 

carriers of culture. Rather, these systems take a mu~h more active role. The 

State, £or ex&~ple, gives social subsystems (e.g., the family) a definite set of 

legally useable re\-lards and punishments i'lhereby they cannot only teach their members 

what are the proper thoughts, feelings, beliefs and attitudes they m~ have (to the 

pbint i'lhere no others may even occur), but that they are responsible to teach these 

to their members (failure to do so can result in this pO\'l'er being taken a\'l'ay by the 

la\'l' and the courts). Thus, the prescriptive mandates of the State not only contain 

the concrete values which must be fbllo'Vled but also the rule that these must be 

taught to others - socialization does not "happen" spontaneously. 

The attempt to value freedom in such a system is subject to the same con

tradictions that are present in the biblical myth. Given the fact that'the source 

of bath existence (Being) and morality are united in one "place", the only i1ay to 

Be is to Obey. These t,'lO concepts of obedience and freedom are irreconcilable, 

although authoritarian systems tJ:"'!J to maintain the illusion of freedom by such' 
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phrases as "freely being obedient". But one CaJ1..!1ot freely obey a...''lY more than 

one can be commanded to love. This paradox of course has its metaphysical roots 

in the positing of just one squrce of being, and thus the problem arises of hOVI 

evil can originate given a totally good first principle - a god or a state. 

Similarly, in the pplitical sphere, the State gives one "freedom to be" 

only insofar as one freely believes in the key political -values. It is this 
I 

>'lhich has also led some Jurists to defiJle the State I s role as the protection of 

a set of values and rights, and only secondarily the protection of per$ons. Some 

criminologists have thought this to be a mista1<e (Grygier, 1975; HcGrath, 1975) 

but it is not so. The highly abstract principles and laws of the State are, as 

~·Ti11 be shoim throughout this module, formally applicable only to classes of 

persons or behaviors. In no way cat). 1aTtl ta1<e into account the uniqueness that 

ma1<es up an individual. In fact, if the State \'lere e-ver to become formally con-

cerned with the individual, the realm of freedom TtJOuld entirely di::;appear (as . _. ...... 

anyone knO,-IS i·rho has received help from a government, this help is also tied to 

control). If I am to be protected totally, I ,-rill also be controlled totally. 

The mechanisms for recognition of individual differences within and outside of 

law is best dealt ~dth at least in part by systems I'lhich are not political in 

nature, e.g., an independent judiciary or local communities. 

Thus, all crimes are in essence political crimes. The snrest indication 

of this lies in the fact that criminal codes rarely even have the category of 

political crime - there is no real distinction in the laTtllIlal{:ers mind betvleen 

political and non-political crime. One possible conceptual framevlork for under-

standing criminal behaviors is therefore to see the criminal as one "lho acts out 

the ethical tension in society bet\,leen the values of freedom and obedience. This 

acting out may be in very small "!'lays (the brea1<ing of a 1 ai-I just because one 

spontat).eously ,-[ants to assert one t s independence from the State) to the full-

fledged attack on boundary values of the culture by organized crime. This 
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"')i1erspecti~ve does not mean to rule ou,t other perspectives, e.g., those which describe 
~~, ' 

the psychological etiology of crime, but what it uniquely does is to make ~ 

criniinal act an ethical act. The criminal act now has a particular ethical context, 

one which differs from the medical model in that it represents to some degree an 

expression of the difference between the individual's goals and those of his society. 

The perspective does not excuse the criminal of responsibility for his actions, but 

it does give a social meaning to his actions, rather than labelling them merely as 

those of an "unsocialized" or incompetent personality. This perspective also makes 

clear that the tully "socialized man", he Itlho has a blind conformity to all law, 

may be as dysfunctional as the fully criminal m&"l in that both have opted to escapee 

the human tension between freedom and obedience by flight into a trans-ethical 

absolutism of either self or State. 

One practi.cal import of this for corrections is that correctional helpers 

are quasi-political agents regardless of their allegiance to "civil service l1 or 

"voluntary" structures. \'[hen one "corrects" a person or a system, one is resolving 

i..~ some way their tension betvieen these two et.hics of freedom and obed:~~mce. To 

"change" cannot be considered apart from the question of "change toW81"d. ",:.'ha:c". 
'1 

Similal":~y, it is impossible to speak of'the causes of crime ",dthout considering 

the political etiology of the law in the first place. For scientific disciplines ~ 
to devise theories which places the causes of crime merely in the individual .or 

within a particular sub-culture or community subsystem is not only snort-sighted but 

may reflect a covert political manoeuver by ~.;hich the scientific disciplines involved 

are supporting the State. This is the weakness of the criminological, psychological 

and sociological research of the day. By their lIobjectivE.' morality, by merely , 
researching what either public or private systems '>'lant to be researched, they must 

unconsciously but responsibly support the values of those systems. 
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The volunteer mystique is perhaps the most dangerous of all ;n this 

regard because it pretends to an ethical purity which in fact it does not have. 

The field of volunteerism~ has in reality no conscious ethic but rather presumes 

that if highly socialized persons are turned loose on un-socialized ones only 

"good" can result. Undoubtedly, individuals will be helped, if only because of 

the fact that even volunteers are not that socialized! But, spontaneous and 

unstructured happenings do not an ethic make. 

What is needed is a more conscious and responsible focus of corrections 

on the sources of conflict betlV'een individuals, subsystems and the society as a 

whole, the search for principles which will define how each of these can be 

corrected, and some kind of tentative statement at least of the bala.'t1ce tha:t. shbuld 

be struck in contemporary society behTeen the need for order and the need for 

individual liberty. Thus,for example, to simply find jobs for criminal offenders 

is one thing, and very useful, but to fail to try to correct the societal structures 

which make jobs difficult to get in the first place is irrational. To cure diseases 

is good, but it is criminal to ignore the sources of disease. To put it simply, 

corrections needs a balanced approach between helping individuals, helping groups 

and helping society itself. 

A subsidiary theme, and one that will reoccur throughout this module, is 

that of "responsibility". The very essence of law lies both in presuming that 

people are responsible for their acts and in its wider goal of teaching people to 

t~~ of themselves as responsible for their decisions. In so doing, law assumes 

an ethic of free iull and rejects absolute ,determinism. It is the socialization 

process in a society which inCUlcates the sense of responsibility in people, and 

as part of and a regulator of these processes, laH supports them to the fullest. 

A.failure in socialization is the cause to t'Ihich we normally attribute criminal 
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tendencies - the failure to present sufficient re,'lards and punishments which 

wocldhave kept a person from brea1dng the lai'l. However, the socialization 

prQcess also has the reverse effect- it decreases responsibility, it restricts 

an individual t s ability to knovf and to choose in that it forces him to accept 

certain frames· of reference t those inherent in the language and in the values of 

the persons and systems around him. Therefore, when a society demands responsi-

bilityand free action, vlhat is meant is that the person is only alloi'Ted to do 

this wi-thin the bounds set for him. 

The cr:iminal is "irresponsible" in that he does not agree ivith the 

cultural values. He !\lay be this way perhaps because re~'1ards for prosocial 

behavior have not been effectively presented to him, or because he may perceive 

another good \'1hich is forbidden by the culture's norms. This does not mean the 

criminal is able to prove his position philosophically but simply that in his 

environment certain antisocial behaviors have more rewards than pro social ones. 

The normal correctional response to the criminal is to try to present 

him with opportunities to cnoose new', prosocial behaviors, such as in programs of 

counseling or job finding. HO\'1ever, iihat must also be kept in mind is that if the 

person is going to continue to live in an environment l'lhere society's norms are 

not relevant, then the person will not even be able to perceive that a particular 

event is rewarding. Correctional agencies, then, will have to be a~'lare of the 

social settings of their clients, especially l'1here cu:ltural subgroups are concerned 

so that they do not ovev-socialize them in the interests of the majority in the 

society. It also behoves the justice syst~m to recognize that where the society 
') 

itself has not presented sufficient re~'lards for a Person to believe in the value 

ofla~l, then justice demand;,) that society assume some of the responsibility for 

criminal behaviors. For example, the unf orlJunat e new concept of "vict imology" 
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(by which victims of crimes are helped to recoup the losses they suffered in 

the crime) can easily put the criminal in the specious position of "povlerful 

aggressor". No\'l, while those \'lho suffer from crime should be recompensed, the 

crimin¥l may suffer from the fact that he is the victim of the pOvlerful and 

amorphous sector of a society \'lhich withheld the socialization rel'lards from him 

in the first place (a sector '.'lhich may include the victim). Also, Tflhere a society 

has a general apathy toward those , .. Tho are suffering \·1ithin its Oi'm midst, and this 

results in some harm to particular individuals within it, the over-simplistic term 

of "victim" may really just serve to let the people absolve themselves of the 

responsibility for not having made the community a more just place to live in. 

The lesson is simple here: if you are going to ta~e advantage of someone else 

make sure you are part of a large group, preferably a corporate entity! 

The Good Man 

It therefore fo11o,,(s that one of the primary end-states and boundary 

values in 8. nomological system is obedience to legitimate authority. A person 

is "good" by the mere fact that he does E.2i brea~ a 18.'.'1, and "bad!! by the mere 

fact that he does. The "good manIT is not valued or even recognized, but rather 

the "man vTho does good (acts)" • "Salvation" is to be found in good works (\'lhereas 

the axiological concept of the "good man" refers instead to a person who acts out 

of a personal set of values). T:1hen one exists in a society which has produced a 

great quantity of la\'I, life for the nomological man degenerates into a series of 

disconnected acts, the avoidance of a multitude of illegal behaviors. In a 

social system, then, one can be sure that the jurists are in control \'Ihen its main 

energy is devoted to developing more and more detailed codes of right and \'Trong . 

behaviors .• 
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B. .4.;'{IOLOGIC.4L ETHICS 

In order to arrive at t.he. norms of human behavior, a second alternative 

to a nOlrtological ethic is available, namely, an axi,ological methodology by ':ihich 

a system defines the "principles" ~vhich should regulate both its internal 

structures and'la\'/s as \-Tell as its relationships \·iith the environment in which 

it lives. Principles are ~ lai'ls, but the source of all lm'ls. The principles 

describe the "frame of reference" of the system. They are the cognitive assump

tions r.vhich allOt'i it to 1.Ulderstand the flo~.Js of information and energy both 

within it and between it and other systems, flows which give the system existence 

and permanence. 

In terms of energy flows, for example, man is just beginning to develop 

an ecological ethics. He is realizing that a production ethic, , .. Thile consistent 

in its OtV!l frame of reference and even useful .in an underpopulated habitat, is 

dysfunctional in the larger context of an over-cro\vded world. An international 

ethics based on an intelligent understanding of the i'lOrld' s resources and 

energy flotvs is also needed if single nations are to develop their Oi'il1. ethical 

principles. 

Information flovlS also exist and their ethical character again depends 

on an apprel:iation of the interacting systems. For example, an intelligent 

parent knows that "truth" for his or her child depends on what the child can 

understand. If a child asks, "Nhat kind of tree is that?", a person i'lnO 

answered by giving the tree's chemical structure ,,'sould be saying a "true" 

statement but one which does not match the frame of the question of the person 

asking it. Similarly, parents knOvT that fantasy in children is a natural and 

important part of their lives. To force children to give up their fantasies 

in the interests of adult truth i'lOuld be an unethical and probably harmful act. 
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The primary principle of axiological ethics is that mants perfection 

lies in his use of reason (not in the obedience to this or that derived lavl) 

that is, in methodology rather than method! ~ law above all lat'ls is man's 

mind itself. To be unethical is to act unreasonably, to act \·lithout under

standing vThat can be knovlIl about the environment one is in. 

Concrete la\'ls "lill all-lays exist in any system, including ariological 

systems. Therefore, concrete la'Hs are not inconsistent >,lith an axiological 

system as long as the persons t-dthin the S"Jstem understand hOi" the la~'Ts have 

been derived (th~ constraints and laws of man's own mind), and as long as the 

laws consistently flo,v from the first principles. 

An essential part of the ariological system is to te<:>l., its concrete lai·/s 

by their'results - i.e., whether they in fact ma~e the persons and groups ,·lithln 

the system more adaptive. vlliereas nomological systems hold that morality lies 

in what VlI'itten or traditional roles say is right (life should be as la"ls say it 

ought to be), an axiological system never places that much trust in words but 

rather in life itself. Very simply, this is i'That children do i'Then they grOi'l up, 

and even those adults ''iho continue to grmv to\'Tard 'tTisdom - they experiment vTith 

different behaviors and values to try to find for themselves the i·Tidest possible 

sense of identity and oneness "l'Tith the vlorld. So too, man's mythological as 1,'Tell 

as his scientific creations have never stopped short of ,('lanting to understand 

himself and the uniYerse '\dthin one frame of reference. But to continually 

strive for such an ethical maturity, one must expose oneself to life - it cannot 

be s:L-nply learned from books or adjusting oneself to the la1'/s of others •. 

If man's mind is understood as part of the i'lorld, matter in dialogue 

Nith m.atter, then the kinds of particular laws that man creates vlill be 

analagous to those regularities found in. nature. 

close to th~ early Greek notion of "nomos" (113.\'1). 

This idea of "lai'lll is very 

Thus, for Sophocles, lal'1s 
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\-/ere not "things in other things", but the basis of being itself, the "customs 'of 

the universe, the eternal principles of right and i'lrong immanent in the universe". 

So too with the Stoics: "The end is to live in accordance with nature, that is, 

according to one's nature and that of the universe, doing nothing ~'lhich is for

bidden by the common law iihich is the right principle running through all things." 

(Chrysippus). A simila1' insight existed in early Judaism where laTtl was a right 

relationship between the community and its personal creator (the source of the 

world). As their cultures grew older, hO\-lever, both hellenism and Judaism come 

to replace the relational concept of nomos with that of a positive code. Right 

and wrong were defined by isolated actions, and so they developed a nomological 

ethics. 

The concept of mediation: the ethical man. 

The first principle of an axiological methodology is that' what is to be 

done is "the good" not "the law". Now, as we saw earlier, a system chooses its 

own boundary values - there is no absolute norm of right or truth. But, in order 

that· the values chosen have some degree of perm?Ilence, they will r'lave to meet the 

needs of the people an~ groups '.dthin the system. To do this, an axiological 

methodology demands that "the good" be determined by a first-hand experience of 

life. Thus, the ethical man is a person who experiments i'lith a wide variety of e 
life styles. He is aware both of the fact that his choices were determined by life 

and that these choices must again be tested by life. Thus his thought and actions 

are open to evolutionary growth. To put it in another way, it is the improbable 

man (the one open to new experiences and ideas) who brings probability to his 

environment. Only he can both bring intelligent principles and laws to the 

cOmmunity, iihile at the same time realizing that he is not committed to these 

abstractions but rather to the life of the community. 
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Because of this participation in the life of the com~unity, the natural 

and primarJ role of the ethical man or the ethical system is that of mediation, 

the creation of principles and processes vlhich help different groups in the 

community form an harmonious whole. This has several implications for corrections. 

Tile can assume that, T,o,hen there is a signi~icant amount of crime in a 

community, either certain laws are. non-functional or the com~unity does not provide 

the- means to keep the 1m". The increase L'"l the crime rate today as ~'lell as the 

imperfect sense of identity and purpose in Canadian society requires that corrections, 

in cooperation vuth all other community systems, participate in a search for a 

relevant modern ethic. Corrections can no longer afford to assume that its primary 

mandate is to rehabilitate the lone offender. Rather, it may also and equally 

have to rehabilitate the deviant aspects of the c9mmunity. 

Individual correctional ,.,rorkers "ull have to become more involved in the 

day-to-day life and environment of the local community, and especially that of the 

offender. To mediate one must first experience the situation as it is, to e~ 

perience it nas ifn no solution already exists (the solution one learns out of 

books, from academic sources). A true'mediator must avoid those pre-set categories 

and labels v/hich both define the problem and solve it from afar. This in turn 

requires serious c9nsideration of whether the traditional office-bound approach 

in corrections should not be complemented by having some correctional \iorkers 

trained to work within the community itself - e.g., working with local employers 

so that criminal offenders have a better possibility of getting jobs, or setting' 

up and administering volunteer programs. 

Analog(r! The Cognitive t-1.ethod of Hediation 

All of man's lmorlledge stems from percei-ved analogies, from his ability 

to create mental models ,V'hich unite the different realities of the vlOrld into an 

ordered I'Thole. An historian, for example, sees one nation as like another, and 

so creates a IIhistoryn rather than a recital of facts. Physicists assume all 
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hydrogen atoms are ali..~e and i'lill behave in the same Nay. Criminologists ass~ue 
i,. 

that certain criminals are like others and so a uniform approach can be taken toward 
'i 
h 

them. 

The critical point to remember, though, is that analogies are based on 

similarities bebleen unlike entities. No one thing is exactly like another - at 

least there i~ no evidence in science that any t\'10 things are exactly ali..~e. Even 

more important to understand is that it is the differences bebleen things TtThieh is 

the essential cause of our ability to know in the first place. If all things 1'lere 

the same (and to the degree that they are) we could understand them. If the whole 

world were white, there 'I-muld be no seeing, no w~9:-€li&t-ingu.ish or corn~ ___ -e--
realities. 

To express this in system I s terminology, ,'Ie u.'1derstand a system by ~'lhat is 

outside of it. There must be a frame of reference limeh allows us to isolate and 

define the system, make it different than yet related to its environment. Thus, one 

cannot understand a criminal unless one knO .. 1S what his culture defines as non-

criminal. "Free" enterprise is a crime in a pure communistic state, Nhere it is 

the height of perfection within a pure capitalistic model. Within a particular 

system, it also follo;'1s that there are no ethical acts without unethical ones. 

There is no way in Which a person can know he is "right" (if he wants to knO"1 such e 
a thing) unless there are others' around him \'1ho can be clearly labelled as wrong. 

Therefore, "ethics" is one aspect of man I s enquiry into the nature of the 
1 

world itself - the reality surrounding his acts from which he dra ... rs his analogies 

and theories and by "Ihich he judges his acts as good and evil. vIe have seen that 

nomological systems deny the relationship of ethics ,'lith life and so also the 

ultimate unity of ethical science and aU other human sciences. "\'lhat is right is 

right"., no matter .. that effects it produces, no matter What other sciences teach. 
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allows us to propose a second model, one in which life, truth, ethics and aesthetics 

are one. (One might also ~'ionder whether the most effective therapeutic technique 

for a person is that which reflects his OvID style of life - or, to put it in 

another w~, since all therapies not only help a pe~son solve his problems but 

also teach him hE!!. to solve his problems, they have ethical overtones throughout). 

He arbitrarily divide up and study reality by different sciences because our minds 

are limited, but the differences beti'leen the sciences lie simply in the frames of 

reference w.i..thin which they study reality • 

.----------Thus..,-it-iS-:o:recise~d essenti.al.l::f--this openness of the axiological 

ethical system to a total experience of the I'/orld TtThich separates it from nomological 

ethics. An axiological ethics requires a study of how things actually interact in 

the real ''1orld. It' s start~g points are "principles of being" as opposed to laws 

.. Thich s~ "do this - avoid that", laws 'I'lhich try to catch all reality in a series 

of abstract ~'lords (where one sins against ..... ords, and rehabilitates oneself th-~ugh 

the t.u:.e of VTOrdS). These principles do not lead necessarily to anyone set of 

concrete rights and wrongs. They simply expose patterns of flo\,/ in reality in 

which certain effects tend to flow from particular decisions. vlhat mal(es one result 

more desirable than another \.;ill depend on the chosen boundary values and the 

constraints on a particular system a.t a particular time. 

Therefore, an axiological ethics uniquely possesses an internal "principle 

of self-negation" or, in systems terms, is open-ended. It affirms that life ~xceeds 

eny ethical language Nhich speaks about life. Thus, one cannot f/Tithin this frame 

ask the question, lITiIhat is the ultimate purpose (ethics) of life itself'?". There 

is no frame outside of life by \·/hich to judge it. All religions have sensed this 

and so have put their gods "beyond good and evil", beings or principles 1'lhich "are", 
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t'lhi~h possess in themselves (as in Freud's Id) the simultaneous presence of all 

elements of life. The supreme act of ethics is, after all is said &"'1d done, to 

live one's life to the full, to be a man as one \,lould choose to be. 

In order to expose the ramifications of an axiological ethics more fully, 

it will be discussed under five points of vie~'l: its transformational methodology; 

the concept of fittingrtess/adaptiveness; the concept of creativity; the concept 

of gro\'~h; and the concept of intelligence. 

-1. The Transformational Hethodolog;r[ of Axiological Ethics 

lihereas the method of a nomological ethics involves the translation of 

the values of individuals onto a larger system, axiological ethics uses a trans-

formational methodology ~ namely, it investigates whether different ethical ~ 

principles and procedures apply to different system levels (an ethics of ~oles). 

As Sutherland (1973) has sho;m, higher systems are not just replications of the 

su,bsystems they .contain: 

Just as modern physicists have gone beyond the a priori assumptions 
of strict causality symmetrically distributed (in the transition 
from classical to quantum theory), so must soci.a1 scientists 
abandon the socioeconomic equivalents of strict causality ••••• and 
allm'l a probabilistic component •••• In other l'IOrdS, in the organic/ 
quantum-theoretic realm, each system level is potentia.lly 
engineered by a unique set of algorithms. 

For example, homeostatic self-regulation in organisms (\'lhich is meaningless in 

reference to individual cells or organs), or distributive justice in society 

(which i:;; meaningless in regard to indiVidual citizens), all flo'1 from the fact 

that the wnole is other than the sum of its parts. 

vlhen i're study a particular system, we first of all look to see if it has 

unique rules of operations. These rules are algorithms, Hhich L.." their simplest 

definition are the steps by \'lhich a system reaches its goals - e.g., "first try 

this, if it ,(lorks, then ••••• , but if not then try this, etc." All problem

solving techniques are made up l:Jf algorithms. i'Ie may~ for example, teach a 
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probationer in corrections hOi'! to search for a job, and then if he lands an 

intervie'lr, 'lie may next teach him haN to ~vrite an application form or act duri-ug 

the intervieH, and so on. In a deductive method, the algorithms (rules, concrete 

la'lTs) would flo"\'/' from the initial assumptions (cognitive and ethical). 

Once we adopt an ethical system, it is important to realize that it inll 

not only lead to a set of subprinciples which determine our actions but also jilll 

help to determine (create) the environment in T"lhich i're live. First of all this 

is true because any (ethical) concept has a selective value. It affects ,'That 'ile 

will be able to attend to in our environment f and \\That importa"-lce ,'Ie give to 

things we do see. For example, if one t~~s that the act of theft itself is 

ahmys evil, then one Hill not be even able to conceive of the possibility tha~ 

theft is also a Nay (albeit a usually destructive Nay) of redistributi.'1g i.realth 

in a community v/here l'Tealth was first of all. arbitrarily assigned for certain 

actions or behaviors. (Can one steal from a person I'lho previously stole from 

h · ? 1.l!l. Or, if a singer of songs or athlete ma1<:es a million dollars a year, and 

another man cannot support his family as a labourer, ivhat does it mean vlhen the 

latter takes from the former?). Qr 1 if one believes that all criminals are 

psychologically disturbed, then one can give no intrinsic value to the T:lays in 

which the community creates and maintains certain types of criminal behaviors. 

All ethical systems involve coding, putting actions into a class or frame. 

Deviance, crL~e, freedom, are all abstractions. The more abstract a concept is, 

the less understanding and information it gives about the concrete, unique 

differences between people, things and events. Trlhile the unique qualities of 

lone individuals can never be conveyed in \'lords, an axiological ethics does try 

to recognize that medium level systems as \'lell as different levels i·dthin them 

may have their own class of values. 
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Therefore, a major task in studying h~~an social systems is to identify 

ethical concepts (values) that are proper to them and not mere translations of 

the values of other systems or of their own components. Since a system has 

unique functions, not found in its individual components, it must also develop 

concomitant values which tell it how to best use these abilities for itself and 

its components. However t the fact that -e,he "good of a systemll will not correspond 

in a one to one manner wi.th that of the individuals i·rithin it does not mean that 

the system takes priority over the individual. The system's good is simply its 

perspective, its frame of rE'~ference, which allows it to establish its mom 

identity and act consistently. e 
Since la~'l is not the starting point of an axiological methodology 7 it also 

does not presume to say \·rhat kind of systems are right or I'/I"ong, inore valuable 

or less valuable. Rather, it looks at the process of qystem building itself and 

gives typologies of 5,1stems with their relevant mechanisms. If one chooses a 

democratic model, for example, then certain values and mechanisms vrill be shown 

to be appropriate to it and certain ones vr.i11 not. But an axiological methodology 

would never insist that democracy is the ideal model for all persons or qystems 

in all situations, but simply that if it is chosen, and is internally consistent, 

it will lead to certain benefits and have certain drawbacks. 

Complications will also arise for a 5,7stem as it operates in different 

contexts. 'mat may be seen as ethical within a system, for example, may not be 

so vlhen the 5,7stem interacts vdth its environment. One very controversial modern 

example concerns ·bribery. A nation may choose to make bribery a crime iuthin l.ts 

own borders.. However, l-lhen a multinational corporation vlorks in a different 

country, one Hhere "bribery" becomes a kind of salary to influential people, a 

different context exists. For example, such activities are not that much 

different from intra-national, monopolistic practices. As Jay (1967) pointed out, 
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busi..'1esses (and management organizations in general) can be vie~'/ed as political 

entities. Thus, as one General Electric executive said during an antitrust case 

of the 1950's, "Sure, collusion \'ras illegal, but it 'lrasn't unethical. It I·rasn't 

any more unethical than if the companies had a summit conference the vray Russia 

and the West meet." In other \'lords, the rationale for antitrust legislation and 

for nations p~lshillg corporate collusion or international bribes is to prevent 

corporations from behaving as national entities themselves behave. 

An ethical methodology also allm-ls us to see the effect the size of a 

system has on its ethical principles. As a system gets larger, incorporating 

more and more of its environment into itself, the greater tendency there is for 

it to move to,'lard a nomological ethics. The smaller the environrnent outside the 

system, the less information there is for the system to use in forming its values 

differences between things decrease and sameness increases. Therefore, more and 

more, the system's values must be set by fiat (and so lack both proof or 

provableness). Thus, the larger a system becomes, the more amoral it becomes 

its credibility being based on faith in itself and its chosen values. Similarly, 

we sai'l that "life" itself ,'laS not an ethical object since there is noth:U1g outside 

of it by vlhich to judge it. "Large" in this context refers not only to the number 

of components i'rithin the system but also to its control of either or both its 

energy and information supply. A small group of jurists may control the lives of 

a nation, vrhereas the numerically lat'ger group of citizens have no effective pOI-rer. 

A relatively small dictatorship such as Hitler's Germany may imperil the less 

singl~ninded democracies, until at least the threat gives them a similar control 

of their reso~ces. 
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To avoid such a nomological trend tmrard. a dictatorship or a rule by 
.~ 

the Pb"\,lerful elite, a society ',·Till have only one course of action open to it -

to affirm a. minimum number of macro-values for the system as a whole (and so 

limited albeit. po\-rerful control of a fe~l sectors of the society), 1-Thile at the 

same time encouraging and rewarding the maximum amOWlt of subsystem, local 

variety and differ.ence. 

The smaller a system gets (the larger is its environment), the less 

predictable the system becomes. The "alHayS" and "everll quality of large system 

ethics is actually dysfunctional for small systems. Thus, in the unique situation 

of the individual man, his dilelTU1las rarely involve the choice between clearly 

defined goods and evils but usually bet\'leen choices vlhich are equally good, or e 
have seemingly equal mixtures of good and evil. No principle or derived law or 

rule can ta.~e away from man the burden of freedom. All our principles a.."ld rules 

are abstractions, and as such iocnore the unique details of our lives. 

" The frust:;-ating quality of human beings (and all small systems) is that 

they are inconsistent. They don't al,·rays do \-lhat they are "supposed" to dot 

I.n.l'~ctive approach to human behavior (the derivi.11g of la\is/consistencies of human 

behavior,by adding up instances of regular choices) vTill therefore be hard put to 

arrive at laws which show a cause-effect relationship bett-reen a person's environ- 4It 
ment and his behavior. This is a particularly troublesome problem for corrections 

since apparently similar offenders will react differently to the same treatment 

method. Given the almost infinite combinations of factors that can affect a 

person's values and motivations, and the still unknown t'lay in Which the human 

brain functions in receiving and coding information, it ",muld seem that there is 

no possibility in the. near future for corrections to have a scientific theory 

which Will help it to develop its own unique method of vlorking ,·lith offenders • 
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\-lhat exists at present is a hodgepodge of theories al1d values. In order to 

create a larger set of criminal s,rstems (types of offenders or offenses), and so 

be able to act consistently, corrections has had to borrm·J its vru.ues from a 

variety of other sources and systems. 

The typical valu~s that are idealized in the correctional field more 

often than not. are mere translations of values '\<Thich have~ been previously adopted 

by those (amoral) social sciences from Hhich corrections has borro;'Ted its methods 

of work. One commonly accepted value, that of being non-judgmental, will illustrate 

the problems involved. Such a value has three intrinsic difficulties ,,/hen it is 

translated from an interpersonal context to that of a correctional system. 

First, the specific mal'ldat6 for correctional workers is to operate lUlder 

a legal system. I'ilien directly supervising offenders, the "lorker' s first duty is 

to enforce the orders of the court. There is no mandate for correctional v10rkers 

to themselves rehabilitate anybody. Therefore, the \'Torker must first of all judge 

the person, judge \'lhat kind of surveillance is needed, and only then to decide 

~'Thether or not the person needs help and then from ':That comr.nmity resource. Being 

non-judgmental is an absw:-d and impossible task for a human being. The hmnan brain 

contains values, and as it works as a unit, it cannot not judge. A more scientific 

statement of the correctional 'dorker's task might rather be that his judgments 

should be intelligent ones (he kIWi'iS hmv much his judgments depend on his personal 

assumptions, on theories and proven facts), that he }mO"iS how and i-Then to express 

judgments, and that he realizes that no abstract value can exactly fit the unique 

situation of an individual human being. In other 'fiOrds, only oy recognizing our 

judgments can "-ie learn to re-evaluate them and. groi-l. Corrections, therefore, 

needs to engage in a continuing study and development of itsO\-m values if· it is 

ever to be a science. Those \';ho blandly espouse a non-judgmental ethic can only 

be aSS1.U11ed to be uniJ.'1formed about the physical i'iorkings of the brain, or 

surreptitiously exercising control over their clients. 
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Secondly 1 insofar as the correctional ,'Torker functions as an agent of the 

whole comrmm:i.ty, he has a mandate both tm'larci the offender (I'Tho is after all still 

a member of the community) and to all citizens generally. His role is to both 

deter the criminal offender from further crime and to help him fulfill his O\'1n 

needs and goals, both of l'1hich also serve the whole community by decreasing crime. 

As long as the correctional \'lorker meets his legal mandate, then, he is free to 

help the offender meet his needs and goals. The person Nho decides \'lhat should be 

done in this latter area, hO~'lever, is the offender, ~ the correctional worker. 

The simple quest:ion that should be asked of the offender is, "v1b.at do you I'lant me 

to do?", as opposed to the professional bias to\'lard., "You need this and 1 'm going e 
to do it for (to) you." But even here, I'Then the offender is at the center - the 

correctional worker is not non-judgmental. For eXaIn!Jle, he may have to' judge hm'! 

realistic a person r S goals are. However, in the final analysis ~ the correctional 

worAer's prima...'7 rO'le is to give information (realizing that no meaningful informa

tion is possible ~dth):>ut values, contexts), while it is the offender's primary rO'le 

to make decisions about the values, goals, end states he tnll actually p\lI'sue 

(although he too will h~':ve to give the c,orrectiO'nal i'lOrker informatiO'n about these 

and the help he needs). 

And thirdJ.y, a danger in accepting the values of (classical) psychology O'r 

social "lork is that the correctional \'lcrker may begin to' use psycholcgical jargon 

:in his reporting cn offenders. Presentence reports, for example, should describe 

behavior, and evaluate it in concepts that are both suited to the professiO'nal's 

actual expertise and to the knowledge of the possible readers. A psy.;nological 

term:i.nology can easily creep into the correctional \-lor].::er r S vocabula..."'Y (the 

offender is either mad or bad) simply because the correctiO'nal \'lorker has been 

trained or supervised in terms of this larlgUage. The only Hay to avO'id suCh 

labelling is to train officers in value concepts that specifically apply to their 

role and mandates. 
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At the present, there is little effort being given to developing a 

correctional ethic. Such an ethic would have to identify both those values 

corrections shares in cornmon \'lith the society it exists in, and the specific 

values "Thich define its unique role. Such values would also have to span the 

different theoretical approaches that exist in corrections. One basic sub-set 

of values "lould therefore have to be concerned "rith facilitating a 'ilork;ng 

relationship bet'l'leen the offender a.'1d individual correctional ''1Or1o::er. It might 

be pos~ted, for example 7 that for the correctional ';JOrker to effectively relate 

tilth an offender he should value and be proficient in communicating ope~Jless, 

honesty and genuiness. The rationale of these qualities is that they counteract 
...." .. ~ .. " ... ---- -

a. 
role-playing by either party and force them to face each other as ~'1iqQe hQ~an 

beings.. An open relationship not only Nill facilitate the professional's role 

of giving information (i'le do not listen to people ,'Ie disli.1{e), but also the 

surveillance aspect since a rational system of laiofs must be perceived as intelligent 

and intelligible to indiv-idual citizens. 

The greatest problem for the correctional \'lo1'ker is hOlO] to coriUnunicate and 

act consistently, given the fact that he is both an agent of the criminal justice 

system and an individual human being )·rho 'ilants to be helpful to the ofi'ender. The 

problem lies not only in the fact that these roles are often in co~~ict, but also 

that the offender may have a pre-conceived image of the correction::l1 i'lorker as a 

person tqho is so II straight II , la'.,r-abiding, that there is no basis for empathy or 

communication "dth him. 

This is a particularly critical problem in the first meetings beti'leen the 

correctional ~'iOrker and the criminal offender (a correctional methodology ,rill 

probably have to develop specific methods t'Thich are appropriate for the different 
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growth stages that are possible within the i"iorker-client relationship). The 

method for dealing with the first encounters ,iill have to specifically focus, for 

example, on how the correctional worker can deal .dth the offender's preconceptions 

or frames, the way he type-casts and labels the worker's role and that of the 

justice system. 

One method correctional "lorkers may employ here is "paradoxical 

communication". A "paradox" is simply the exposure of two or more facts Nhich 

do not fit into the frame of the observer. l'llien "things don't make sense" we know 

we have inadequate assumptions or theories. - To challenge a person's (or system's) 

values, one must expose their intrinsic contradictions, e.g., show hm·, t .. l0 or mor~ e 
of his ~ values clash with each other. 

A paradoxical technique that a probation officer might use, for example, 

is to divorce himself both from the court and the correctional agency I This can 

be done very simply by the ii'orker stating something along the lines of, "The 

agency pays me to make sure that you keep your probation conditions, but it can't 

buy me personally. It can't pay me to like you or to trust you. In fact, you 

would be wise not to trust me until you get to know me better." i'lhile the first 

part of the statement defines the constraints under which both the probationer and e 
probation officer operate, 'the second part sets the initial paradox. Probationers 

, expect to meet a person who either plays an authoritarian role or that of the 

helpful, all-accepting social worker. The above manoeuver .. l'lhich is only one of 

many possible ones, forces the offender to see the correctional worker as a 

"different person", one whose acts are self-::ietermined. Consequently, the implica-

tion is that the offender can also be himself, and conversely will not be able to 

manoeuver the. probation officer by playing the "nice offender" role. 
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2. The Concent of Fittingness/Adantivenes~ 

A system is adaptive to its environment if it is maintai..l1ed by the 

selective force of evolution. flFitness" is the ability of a system to conti11ue 
r 

to .-:xist throughout changing environments. The fitness of the system lies in 

both its stability (genetic and lea...""TIed) and its ability to generate ne,,, forms 

(organizations, genotypes) to cope \'rith nei'[ envirop .. ments. 

A trait (a value or any other component of a 5'Jstem) ';Till be adaptive or 

non-adaptive ("abnonnal") as it increases or reduces the fitness of individuals 

or systems which consistently manifest it under normal envi..-ronmental circumsta.'11ces. 

Therefore, deviant responses in abnormal envi-I'onments may be adaptive, 'i'Thereas 

statistically nonnal responses may be maladaptive. 

There are three factors vThich ma.~e it difficult for us to recognize the 

adaptiveness of a particular trait or S',{stem, and, in particular, that of an 

ethical system: the time frame used; the particular characteristics of the 

envirorunent, especially its rate of change and its opportunities for expression 

of values; and, the multivalent (symbol; c) adaptiveness of a particular ethical 

Values may be functional or not according to the time frame of the 

observer. Thus, a particular law or value can be said to be adaptive as it 

allows a system in a given time frame to adapt to its environment. BoundaI'"'J 

values "Till be much slower to change than intermediate values, as 'I"e have noted, 

but they too are subject to evolutionary processes. vIhat might be valueless in 

the short run may turn out to be valuable in the long run. 

The rate of change il"l the system's environment will affect its ability to 

knON which of its traits are adaptive. A system existing in a stable environment 

can l"each an equilibrium in \'Ihich its value-sets are adaptive over long periods. 

i'ihen, hovlever, the environment changes (as it invariably does), the system's 
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<;) ability to revise its value sets may vary in a proportion to the length of time 

it has existed in equilibri1lffi. For example, a society Hhich has a long history 

and well-defined traditions (its identity has become "locked inlt) ~dll find it 
" 

more difficult to change than a society which has a shorter history. 

It is therefore likely that newer sub-systems in a society, those which 

are formed around new and therefore different (deviant) values and behaviors, ... dll 

be able to react to a changing environment more adaptively at_times than established 

institutions can. For example, in a world in which natural resources are limited, 

useful values and information can come from those, groups which experiment with 

reproduction patterns in which the random production of children is less valued 

than the quality of life enjoyed by the parties. However, sL.ce ~he adaptiveness 

of these behaviors may be merely temporary, a society is also correct in not 

institutionalizing them until they prove to be of a long run value. HO ... lever, a 

society i'lhich is in a period of change \'lould be wise to at least not punitively 

react to such behaviors until they are proven to be maladaptive. 

And lastly, the adaptiveness of behaviors and values are difficult to 

assess because of their multivalent character. Nadel (1968) and Rapaport (1971) 

have shown how behaviors 'Vlhich were originally successful in meeting certain ends 

can gradually come to have other, secondary values and ends associated with them. 

Technology, for example, has produced machines which increase man's adaptiveness. 

Thus, cars allow us to be more mobile in seeking jobs and to live in less dense 

environments. However, machines can also serve secondary goals - people will buy 

more expensive models of cars merely to exhibit their economic status, or to give 

themselves a sense of power or importance. In la1'I, similarly, there are individual 

codes that no longer have adaptive value but primarily support the morals and 

traditions of the past. 
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There are three major perspectives by l'lhich to explain hOi'l a human system 

comes to choose "the good", to choose end-states which have the highest possible 

adaptive qualities. 

(a) A higher system determines the values of a Im·fer system. This is a kind of 

nomological system, an "ethical behaviorismll , in '.'THich one system imposes its 

values on another system. All of us in some Hay are programmed by our culture. 

)'.fe are taught by the subsystems 'rTe belong to (family, peers, etc.) to accept and 

believe in society's values. 

Kohlberg (1969), in his deyelopmental-genetic approach, gave one 

theoretical description of hoI'/ such values evolve in a child grovTing to adulthood. 

He postulates that moral values evolv-e in three general stages: (a) in a young 

child's life, values are inculcated by re~'rards and punishments; (b) later, they 

arise through the person fulfilling correct social roles and meetL~g the e~~ectation5 

of others; and (c) finally, moral values reside in the person's conformity to shared, 

communal. standards. The principles that apply to these stages are: (a) obedience 

to authority and rules so as to obtain reHards and avoid punishments; (b) obedience, 

duty and conformity, so as to avoid personal rejection by others (especially peer 

groups) and consequent feelings of guilt; and (c) legalistic values and conscience, 

~'lhere some arbitrariness is recognized to preserve the common good, and ultimately, 

a primary allegiance to self-choice 'IThich can overrule particular la;-lS i-There they 

do more harm than good. HOi'leVer, this theory or approach has yet to come up ~dth 

those specific mechanisms "Thich accomplish these ends, hOl'l these may v-ary in 

different cultures, or how they relate to genetic oX' physiological structures. 

(b) A Im'ler system determines the values of a hi.gher S:-y"stem. Again, this is a 

nomological method. For example, a scientific theorJr might believe that man is 
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determined by his biological subsystems &~d their corresponding mechanisms. Or, 

a society might believe that it should adopt its values from one or more of its 

subS,rstems, e.g., from its dominant religious sect(s). 

A major scientific theory in this area is that of ~lilson (1975) and his 

sociobiological synthesis. He argues for a biological, genetic basis of human 

values, ,'/ith man t s self-knm'Tledge and ethical judgments being constrained and 

shaped by the emotional control centers in the hypothalmus and lL~bic systems of 

the brain. From this perspective, the meaning and source of moral values can 

only be fully detennined by the study of man's emotive centers and hO~'T they have 

been formed by biological adaptation. 

A sociobiological approach holds out the possibility that man's ethical 

standards .·Tere developed through the forces of natural selection and that man noVI 

m~ have certain genetic bases for these values. As opposed to Skinner's approach, 

\V'hich totally explains the origin of moral values by conditioning processes, i'lilson 

believes that there is no solid proof 'chat operant conditioning is of more or 

equal imporlance 'than natural selection. If genetic factors shape behaviors in 

man, as the evidence shows it does in every other animal species, then to ignore 

it would be disastrous. To rely simply on the conditioning po"ler of societal 

subsYstems to create Co uniformity among its citizens (morality can be totally taught, e 
or people can be helped to acquire any set of values through counseling, therapy, 

or other technologies), must lead, as it has, to the conclusion that those who are 

different are either mad or bad. It may not be possible after all to condition a 

rabbit to be a snail t • 

An evolutionary, adaptive approach to understanding human behavior might, 

for example, alloH us to conceive of the follot·ling ideas. 
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There could be a moral ambiguity in a system when there is a clash 

between behaviors that fit a system's current environment, and those which have 

a genetic base, e.g.: a biologi.cally-based set of values, such as a sex-or-age-

dependent ethics~ might be more productive of genetic fitness than a universal 

moral code to be followed by all persons at all times; it is adaptive and of 

selective advantage for young children to be more self-centered than adolescents 

who are naturally more peer group oriented; and, as T( .... sai'l earlier, the different 

stages in population size of a society might demand d~fferent adaptive values. 

Thus, as Wilson notes: 

If there is any truth to this theory or innate moral pluralism, the 
requirement for an evolutional approach to ethics is self-evident. 
It should also be clear that no single set of moral standards can be 
applied to all populations, let alone all sex-age classes i'lithin 
each population. To impose a uniform code is therefore to create 
complex, intractable moral dilemnas - these, of course, are the 
current condition of mankind. 

H'Jwever, there are still unsolved iSSUeS in such an approach. Does it 

mea1'l to say that all human activity is purely geneticall;y- determined? If so, 

then it follows that the purpose of reason is merely to d;i..sc::oyer the "right" 

correspondence between the system and its environment. But this position cannot 

as yet be reconciled with those leaps of art.istic IDld scientific insight by which 

creative persons seem to "transcend" their past and present environments. (What 

is the source of novel behaviors which later become adaptive'~). Secondly, 

evolutionar,r histor,r is of such a long time frame that it cannot give a precise 

direction to the creation of new ethical values in today's world, except insofar 

as to point out which values are relics of the past. Third, and most crucial, 

the unique fact of man is that he is not merely the object of environmental 

pressures but is an animal who can create his mm environment. Biology is 

restricted by the fact that the systems involved have no such ability - the 
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adapti;,-eness of a species or other group is detar.:nined by studying \'lhich behaviors 

and "values" are fitting to a given territory and the naturo.l constraints that 

apply. Once one can manipulate the environment, however, problems of a higher 

order arise. Man can make the environment adaptive to himself rather than adapt 

to it. Thus, a biol0c."p'cal science cannot give much insight into the ethical 

issues involved in modern society's increasing pOi"rer to program its citizens to have 

certain values and needs, a.l1d create ret;-Tard and punishment systems to reinforce 

these values. 

(c) The interactional processes between ti-lO or more systems determine the values 

2,f the systems through congruent matrices. Follo,dng the approach of Buckley (1968) e 
and that of Secord & Backman (1961), a systems approach "Tould hold that I-That a 

person or human sy~tem strives to maintain is not an "identity" or "self"- (or any 

formal set of purely' intellectual values), but a certain set of expected responses 

from other systems in its environment, ,1hich systems in turn are actively trying 

to maintain their own expected responses. The I!values" \-rhich are therefore the most 

important and controlling ones are those which are most functional. Nan does not 

believe in certain abstZ"act values because (or merely because) they are "right" 

(have an intrinsic rationality), but because they have met his goals in the past 

and are expected to do so in the future. This approach is most compatible i'lith 

the area of uniqueness \'lithin human systems, namely, their ability to exercise 

conscious control over their environment. 

A simplified dyadic model will illustrate some of the mechanisms involved. 

Suppose a man meets a wonan, and they begin to set up a relationship. Hithin the 

context of the evolving relationship, each person will be able to maintain or change 

their behavior patterns according to the congruence of their values i'lith the 

behavior of the other. " 
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(a) The first factor \vhich influences whether or not they \·ri.ll develop a 

stable relationship is the congruency of their intrapsychic value sets. 

Individuals have a hierarchy of values, loosely defined and ordered, 

which exhibit a certain stable pattern and rank order throughout a 

given time period. If t,he man, for example, puts a higher value on 

being in control of his relationships and a lesser value on being 

dependent, and the .. loman values dependency over freedom then these 

initial sets are roughly congruent. 

(b) Secondly, the stability of their relationship will depend on the ability 

of each to perceive the presence of ~hese values in the other and to 

exhibit their own values in their behavior. This exhibitional and 

perceptual activity is an intensely interpersonal one. As Goffman (1959) 

has noted, the process of revealing oneself has a highly manipulative 

quality. A person will try to show himself in the best light possible 

and suppress information that might compromise his status and worth in 

the eyes of the other. In an interpersonal context, the circular flow 

of behaviors will form a whole, each behavior being both a response to 

a previous one and becoming in tUl'Il a stimulus for the next behavior 

of the other. 

(c) Third, the "depth" of the relationship, the range and variety of 

behaviors that can take place, will be dete~tned by the ability of 

each person to maximize each of their values. There are two general 

types of transactions .. mich affect the kinds of values which can be 

actualized in a relationship - namely, ~etrical and complementary 

transactions. One sometimes meets a "kindred spirit", someone viho is 

recognized as having not only the same values as oneself but also 

having them in the same approximate rank order (at least for the set 
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of boundary values). This leads to a symmetrical relationship - one 

in vThich the range of communication is somei'1hat limited (by their 

overlapping information and values) while the depth of communication 

will be relatively great. There can also be complementary interaction 

betl-Jeen tvlO persons, one Hhich is primarily based on the fact that each 

person 01' system supplies values and behaviors missing in the other. 

This leads to a communication pattern in \'lhich the range of communication 

is broad (different information and values are concerned) \'Thile the 

depth of the relationship is restricted. For example, a man ~'lho gret'l 

up in a family lacking spontaneous intimacy and who is himself somewhat 

cold, may be dra,·rn to a i'lOman v1ho acts as if she is Harm, sponta..'"leous 

and sensuous. She in return, if she accepts the relationship, may i'lant 

to strengthen her ability to remain more objective, to control her 

emotions better. 

(d) One. could assume that the most satisfying relationship are those in 

which the people get their major values reinforced (symmetry), and are 

also able to grovl and evolve through subsuming some of their partners 

behaviors and values (complementary). Such a balance avoids the 

danger of an excess.ive symmetry ~'lhich can easily degenerate into 

rivalries and viars, ivhereas an excessive complementary .relationship 

can become one in which neither partner or system is challenged to 

grovT and evolve. 

The advantage t? describing a system's goal as one of maintaining an 

expected series of responses (versus a "selfl1) is that it can explain hOiv a system 

changes in terms of its ovm frame of reference (its goals, values), and in terms 

of the kind of feedback it receives. If a system's behavior constantly evokes a 
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strong, unexpected response, it ~1i1l change its behavior, look for nei'l ,,·rays to 

get the response it "'lants. The assumption being made here is that, given man's 

biological constraints, stability and change arise from the positive and negative 

feedback that occurs bet vie en persons and systems. It is the interpersonal or 

inter-system relationship itself vlhich is the locus of change and stability, not 

some kind of purely self-contained set of values ~thin a given system (if one 

'i'lanted to use· the term "self"· in such a conte::...-t, it i-muld have to refer to the 

matrix of entities and forces ~Thich are affecting a person's or system's choices 

and other significant behaviors in a given time .period). 

Criminal behaviors i'l'ould then be maintained not by some kind of criminal 

"self" or identity but because they are adaptive to certain environmental conditions. 

To try to change this behavior \·Tithout providing a nevI environment ';'l'hich vrill 

consistently revlard nei'l' behaviors vrill be fruitless. The most frightening request 

we can make of any human being is to change - to leave even an inadequately 

rewarding context for an unknmm one. Therefore, the rationale is clear for a 

community based correctional service, one in 'I'lhich there is a coordinated and 

comprehensiYe effort by relevant community groups to work 'Idth correctional 

systems - e.g., citizen volunteers who not only provide problem-solving help but 

who help the offender fund those new friends and social settings which re'lrard 

prosocial behavior. 

This approach could be applied to interactions between all types of systems. 

The "values" of a syst,em 'I'1ould then be abstract expressions of the consistent inter-

actions it has found re~larding. Using this approach, it i'muld then be possible to 

make value-analysis the subject of hypothetical-deductive research program •. System's 

interactions could be studied in order to discover the key transactions i·rhich they 

share (a ran.1{-order of values, therefore) and thus understand the source of their 

stability and hOi'l to effect any desired changes. It will be necessary, of course 
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to also identify the limits of a system's stability and change by the constraints 

imposed on it both by lower system fact.ors (genetics and physical givens) as well 

as larger system factors (e.g., a society's values and resources will l£~it the 

potential for innovative programs in corrections). The arena of individual freedom 

will lie between these two sets of parameters. 

3. The Concept of Creativity 

As we saw earlier, the basic reason for a person or system rigidly 

adhering to a n.~mological ethics is the excessive fear of novelty and change. 
- --~ ~:::.....--:-.=--..-:::::::::;--~ 

As Jantsch (1975) remarked, the western world myth is "that man is not capable 

of bearing his freedom, that it has to be interpreted for him, that he needs a 

model imposed from the outside to cling to, that he is not free in his mm creative 

capability of building models and myths." A nomological science tries to free man 

from too much responsibility by giving clear and numerous rules for every area of 

life. The locus of stability is not a set of interpersonal relationships but 

codified values. 

In contrast to this "ethics of safetY", an axiological ethics is one which 

values creativity. Its concern. is to understand what man is and what he can become. 

l.{Qre precisely, the object of this science is the capability of man to transform 

a relatively fixed environment into an "arena of choice". In respect to the world 

outside of himself, man can modify it so that it allows for a wider variety of 

human life (man can tum a desert into an oasis). In respect to his Oim social 

s~rstems, he can so create them that they not only "allo\'l" diversity but actively 

encourage it. Even law itself could share in this task if it were subordinate to 

ethical principles. Lm·[ need not only deter acts, nor protect a set of societal 

values too wea.1.c to stand on their oim, but can actively and positively foster 

autonomy and the creative variety in a culture. 

e 
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There is no accepted definition of creativity today - perhaps because the 

concept describes a process by ~lhich systems escape from states i'i'hich can be 

defined! Certain factors do, hO\,lever, seem to be associated i'lith the creative 

process, factors \'lhich differentiate it from rule-guided behavior ("secondary 

process thinking" i'lhich is logical, analytic and reality oriented). Bruner (1965) 

spea~s of the creative process as a certain kind of "heuristic" - a 'flay of reaching 

a. goal. i'rhich invo1:ves a non-rigorous technique of combining elements in a seemingly 

random process. The creative process therefore lacks a clear, internal set of 

rules which gives the creator certainty that his method will eventually ~'i'()rk. This 

distinguishes the creative process from that of the algorithm (\,Thich is a systematic 

technique for getting proofs or getting them in the right combination). 

The ability to 'dork creatively seems to imply the follovTing qualities or 

attitudes in individual human beings and social systems: 

(a) The ability to defer .iudgment. In problem solving situations, for example, 

less creative people are prone'to set up an hypothesis ve~J early in the examination 

of the data, one which defines i'rhat is relevant and true, and imat is not. Thus, 

they quickly set up a closed intellectual system. Creative people seem to ta~e 

more time analyzing a problem and are S10i'Jer in coming to a synthesis or solution. 

Bruner adds that creative persons seem to be able to become passionately interested 

in a work, yet to remain detached - not rushing a solution and somehOi'i' letting 

the work they are doing proceed at "its o'l'm" pace. 

(b) A more than usual amount of resnect for the forces of the irrational in self 

and others. As Gordon (1969) pointed out, i'lhile the ultimate product 01' a creative 

person i'ri11 be "rational" the process of arriving at it is not necessarily so. In 

the creative act, there is: 

.} 
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(if a:h:{·'gh emphasis on '01 ay. For example, in linguistic terms, the 

creative person often combines diverse ideas by metaphor and analogy 

and thus sets up unusual frames of reference for the "lork he is 

engaged in; and 

(ii) a greater trust in emotion than the rational intellect. 

In Gordon's studies, he found that creative persons get pleasure from 

being confronted with a complex, difficult "problem" and that their 

choice of action, the method of solution chosen, is based more on a 

feeling that it is the right one than a kno.-rledge that it is so. 

Bruner describes this ability to respect and use one r S irrational abilities by 

the concept of "metaphoric effectiv:eness ll , viz., the ability of: 

Joining spheres of experience in such a tolay that you see a kinship 
that vias not seen before •••• It is clear that this has something to 
do with activity in the sciences, and probably in any other form of 
social organization. Frequently, i'Then iVe look at the activities of 
people i'lho produce r we discover that their first insights come in 
terms of a metaphoric rendering of an ide.a. Niels Bohr once said 
t4at the principle of complementarity first occurred to him Nhen 
he thought about the fact that you cannot look at another person 
simultaneously in the light of love and in the light of justice. 
These i-Tere incompatible "'Tays of looking, and he .,.rent on and said 
there must be an analogue to this in physics. 

(c) Creativity doesn't seem to be necessarily connected .,.~th high intelligence 

nor the ability to control one's mental activities. As opposed to the assumption ~ 

that creativity is some kind of prized, mysterious possession of an elite fet'l, 

Rollo M~ (1975) has defined it as man's most rational encounter with reality. 

Creativity is not daemonic (the inspiration of some muse or god) but· rather 

exist s whenever a man's act s spring from an internal harmony of his ment al and 

physical qualities and they. successfully put him in harmony \'dth part of his 

environment. It is Cl sad fact of our culture that \'18 do not realize the great 

creativity involved in such everyday activities as raising children, forgil1.g a 

su.ccessful marriage or simply being able to enjoy life. One of the most destructive 
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qualities of our modern society is the t'lay it fails to recognize these creative 

talents in each person. vThen a pop singer, athlete, or ne'tIS caster can matee a 

million dollars a year and a house'trife or laborer be "i'IOrth" practically nothing . 

in comparison, it is little wonder that our sense of community (shared values) 

is i'Taning. 

The equation of mental powers with creativity is also an urm'arranted 

assumption. Barron (1965) found,. for example, that LQ.'s above 125 to 130 did 

not directly correlate idth creative ability, a fact 'Vlhich supports the opinion 

of many psychologists that I.Q. tests only measure a person's ability to,. do i'lell 

in school. 

Martindale (1975) has indicated that there are some physiological and 

possible genetric traits common to creative individuals. His research has shot..n 

that creative individuals have: (1) 10i'ler alpha Have levels in a resting state 

than persons imo 'tlere intellectual or those trained in mind control techniques 

(transcendental meditati.on in particular); and, (2) higher levels of skin 

conductance. These two factors indicate they have a higher state of. arousal than 

less creative individuals. Creative per~(,ms are in fact more sensitive to stimuli 

around them, are more aroused by novelty, and seem to amplify sights, sounds al'ld 

textures so that they are felt more intensely. Therefore, Martindale. concluded 

that, "Cre<l,tivity and intellectual ability require two different thought processes: 

the former. ~lalls for 10vi cortical arousal and defusing one r S pOi'lers of concentration, 
I 

the latter calls for higher cortical arousal and focused attention." 

Martindale finds the fact. that some EEl} patterns are heritable to be 

suggestive of the possibility of a genetic base for creativity, and that natural 

selection may favor it iJl certain situations. Little research nOt<l exists in this 

area however. vThat does seem i'Torthwhile taking into consideration, though, is that 

a person or system i'lhich is i'lOrking int.hin a creative situation will have less 

tolerance for lru~predictability-order, and more for novelty and unstructured 
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attention. Thus, Martindale found in his survey that creative people describe 

themselves with such adjectives as "uninhibited", "enthusiastic", "assertive", 

and "impulsive", whereas less creative people describe themselves as "contented", 

"conventual", "virtuous" and "rational". It may not be too much of an exaggera

tion to say that the creative person is frequently a "criminal" (a deviant) in 

his society or social system. Where virtue - reason - noncreativity are inter

l~~ed, the creator is an outcast (albeit, sometimes a tolerated one). A 

greater study of creative behavior is however needed, as '11ell as its genetic 

basis, before we can tell the difference between true creativity and the 

pseudocreativity of the merely undisciplined rebel or the pathological mind. ~ 

An axiological ethics though differs from a nomological ethics in that 

it values and seeks to understand creative processes. It is a more comprehensive 

frame, one 'Ilhich includes both creative and algorithmic processes (the creative 

man must use algorithmic processes to make his ideas functional). The "ethical 

man" is not only a person who "does the good act" but also "creates the good". 

This means that he makes concrete, sPecific decisions liihich can never be totally 

predictable or foreseeabl,e by written, abstract la\-1s. Similarly, the ethical 

social system ,.all be less interested in restricting the choices of its members 

by ever increasing laws or rules as it i'lill be to create environments and 

communities which provide the information and resources for the people to create 

their own adaptive life styles. The "goodness" of a community lies in its ability 

to rncud.mize the choices available to its citizens. 

Therefore, a social system cannot afford to merely have a ','preventive 

ethics", one which tries to foresee and stop all unplanned deviancy and 

experimentation. As Z\·ri.cky (1969) observed, .. Then a society is in a period of 

rapid expansion, the most adaptive values are those 'ilhich encourage unfettered 
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imagination, creativity and experimentation in values and actions. Therefore, 

the system \-lill need an "inventive ethics", one which encourages non-pathological, 

potentially useful deviancy. There are innumerable ways in which this can be 

done, e.g.: funding pure research activities in science; developing more creative 

and life skill oriented courses for school children i removing la'.-Fs that try to 

enforce ethical standards that are non-essential to the community's immediate 

survival; or, by the government supporting a multicultural society, assisting 

various ethic and linguistic groups to have their own educational and institutional 

resources. 

4. The Concept of Grovlth. 

As social systems grow and beqome more co~plex, and as the world they have 

to deal with itself becomes more complicated, they will have a need to s~mplify 

reality as much as possible. If we accept that security is one of a system's 

basic needs, then it seems obvious that it is advantageous for it to simplify 

its values. In this way, all its components will act uniformly (e.g., a society 

can decrease internal dissent if its values are accepted by all of the citizenry) 

and the system will be able to concentrate its energies in achieving a fe\y important 

gOals. We might posit then that a person's or system's sense of identity perhaps 

depends most on the fact that they possess a consistent set of (a few) boundary 

values which allow them both to make saise out of the world (to understand it), and 

to give order to their lives. 

In system's terminology, one speaks of morphostatic and morphogenetic 

processes. Morphostatic processes represent one way' by which a system seeks 

simplicity. "Morphostatic" is applied to those activities of a system i-rhich 

promote stability, homeostasis, and the continuance of institutional behaviors .• ' 

The system seeks security by·trying to keep everything the same. 
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Morphogenetic processes are those which are change-promoting. An 

essential characteristic of an axiological ethics is that it seeks to identify 

and promote axiological processes (as well as adaptive, morphostatic behaviors)~ 

In this way -an axiological ethics shares the assumption of many system theorists 

that the long .... run survival of social systems depends on their ability to change 

as much as to preserve a core of stability. 

Before proceeding further, though, it is important to emphasize that 

there is no intrinsic opposition between these two processes - there is no 

intention in this module to imply that older values are bad and newer ones better, 

or the reverse. 

First of all, historical studies show us that some values t'ihich are now 

accepted and institutionalized were at one time in the past net'l and revolutionary. 

Wilson (1975) also holds that many of men's current behaviors and values may still 

be genetically linked to secondary ones from the past. For example: creativeness 

may be linked to a desire to own and dominate; athletic zeal with violence j and, 

cooperativeness tOvlard group mates ,'lith aggressiveness tot'lard strangers. As 

science becomes technologically advanced, it may be possible to eventually modify 

these genetic "remnants" so as to program people to have those "pure virtues" 

that community leaders think are necessary for a "well-adjusted" citizenry. 

as Wilson further notes: 

If the planned society - the creation of which seems inevitable 
in the coming century - we~e to deliberately steer its members 
past those stresses and conflicts that once gave the destructive 
phenotypes their Darwinian edge, the other phenotypes might 
dwindle with them •. In this, the ultimate genetic sense, social 
control would- rob man of his humanity. 

One of the major questions; therefore, in a system's gro\ith toward ne\,T values 

is the extent to which certain "regressive" 'Values are either essential to 

But, 

or supportive of other, "higher" values. For example, it may be functional for 
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a very creative person to be anti-social, egotistical or argumentative since this 

gives him that "distance" from the environment he works in which enables him to 

perceive possible new behaviors. A "good company man", on the other hand, is one 

who avoids rocking the boat in any way and submerges his own individuality in the 

interests of company policy. Both are useful in a social system, though, one 

helping the system to I'emain adaptive to a changing environment and the other 

maintaining a sense of identity and cohesiveness. 

A special type of grovrth problem arises \'Then a society is in a If transition 

period", a time .when some of its key behaviors and values are no longer functional. 

And, when key values become dysfunctional, so too do those subsidiary values and 

behaviors clustered arcnmd them, and there is often the sense of "total collapse". 

In such periods, systems have to create a kind of transitional ethics. As we saw 

before, though, the larger a system is and the longer it has identified itself 

with a particular set of values, the slower it is to change. Thus, a correctional 

system will tend to change faster than the society of \'lhich it is a part, and a 

particular officer faster than his agency. This flexibility gives certain kinds 

of advantages to persons or groups which do not accept, and rebel against 1 the 

values of larger systems of which they are a part - and so, a study of their 

methods is also of particular interest· to correctional change agents. The 

advantage of tile deviant group lies in its ability to perform two basic manoeuvers. 

Fi:rst, it can hold the system to its ethics (e.g., a particular political system 

may not be allowed to monitor the private communications of its citizens without 

legal permission, be forbidden to use undue violence, and generally may not behave 

in any way that is against its high ethical standards), while simultaneously the 

deviant subsystem is free to choose any means it wishes to meet its goals (e.g. ,it 

can encourage its members t.o spy on the larger system, use violence vThen necessary, 
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and to adopt Tlihatever behaviors they need to achieve their goals). The selective 

advantage of the devi~~t subsystem then lies L~ the fact that the traditional 

system is predictable , its ends and means are tightly locked a.."ld inflexible. In 
many "layS t this is also the advantage of any probationer over a professional 

who gears his \'Iork to a specific, known theory and practice. As any professional 

knows, probationers can become quite adept at role plays. ·Once·the-.proi'essional 

is size:1 up, the probationer can act out the proper role \'lhile behaving differently 

in the community. In fact, the probationers who are at the greatest disadvantage 

in a rehabilitative setting are those who either cannot lie i ... e11 (the socially 

unskilled) or are just plain stubbornly honest about their different values. 

In reacting to a changed environment, though, or i ... hen under attack by 

nei ... (deviant) groups, the tracJ,itional system can easily fall into the trap of 

either stubbornly holding on to dysfunctional values or too hastily adopting a 

new set of values in order to stay "relevant". 

A correlative danger for innovative S",fstems is to take their values too 

seriousJ.y t a,s "THE" ne\; ethic. Volunteer programs, for example, occasionally' 

propose themselves as far superior to professionals simply because they are new 

and different (e.g., offer "free ll and "disinterested" help). Now, it is usual 

for new movements to have a very inflated and egotistical sense of their OvlIl 

importance, partly because this allows them to claim credibility and pOvler vis-a-

vis established institutions, and partly because the daring of invention requires 

ego-centered personalities. Volunteer programs in corrections hOvlever have little 

justification in any existing research to claim that they alone, in isolation from 

prcfl3ssional groups, ,.1ill be any more successful in combating crime than correctional 

vlOrkers have been in their own isolation from the community. 
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The gro\'lth of a system and its ability to develop nevi values !.dll also 

be influenced by two main constraints: first, those on the energy available in 

its environment (natural resources); and, second, the ease ~·rl.th \'lhich infonnation 

flows within the system. 

Environmental Constraints On Growth And Value Fonnation. 

----------~~--~------------------,.--------~-----Population biologists have begun to see that the survival and longevity 

. of a species "Till depend on hm'l it keys its. activities to the rhythms of its 

environment. For example, plant or animal po~ulations which have short-lived or 

unpredictable habitats (such as the mud surfaces in new rivers, or the bottom of 

nutrient-rich rain pools), will surviv.e if they are mobile (can find new habitats 

when the old one· disappears), if they can utilize the resources of their habitats 

quickly (before they disappear or competitors move in), and if they can reproduce 

quickly and in large amounts. Such species have been called "opportunist species". 

In contrast, there are "stable species" which exist in longer-lived habitats (a 

climax forest or the interior of a coral reef). The populations of these stable 

habitats find it to their advantage to control their reproduction rates (offspr-i..ng 

are potential competitors for scarce resources), and to become more specialized, 

and so more efficient in using the energy available in their habitats (seize, 

hold and extract the energy of a particular part of the environment). In the 

plant world, stable species are typified by those large tr~es and sp.ru.bs whose 

roots crowd out others and whose leaf spread denies sunlight to other species. 

If one were to create a typology of social systems (social genotypes) on 

this basis, vie might be abl.e to begin to discover a rationale and. predictableness 

to their behaviors. For example, a corporation acts much like the stable species, 

whereas the travelling salesman must act more like an opportu..nist species. The 

salesman will make the most profit if he reaches the greatest number of customers 
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\;, 
:", .. ~ and has a sufficient variety of products to sell. He cannot concentrate too 

"'much time or'resources on a few customers or a few of his products if he ~'fants 

to remain competitive. However, if he eventually is successful in capturing a 

IIterritory" or market, he will t.hen be able to achieve a more secure and stable 

income if he concentrates on improving his efficiency and expertise SO that no 

hew competitors can ~~pplant him. 

A mature society, similarly, ,iil.l eventually find that such values as 

unbridled reproduction, internal competition, or the inefficient consumption of 

scarce resources ar~ not adaptive. Laws which support such activities will also 

be maladaptive. Consequently, if corrections wants to create its OvlIl values, 

they will have to be relevant to the society in which it operates so as to provide~ 

rftional goals for its clientele. 

Const.~aint5 On Informq~ion Flow Within The Social System. 

Human systems depend on information as ,'lell as energy for their survival. 

" Again~ though, the size of the system will. affect this information flow and so 

its potentiality for gro\vth a.1'ld change. If, for example, a large social system 

chooses to emphasize axiological values such as freedom and creativity in its 

members, the sy~-tem'!? adaptiveness will directly correspond ,'lith the quantity of 

accurate ini'orma'Hon 0.0\'1 bet,."een its parts~ This information flow is necessary 

for it to create values which are able to uni.fy the different life-styles with 

the various Sl.il:>-groups in the system. A nomological system of ethics needs 

informationl flow as well, but the kind of information is more rigid and simple -

to tell the people ,mat the la~'l is, and to create a surveillance subsystem vlhich 

will identify significant. d~viations and corr~ct them ("I'J'j:th as much public 

publicity as possible). 

HO'l'leV'er, as systems increase their size, the flm." of information becomes 

more difficult. ParadoX'..i.,cally, a participatory democracy is the most i.."1e~fficierrt 

organization possible in this regard. 'l'he lit own forum l1 type of democracy, which 



is functional in ve~i small settings, breaks down as a community gro\,ls larger 

because the number of transactions between people increases much faster than the 

absolute increase in the numbe~ of people in the system itself. For ex?mple, 

suppose there are ten residents in a town, and the~T decide on corrunon issues at 

a monthly town meeting. If one new person moves into the town there are now 

eleven residents (an increase of one), but ten new transactions are necessary 

merely at the first level of communication in the town meeting (just for him to 

give one message to each other resident)! 

Art axiological ethics then must be concerned with the question of the 

size of a 5,1stem and how this affects the flow of information people and sub-

systems need to make ethical, human decisions. One of the central ethic issues 

in this regard is how much centralization or decentralization is good for a given 

system. For example, a correctional volunteer program which has too many people 

(relative to its information transmission facilities and technology) will tend to 

become sterile a..'"1d unimaginative simply because the coordinator will spend all of 

his time j..n such activities as recruiting and training new volunteers to replace 

those that leave, or submitting accountability reports to supervi~ors. A coordinator 

can increase both the size and quality of his' program by such procedures as: 

ke\~ping only that data which is useful (probably more time is wasted by professionals 

recording unuseable data on correctional clients than every other single activity); 

delegating to volunteers and other professionals as much responsibility as possible 

for different part s of the.' program (e.g., training or supervising new volunteers); 

and therefore having the coordinator retain a centralized control over only those 

activities which require his eA~ertise (e.g, designing new directions for the 

program to take, setting up and improving communication channels, or community 

liaison work). 
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5. The Concent of 'Intelligence 

The unique possession of man, is his brain, --'fulcl it-e. 'ability to reach 

higher levels of consciousness than any other animal species. A general criterion 

for all the pI'incipleS and rules of an axiological ethics is that they must be 

intelligent, that is~ that they are based, on an understanding of the physical 

base~ for human behaviors, environmental givens, and the interactions beb;een the 

two. The ethical ma.."'l values trutfl. This criterion clearly separates an a.."tiological 

from a nomological ethics, the latter putting its main emphasis on man's i'lill 

and emotions. (Nomological thin..l(ers distrust the intellect and express their 

ethics in such terms as, "doing one's duty", "good is its mm re~'lax:d", or 

"emotional freedom is other than intellectual freedom"). 

The Ooenness To Lee.rntng In Nomological ~nd A:dolodcal Ethics 

A nomological ethics, being characterized its distrust of reason and 

intellect, derives its first principles from a postulated extra-communal or extra-

territorial set of laws -imposed upon the comu~~ty by jurists (prophets, priests, 

kings) vTho are. superior to it, or by an aliE}n race \1hich ?re the gods of the 

community. Such an approach l·ms described by 'I'illich (1948) under the label of 

"heteronomy", a philosophy by 'Vlhich a system subjects "the form and la'<ls of 

think:5,ng and acting to authoritative criteria of an ecclesiastical religion or a e 
pol~ticalquasi-religion, even at the price of destroying the structure of 

(irldividual) rationality." 

Although it may not be apparent at first, both extreme liberals and extreme 

conservatives share a nomological, anti-rational philosophy. Archie Bunker and his 

son-in-law r>like are really the same kind of people, they just have different 

absolutes - either "the la\'l's the laiof, and ever-.fone ought to keep it" or "the lai'l 

1's simply a middle-clas,s invention, and has no rationality except to keep the rich 
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secure in their 'private' property". Both "schools" fear science (it threatens 

their assumed absolutes), and both therefore are incapable of learning qny neN 

data except that Nhich supports their position. vIe could hypothesize that both 

conservative and liberal nomologists in modern times are seek:i.ng security in 

absolutes because of the stress caused by the rapid changes ta~g place in the 

modern world. Thus, it is sometimes not noticed that there are just as many 

codes of right behavior in criminal and "deviant" subgroups as there are in the 

rigid laT,! and order groups (one fact that juvenile delinquents often are oblivious 

to is that their peer groups have at least as many norms of right and wrong 

behavior as their o~m parent s do). 

An axiological' ethics, hOv.lever, seeks knoi'Tledge - about the. ~'iOrld and 

about how man knOV'lS the world (including its ~ values and epistemology) and, as 

such, it must take into consideration the phenomenon of learning. 

As Wilson (197,5) stated, biological studies have given strong eyidence 

that the brain is not merely the passive subject of environmental forces. r,.1hat 

evolves in species in ~lhich behavior is learned is the "directedness of learning", 

which is: 

the relative ease with l~-hich certain associations are made and 
acts are learned, and others by-passed even in the face of strong 
reinforcement. Pavlov 1'las simply ,vrong \'lhen he post1.1lated "any 
natural phenomena chosen at Hill may be converted into conditional 
stimuli". Only small parts of the brain resemble a tabula rasa; 
this is true even for human beings. The remainder is more l:L!.;:e an 
exposed neg~tive waiting to be dropped into developer fluid. 

Therefore, a system of ethics idll have to take into account the evolutionary 

biases in the human mind toward certain behaviors and values. This reinforces 

one of the principal themes of this module, namely, that an inter-disciplinary 

approach is needed in corrections. 

'\\ a 

1 ' ~\ t \ , \. 
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The Need For Scientific Models And Theories In Ethics ...... 
If \'1e are to learn about ourselves and our values, if intelligence is to 

be a starting point for ethics, then ethics must use scientific methods. Endless 

philosophic arguments with no intelligent theory.or facts behind them are of little 

value t and have lead only to ''lord games in which various ethical assumptions are 
\' 

used to create taxonomies of behaviors and values. But, such taxonomies are merely 

descriptive and give no evidence about the correctness of the original assUmptions. 

A true scientific theory, however, must not only have a clear set of hypotheses 

(parameters of a situation and the relations between them identified), but must 

also lead to the construction of models which can be tested in the real world and 

the original hypotheses extended through the results of this testing. 

For example, a very basic question in criminology is the identification 

and delineation of those parameters under which data on crime rates can be 

collected and organized; e.g., density-dependent factors such as a society's 
, 

reproduction rates, crowded environments and resource availability. Without such 

parameters, a society will not be able to identify and change its own behaviors 

and values which contribute to the rate of criminal activities. The difficulty 

in doing this of course lies in the complexity of human beings~ It is rarely 

possible to conduct definitive experiments which hold one variable steady while 

varylllg others (the method of classical physics). At the very least, though, 

existing Systems should be studied to find out what conditions exist in them, and, 

, in an ethical enquiry for example, t~e dif£.erences between systems with roughly 

the same values and those with different values. Corrections might then find it 

advantageous to construct various intervention models vmosestrategies would be 

based on the identification of different value systems in offenders and the 

correctional workers, and a consequent study of the effectiveness of particular 

value changes in offenders in respect to continued rates of crime. 
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The Ooen-End,ed, Stochastic Qual; ty Of Ethics: The Limits Of Theory. 

The previous emphasis on scientific theory does not imply that ethical 

choices \vi1l eventually be able to be prescribed by such a theory. Theories 

speak only about the fe\'i, general regu1aritif~s that run through a system. 

Individual men, how(;l'Ver, cannot find the "answers" to their ethical decisions 

in such laws. A law of gravity., for example, tells us '\'ie can. fall off a mountain, 

but not whether \,ie should climb it. A human being is rarely if ever confronted 

with an ethical choice betM3en a pure good and a pure evil. Rather t he is faced 

with a ver,r complex environmen~ His ability to predict the long-run effects of 

his choices is limited by the variety and impredictability of other men around 

him. Therefore, his existential choices cannot be totally governed by codified 

laws or theories but ~dll al~'l'ays demand of him the virtue of "prudence" - the 

ability to make intell~gent decisions in the concrete ~';orld. One of the great 

modern prophets of the individual man "fas Kierkegaard who, in his Fear and Trembling, 

contrasted. the "ethical" man (a follower of a nomologic8J. ethics) and the "religious 

man" (a person who acts out of an a:d.ological ethics). The religious man must 
(-

recognize both his own uniqueness and that of the situations he faces, even tothe 

point 'Ivhere he may "be asked" to act against a universal norm. The paradigmatic 

situation is that of Abraham who, in the Old Testament, \'las called on to sacrifice 

his son Isaac, a choice which could only be made in "fear and trembling". For 

Kierkegaard,the central ethical principle is that the individual is ali-lays of a 

higher value than the collective. A man can mal{e an exception to a universal la'l'l' 

because he himself ~ an exception, a being \'lhose existence cannot be confined in 

a prison of universals. 

The conflict between universal lm·fs and the uniqueness of the individual 

is one that is important for any correctional ethics. Its resolution is a critical 

factor, for example, in determining hm·; a correctional \'forker sees his role - as 
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that of a lm'l enforcer and/or as a helper of an individual offender. This 

conflict has tiiO dimensions: a theoretical one (the need to -have a general la"ll[ 

which all persons keep, and yet to help individual offenders), and a practical 

one (are there strategies of intervention by which a correctional iior!cer can ooth 

support the lati and yet at the same time honestly relate to individuals as 

individuals). 

On the theoretical or abstract level, the correctional officer is caught 

in the bind of having to enforce a fixed, impersonal law, yet also trying to 

"rehabilitate" the offender through a personal relationship. To state this bind 

in a rather extreme form, could a correctional i'1Orker honestly (Le., as an 

individual human being) help a criminal offender to become a responsible citizen 

if this also mear."lS in his case to enforce la~'ls i'Thich from the correctional i'forker's 

point of vie~'l are illogical or exist merely to protect a questionable set of 

values of the majority of society'? The probation officer is then "asked" to 

enforce the law of his superiors l1mch may destroy some of the humanity of the 

offender (the dilemma of an Eichmann - If I only did ,.,hat I t'l'as ordered to do"), 

or if he will respect the humanity of his client and disregard certain lm·j 

violations. (Questions such as the above ones, i'l'hich involve conflicts betNe.en 

the values Clf different system levels, cannot be resolved either by a nomological _ 

or axiological ethics. TherefGre, a tbdxd approach is necessary, that of a 

transformational ethics). 
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Imnlications Of An P~ciological Apnroach For ,An Ethical Definit;on Of Voluntarjsm 
in Corrections 

A ne~'l light can be cast. on the concept of voluntarism in corrections by 

viewing it as a moral choice by the volunteer person or s,rstem. All previous 

attempts to define voluntarism have been in terms of an "extrlilsic-production" 

ethic. ~J this is meant that volunteers have been characterized by: (1) the 

kind of eff~l::t they produce on persons outside themselves, Le., acting as 

counselors, mediators 7 _facilitators, they try to produce changes hl the mental 

health and/or community integration of criminal offenders; or, (2) they are 

characterized by the rewards (or lack of them) given to them by outsiders (e,g. 

volunteers are "unpaid' help) • . , 

Hm'iever;, ~'riti'..in an axiological ethics, the primary source of value for 
I 

a human act comes both from the free choice of the behavior and how it perfects 

the person (or syst~m) acting and the environment. If the concept of a voluntary 

act means anything, it is one Ttlhich is freely chosen and not determined by 

extrinsic factors. Therefore, there is an inherent inconsistency in the notion 

that a person volunteers for work in corrections out of a sense of duty or 

obligation (to the community or any other social system). It is extremely 

important to recognize as well that in an axiological volunteer ethic the fact 

of whether one is paid for one's services or not is totally irrelevant (e.g., a 

professional might have a greater voluntary quality to his vlOrk than a volunteer 

in the same agency). 

A voluntary act must not only be free, but it must also haye a cognitive 

component, namely, that the person believes (has faith) in the ac·tion done as an 

end "for itself" (the behavior lIfulfillsl1 the person, is part of its identity). 

This does not mean that voluntary behavior m~ not benefit others, but simply 
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that the sine ~a non of a voluntary act is the fulfilment of the one I'lho 

acts. There is, of course, a latent "heresy" in this position - that voluntary 

actions are not necessarily the self-negating, client-centered behavior they 

are usually made out to be. The quasi-religious desire of professionals and 

volunteers to always prove their worth by the self-sacrificing character of 

their work is an outgrowth of the "protestant-production" ethic. vlorking long 

overtime ho]..l.!'s in order to give the greatest quantity of service is a kind of 

missionary-syndrome (the heroic marty-rcl.om of self to convert the greatest number 

of heathens), one which is also part of the spirit of laissez-faire capitalism. 

In distinction to this ethic, voluntary action has the character of 

self-definition ~d self-validation. Consequently, correctional programs should 

R,(J,y'much greater attention to: the kinds of values that characterize I people 

.joining a voluntary system and ho\'l these change over time; the effect these 

values have on matching volunteers to proper jobs; and, the kinds of values that 

are productive for different programs in their developmental stages of grot~h. 

The production ethic (a person values himself by the kind and amount of 

work he does) has directly led to the concomitant social ethic of consumerism, 

namely, that one t s status in the eyes of others depends not only on the kind of e 
job done and money earned but also t1e quantity of goods and services amassed 

and consumed. Voluntarism, h01'1eVer, implies a more ecological, distribution 

ethic, one ~ihieh opposes the idea that we need to produce and consume 'goods a.'1d 

services at ever increasing rates. Rather, \mat is needed is a more even dis

tribution of .. lealth (the sharing of resources) .. lith a corresponding change of 

values in regard to the use of the earth's resources. 
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Voluntarism is, like all gift-givi...ng, a ,'lay to transfer valuables from 

centers of high productivity to those of lO~Ter productivity. These valuables 

can be t.angible assets or intangible ones (e.g. social skills). Thus, even from 

a purely selfish point of viet-l, it is politically advantageous for a society to 

encourage volunteerism, altruism because: (1) it dissipates or at least 

decreases possible unrest and political protest from less advantaged groups; 

and (2) since the advantaged class has probably become so because they have 

concurred ... Tith the values of the society, voluntary alliances allow' these values 

to be disseminated in a natural and spontaneous ~'lay. 

-' 

In this context, crime can be characterized as the process by which 

undev-privileged classes achieve the moral ends of a s,rstem but in non-approved 

ways. For example, in a system which values 'flealth, production and conspicuous 

consumption, thefts by the poor are neither unexpected nor so inconsistent 1rTith 

such a society's ethic as they might appear to be. One might even propose the 

thesis that it is not violence on television (a c~crTent moralistic concern) 

which is so dangerous to our society: but the media's propagandizing of the 

consumption ethic (violence of course is the means by which the poor or socially 

impotent achieve this end). It is interesting to note that the FBI Uniform 

Crime Reports show that during the 1930's in the United States, reported rates 

of robbery and violence declined more or less steadily in spite of adverse 

economic conditions. In the 1960's, the reported rates for these crimes rose 

~dth the rise in general prosperity. I'.rlu.le there is no necessary causal 

connection betltTeen crime and prosperity, these statistics do support the 

hypothesis that a disparity bett-leen the expectation of i'Iealth (or p~lerty) and 

the amount. of that. "Teal th that can be actually achieved may help to produce 

criminal behaviors. 
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O".l." similarly t vIe see professional groups asking for higher and higher 

incomes simply because their jobs are supposedly more important than others. 

The obvious ethical assumption is that their work does not have a for-itself 

characteI' (the job is not sufficiently re\"larding to be chosen for itself) , but 

is merely a means to money, greater wealth and class status (e.g., a professional 

ought to get more money than a non-professional, a doctor more than a brick l~er). 

The "for itself" character of volunteerism can also be seeq. as a concrete 

expression of the ethics of a democratic system. The basic strength of a 

democracy lie:s in the citizen's free choice of their values and laws. It m~ 

therefore be that the contemporary volunteer movement is, in fact, the place 

where a nevI democratic ethic is being born, an ethic '\<l'hich emphasizes the quality' 

of life as vlell as the quantity of Health. This. "Jill require first and foremost 

though that volunteer job~ are satisfying and enhance the quality of life of the 

volunteers. The exploitation of volunteers is a real possibility \'lhen they are 

trained to thir~ that their reason for being is merely to inexpensively produce 

goods and services for others ("the clients"). Concomittantly, more thought 

might be given to the fact that correctional offenders not only at times need to 

be helped to get access to more material wealth and security, but also to improve 

the quality of their lives - e.g., to share their talents i'lith others by becoming 

more involved in community programs and activities, even to become volunteers 

themselves. This kind of qualitative ethic should h,elp to redress the inbalance , 

that, has been created by the "client-centered" production ethic, and to replace 

it \rl.th a ~stem-centered, community-centered ethic. In the long run, the 

e 

survival of human beings \dll depend on the survival of comrnunities. The "center", 

the ethical frame of reference, is not this or that part of a system but the 

syst·em itself. 
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A community-centered ethics, therefore, puts the goals of offender 

change in a ne'('j light. In a heavily regu.lated and complex society, such as 

Canada, ''lorking i'Iith criminal offenders may demand that less effort be spent 

on cajoling or programming people to live a standardized and uniform type of 

life and more on the goals of "re-individualization" and "re-communalization". 

The tremendous amount of money, time and efforts that have been put into 

evangelizing i.l"ldividual offenders has been unproductive. He have exposed the 

alienated to counseling, therapy, advice giving, and a multitude of ever changing 

"treatment" fads. But, to simply take an alienated person and expose him to a 

"personal improvement course" and then drop him. back into his former environment 

is hardly' going to be productive. Perhaps the high rate of cr-i-me, and the 

less than adequate results of many rehabilitation programs, is not so much a 

commentary on the ethics of individual offenders as it is on the morality of the 

'I'lhole society. 

In a more general context, Ne can understand the increasing appearance 

of special interest groups tod~ as the attempt of the people to assert more 

responsibility and control over their own lives. Only by banding together into 

groups Tnith a tmified set of moral and intelligent goals can an alienated people 

find identity and FU-~ose. 

These special interest groups will, for a i'Thile at least, challenge the 

tradition values of their society. HOt-lever, as Martin E. Harty (1975) observed, 

our society need not panic over the "decline of absolutes" and the growth of 

competing points of vie,.; of special interest groups; in fact: 

Hany people have found terms for moral action in their m·m I1colonies" 
or "tribes", i'lhether these be philosophical and family traditions, 
racial or ethnic clusters, age and sex groupings, or movements al"ld 
causes. In recent years moral renei'lal has o('!curred more frequently 
,dthin these colonies and tribes thal'l i.l"l their federation, the 
national commanity. 

'.. 
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Therefore, one of the primary ethical goals of corrections might be 

to encourage the formation of citizen volunteer groups which ."auld work with 

offenders and professionals in :iJnproving their local community. Such a group 

must develop its o.m ethical traditions, i.e, it must decide what community 

conditions .end"act:[ons 'by :L'1.dividuals are most significantly deviant in that 

community. Thus, the artificial inflation of land by speculators, or the 

building of inhuman living environments, may be more important problems for a 

community than some kinds of criminal behavior. 

The large, national society, through its criminal law, can best 

complement these groups in two l'layS. First, by enactillg lat'ls t'lhich protect 

the rights of individuals and small groups to live Qy their Ol'Tn standard of 

values, providing they do not hinder others from choosing different life styles. 

And second, the real. po\'ter of these groups will depend on the ,~aness of the 

State to reduce criminal and regulatory law to the minimum, essential leveL 

This would not be an abdication of lat'l by the state but rather the transferral 

of the, responsibility for law to smaller communal groups. 
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SECTION II: A PRELD:1DTARY ENQUIRY niTO A TPJ.\!IISFORl.'iil.TION.dL ETfIICS 

The Ethical Black Box 

Imagine you are a space traveller. You,. land on the planet 
Narx. Nar..< has a life form of creatures called Yrggs. You 
observe one Yrgg approach a second Yrgg and drive a long, 
pointed object through his body. The second Yrgg falls dm-m 
and is still 0 ~Ias this an ethical act? 

A naive space traveller'might jwnp to the .. conclusion that Yrgg #1, 

committed the ..,-ery unethical act of murder. An experienced spaceman i·lOuld, 

hO\,fever, be more cautious in ma.~ing ethical judgments about an alien race. It 

might turn out, for example, that Yrggs l'lere merely robots, and the above "murderll 

\'las simply the deactivating of a defective robot. 

And yet, man easily forgets that he is not much more than an alien race 

to himself. T,lj'ith all the values and ethical systems that. exist in the I'lorld 

today, it is still very difficult for an unbiased person to hold or prove that 

any one set of values is more humane or better than another set. He are a much 

more complicated species than anyone individual group, nation or set of la"is 

is yet able to recognize. 

It is quite possible that one of the most presumptious assumptions men 

makes today is that he knows a lot about himself, his >-TOrld, his universe. One 
- . 

cannot read a book or a ne\'lspaper, vIatch a ne\'lS or current events shol'r on 

television, or listen to the pronouncements of professionals or non-professionals 

alike, vdthout getting the impression that most people really think they, or the 

ethical groups •• mch have influenced them, have "THE" anS\'lSr to all the moral 

issues of man.ld.nd. The "sin" of pride (hybris) has aJ.\.Jays been recognized as 

man t S greatest, enduring problem, even by those moralists and theologians ~'lho 

teach that their's is the one true morality and faith! 
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If, thoug~, t'le just for a minute suppose that the young human race 

(3 - 4 million years old) is but a child-like species, an infant race in a 

universe which is approximately 19 billion years aId, then perhaps our vie\'ij)oint 

and understanding af human beha:vi.ar might change, at least slightly. Appreciating 

that we knO\-,r so little, we w0\,11d be more cautious in judging thase whO' are merely 

different, be less gullible in accepting Itfinal" salutions to any of the problems 

facing man today. In Short, Ne might see that TITe are "black boxes", entities 

The concept of transformation is used in this module to describe some of 

the changes that take place as information (including a value set) is pracessed 

in an "organized system", how information is changed \-lhen it is passed from one 

system (level) to' a.."'lother. An "organized" system is one \'Thich is goal-seeking, 

yet made up of :L"lteracting subsystems i'lhich themselves have their own ends. 

These subsystems and their gaals are able to be arranged, roughly at least t into 

a hierarchy of diffe:t:ent levels (e.g., the various interacting components of the 

human body). Three general ai.Jservatians must be made here about this method 

before proceeding further. 

First, one component of a system is considered -Ijo be on a "higher" level 

tha..~ another if and only if its decisions a..~d actions have a direct (and nat 

merely indirect) effect on the goal-seeking behavior of another component. 
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Second, transformational analysis is part of a "formal" approach to the 

study of systems. By this is mecmt that a system is approached and understood 

in terms of l:£ll it behaves, vuthout concern ov-er questions of ,'Thy it does so or 

"from ,ihat" it is made (these latter questions form pa.-rt of a structural analysis 

>-Ihich is proper to the physical sciences or, in ethics, to a nom010gical method). 

The advantages of a formal approach are, briefly, that: (a) it allovlS for a 

scientific, quantitative analysis of behaviors of a system, including its eth:l_cs, 

apart from philosophical preconceptions; (b) it allo>,rs a decision maker on one 

level to understand how' his decisions are influenced by inputs from lower system 

levels and hON his decisions \.r.i.ll effect higher system levels, and so enables the 

.decision maker to increase his effectiveness by seeing hOl'l he is determined by 

and able to determi..1'J.e other systems; and, (c) it allOT;IS for the discovery and 

conscious creation of unique organizations, as opposed to being restricted by 

the idea that every organized system must and ought to behave in one particular 

"'Tay • 

Third, the idea of transformation reflects the fact that as each system 

le."el receives an input from another level, it codes it into its 0I'1Il language 

(and must be able to do so for the input to be transformed from "noise" into 

a "message"). This encoding of incoming and outgoing messages is what is meant 

by transformation. 

The "transfonning" operation in a system takes place both at the input 

stages and at the output stage (as the system evaluates its own behavior against 

a chosen extrinsic model). In a very simple closed system, \ ~o[e can diagram this 

activity as fo1101i5: 
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I Transfonnation ">1. Mediation ') OoerationJ 

Note: (1) 
(2) 

w W 
d - W = e 

We is the system error 

J, 

I ~tcomel (W) I 
J. 

. Evaluation I 
1:' 

Mediation refers to the interpretation of the transfonned 
data by the human observer(s) in tenns of his (their) 
values ~~d beliefs (cf. the concept of mediation in 
Section I of this module). 

A transfonnational analysis is thus a dynamic methodology, a study of 

the process of interaction bet~leen systems, one which complements a structural 

analysis of the organization of a system in tenns of its constitutent subsystems. 

As we shall see, this t.ype of analysis w.ill allmT us to grasp how 
, 

different ethical principles are created and maintained, and thus how people and 

system.s ~r.ith different (deviating) values come to either believe in or change 

their valueS. 

THE QUESTION OF MEASUREMENT: How A System Eerceives And Encod~s Value Innuts 

Nothing exists that man does not try to measure in some way. Even for 

very qualitativSl states, il/e use our own rough intuitive measuring sticks (I love 

"x" more than I love "y"). But by what yardstick can i'Te measure good End evil? 

It is probably true that most of the time this question doesn't c:':mcern us. vIe 

routinely follovT some behaviors and avoid others as i'le have been taught t.o do. 

HOi'lever, it is still important to see if values can be subjected to some kind of 

measurement so that. individuals and groups could have as rational a basis as 

possible for choosing one behavior over another. 
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A measurement approach to values 'I,Till of course be foreign to persons 

al1d systems in the degree to "1hich their values are nomological ones! since to 

measure values means to evaluate them on the basis of reason. There has alT:TayS 

existed a fair amount of opposition to value research in the helping professions 

as well, perhaps because people fear that the spontaneity of human. acts ~rlll be 

jeopardized by scientific study. The greeks also feared that scientific experL~ents 

were a vio1.ent interference i-lith the regular course of nature, the course ordained 

by the deity. Experimentation l'laS an act of lIinsolence lt (hybris), a theme ~Jhich 

underlies the legends of Prometheus, Icarus and Daedalus. To put it in more modern 

terms, IIhumanistsll have "That might be called a IIFrankenstein mentalitylt - a 

feeling, as the classic line L.'1. horror films goes, that Itthere are some things 

man '-las not meant to meddle I'Tith!" 

But for corrections there is no option. I'men a system is founded on 

values (law) and defines its output by the communication of values (rehabilitation 

of some kind), then it cannot logically oppose an examination of hO'VT it comes to 

discover and impose values on others. 

The Heasuring Instrument 

Normally, '\-le do not consider the measuring instrument in our analysis of 

the real world. \-le normally don't pay much attention to the distortions introduced 

by such instruments as a microscope or telescope because we knOi'l fairly accurately 

the quantity of distortion they introduce and 'I'1e can correct accordingly. 

The theory of measurement is formally concerned .'lith the ability of an 

instrument to correlate the states of ti'lO systems. Is the instrument able to 

give a direct, correctable representation of the object or process being studied, 

or can more than one object or process in the system produce the same effect in 

the measuring instrument? 
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For example, the eye itself is a limited measuring instrument. Its 

"grain" or "resolution level" is not ali-rays adequate to dist:L.'1guish betl-Teen 

different things. For example, it is possible to arrange three ve~J close shades 

of blue (A, B, C,) such that the eye cannot distinguish A from B or C from B; 

but can distinguish A from C. A rule of logic tells us that tl'TO things equal to 

a third thing are equal to each other. This is not hO~'lever ali'fays the case on 

the perceptual level (A :2 B, C = B, but A f C)! 

Our ability to perceive the rules and relationships in a system, including 

its values, ltlill depend on the ability of our minds to recognize, receive and 

eValuate information. 

Values: System Levels And Heasurement 

Since a value judgment is an intellectual judgment 7 at least :L.'1 part 7 a 

logical question arises as to whether the concepts of good-evil can be related to 

some kind of intellectual measuring device. 

One interesting pos=-ibility is to correlate ethics and information theory. 

Although information theory is itself in a very seminal stage, trying to understand 

ethical ~Jstems in terms of the quantity of their L~ormation content does bring 

some quality of measureableness to ethical values. 

On a very cornman sense leve;t, we knm'/' that the more concrete rules and 

values people (or systems) have the more evil (or ,its possibility) they Hill see 

in the 'world. The i-Torld' s variety, and especially man's unpredictable freedom, 

will pose a threat to systems ivhich have a large quantity of rights and r,.rrongs. 

Therefore, the more closed a system is~ the more its continued survival 

iVill depend on its ability to control its environment and so to prevent or offset 

the entra11ce of all random inputs. In other ''lOrds, \'rhat most of us define as evil 

or bad is randomness - events I'lhicjl do not or ioJill not conform to our rules of 

Ttlhat ought to be or ought to happen (static on the radio, a child i'Tho breaks his 
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parents' rules, the deliberate breaking of a societal laH). Evil is therefore 

al\·mys a "mystery". Its logic is other than that by i'Thich 'lIe understand reality. 

The more random, un-understandable an event is, the more evil it is to us. 

Conversely, the more predictable an event is, conforms to our O\·m. expectations 

based on our O~1l1 rules t the more good \,/e judge it to be. Some examples of this 

attitude are as follm-ls: 

(1) Hany people believe that if Tile didn it have lai'Ts regulating every area 

of our lives, anarchy iwtlld result. 

(2) Death is seen as evil because it happens "to us", un-wished and un-planned; 

thus t \'le have a horror of alloTtling anyone to die even if ~'Te have to use 

machines to keep them alive artificially. 

(3) All Hestern religions describe mall's "salvation" by his ability to conform 

his mind to the innate rules of god(s) or irnpersonal forces. t,1an i'lill be 

destroyed, lost, if he freely chooses_to act outside of the range of 

permitted behaviors. 

(4) Guilt, the major coercive force of any closed human system, can also be 

understood as the emotional reaction to events which did not fit into the 

intellectualized rules of the guilty person. Guilt is alivayS irrational, 

therefore, since its source is a behavior ~qhich is also irrational from the 

guilty person's point of vieiv. This is "Thy guilty people also tend to thin.l( 

of th~~~l ves. in.-R1-1:(.'-h terms as: "I should not be what I am," or "I should be 

someone other than I am". Guilt must consequently be learned (imposed by 

others) - the denial of one's individuality could have no intrinsic source. 

(5) Concomitantly, one of the great moral tyrannies of our age is that people 

are convinced that they must ali-lays h~ve a reason for c~oosing any act. 

From the time children are born, they are taught that evemhipg has a 

reason. From parents to teacher to friends, we are perpetually ansi-rering 
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Nhy questions ("I'filydidyou do that?"). i'Te quickly learn that to avoid 

punishment tve should have a reason for everything. Contrary to the popular 

myth, then, our society is probably one of the most intellectual and least 

materialistic ones that ever existed! Everything in T,'lestern society has a 

purpose! Even our art forms, from cartoons to cultural activities, serve 

some kind oj: "meaningful" goal - to merely enjoy something !£!:. E£ reason & 

all convicts a person of being some.that touched! Guilt thus arises not -
because of any action 'VIe do, but because T,'le have an intellectual rule that 

"Ie must always justify our actions. 

It takes little insight to see that "good" for a closed system lies in fit 
its ability to achieve It self-control" (order) and the technological control of 

outside s,rstems (the environment) so that no random (non-rule guided actions), 

potentially dangerous inputs can arise. 

Yet, over the last ten years, there has developed a ne\'/' foundation ~or 

the concept of randomness which puts a different perspective on the equating of 

order and probability t·rith goodness. Following Chaitin (1975) this nevi theory 

is not one which supersedes classical probability theory but complements it py 

giving a more precise meaning to the intuitive concepts i·lithin it. 

Randomness is usually associated in our minds tri.th a patternless series. 

Normally, it has been explained merely in terms of its origin - a series is random 

for excmp1e if it viaS arrived at in an unbiased way. Thus, a classical method to 

g~:t a random series is by nipping a coin. Suppose, for example, vie "Trite dm-m 

the number "1" every time l'Te get heads and "0" every time ;ore get tails. Now, 

given the tl-TO follmdng series, produced by tossing a coin 20 times, T,'ihich seems 

random to you? 

a) 01101100110l111000l0 
b) 01010101010101010101 
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Intuitively, most people see series (a) as random and series (b) as not random, 

yet tossing a coin 20 times can equally as i·rell lead to any of the 220 possible 

binary series. Each of these is as random as any other! Thus, the methodology 

of arriving at the event-series cannot be the sole criterion of randomness. 

ltleinberg (1975) gives another illuminating example of hON \'le tend to 

perceive randomness. If a bridge player vrere asked, "ifuich kind of hand is 

rarer - one with 4 spades, 3 hearts, 3 diamonds and 3 clubs, or one "lith 13 spades," 

he "muld undoubtedly respond that the one with thirteen spades 1';as rarer. Yet, 

in reality, £ bridge hands are equally rare and equally probable! }lhat card 

players in fact do is to perceive 13 spades as a set of one, and, e.g, all 

4 - 3 - 3 - 3 hands as one set. Or t to put it in another ~'iay, T;le never notice 

the variations in card $ in certain .standard distributions and ,'Ie treat them as if 

they were all the same. In addition, this example shows us that ItThat T .. re tend to 

perceive or notice are rare events, and conversely we less often nsee" what we 

think is more common or frequent 5 This will be very significant later i'Then ,1e 

come to discuss how IaN (common behavior patterns) can either enhance or destroy 

human creativity and gro~vth (less common a..'1d more unique behaviors). 

Chaitin further demonstrates that an algorithmic definition of randomness 

is possible. An algorithm in computer science is, as we have seen, simply a 

precise, step by step series of instruction for a computer to fo11ovl in solving 

a problem. In algorithmic terms, a random message could be described. as a message 

which cannot be reduced or compressed to a more compact algorithm - no set of 

instructions, no message, can make it simpler. For example, to tell someone 

(a probationer) hOi'1 to apply for a job in business, one could make up simple rules 

for him to follo';l - e.g., ali1ays be on time, all-rays i-mar a suit and tie. This 

saves going over each concrete case i·lith him. All rules are attempts to simplify 

reality to its most compact form - to make events less rare, to put them in one set. 
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HOvlever, there is no liay to tell someone all the National r,e~"Ue hockey scores 

over the past five years except by reading them off. The series cannot be 

simplified by any fonnula or rule, and so it is random in an algorithmic sense. 

Or, our 13 spades were perceived as random because we could not fit them into a 

normal rule of how cards are "supposed to come out after being shuffled", whereas 

a 4-3-3-3 distribution happens so frequently that we fit all 4-3-3-3 distributions 

into one set. 

This theory of randomness also explains why nomological systems consider 

random behaviors to be evil. They cannot be reduced to any of the rules of the 

nomological system and so are a threat to its intelligence and moral superiority. ~ 

The Hierarchical Quality Of Ethical Systems 

Algoritn~s (rules of problem solving) are most easily used when we are 

working .dthiIf a mechanical system where all the parts of the system are on the 

same level. They are not as useful however when applied to organisms which are 

organized in different ways than machines. In fact, one way in which a distinction 

can be made between a nomological and an axiological-transformational ethical 

system is that t,he former views reality as machine-like (it uses a mechanistic 

model of reality) whereas the latter uses an organismic model. The differences 

between these two models can be briefly described in three ways. 

1. Reduceability and Predictability. A mechanistic system is one in which a set of 

macrovariables so exist that there are definite mathematical rules which penllit 

us to both define the whole ~y these sets of basic rules and also to predict the 

values these variables ,iill take over a reasonably long period of time. Machines 

do Vihat they "are supposed to do" until they brea~ dOim. However, biological 

organisms are more random in that their beha\~ors are not simply reduce able to or 

able to be rigorously derived from a definite set of axioms or formulae. Therefore, 

we know we are looking at a mechanistic system when 'de can reduce its behavior to 

a definite set of rules, even if this happens to be a human ~~stem. As people or 
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systems become more routinized and predictable, they begin to move to,'lard a 

machine-like existence. 

2. Structural Hierarchy. The basic quality of an organism is that it is a s;:"stem 

which has a hierarchy of structures Hithin structures, as opposed to the relatively 

homogeneous components of mechanistic systems. The result of this is that even 

small changes in microvariables can lead to large scale changes over time in the 

structure of the organism - e.g., as took place in the e:~rolution of animal species. 

3. Behavioral Hierarchy - IndiYiduality. Organismic S",fstems seem to be 

characterized by a certain "invariance above individuality". By this is meant 

that at the higher levels of an organism there is a great degree of regularity, 

T,'lhile at its lower levels there is greater diversity (subsystems act:L.""lg tm'rard 

their m'iIl goals). For example, a nation "Till have a much greater consistency in 

its values and policies than can be said to exist in the multitude of persons and 

groups TtThich ma1..:e it up (for a more in depth discussion of hierarchy theory, the 

reader is referred to Pattee, 1973). 

Because of the fact that human organisms are uniquely characterized by 

the hierarchical differentiation of their parts, their malfunctioning can also 

be seen as a breakdotvl1. of this hierarchy. Hinuchen (1967), for ez:ample, introduced 

the concept of an "enmeshed" family system to describe dysfunctional families. 

In this model, problem families \lTere characterized by: lac.1( of differentiation 

between individual family members; a vleal.-cening of the boundaries beti'leen family 

subsystems leading to, e.g., unclear differentiations between the roles of spouse 

and parent, and little discrimination betTtieen children on the basis of age or 

maGurat.ion level. Such a highly "interlocked" system has a high degree of resonance 

beti-leen the parts - any attempt of one part to cha'1ge (e.g., one person to solve 

a psychological problem) is resisted by all otheDs in the system because such a 
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_,cnC'.nge threatened their O,-n1 identify. The critical point to realize, then, and 

one "Thicn is not at all obvious outside an organismic perspective, is that 

indiViduality may not be possible outside of "sufficiently structured" social 

system. 'Ine kind of structure or' organiza.tion most suited to individuality is 

of cours~ another problem. 

Similarly, Ashby (1960) reasoned that the more tightly knit a system 

the more difficult it is for the "Thole to reach an equilibrium ~dthout each part 

reaching an equilibrium. This in turn mak:es change and adaptation by S",fstem 

very difficult to reach or maintain. Progressive learrling, the :.:-etention of 

partial successes, is impossible. Take, for example, the puzzle one can buy 

where the parts of a cube are disassembled and can be put together again in just e 
one v.IaY. The problem can't be solved until all the parts are just right - getting 

t~'lO of the parts in the 'right order is not even recognized until the whole problem 

is solved. 

All of these considerations will affect the notion of ethics and value 

in a human system. 

What makes a community to exist in the first place is a "functional 

integrity" versus a merely physical or structural one. Human beings have a sense 

of belong'.J..Ilg, community, i'ihen ~ther persons or systems meet their needs and vice e 
versa. A human ethics is not the me,chine-li.k:e one of nomological ethics (one 

does such and such because the law/rulee/algorlthms says one ought to do this) 

but because certain actions enhance the life of the person acting (or vThat he or 

she calls Itself"). 

Second.ly~ and l'lhat appears to be a paradox on the surface, thei.'e must be 

a restricted communication. bet!'ieen at least some parts of a system. Enrneshed 

families can be seen in one Hay as those in which there is IItoo much" communication -

i.e., any attempt to introduce a net·; idea by one member of the system vTill be met 

by a barrage of objections al.d counter-presffi:ll'es. Although the adaptiveness of 
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restricted com.l1lunication will more fully be dealt 'rlith later (cf. the section 

"The paradigm of lying: self interest versus altruism") 1 the notion of 

communication itself needs to be introduced here. Although there is no consensus 

on how to define this tenn, we will use it throughout this module as it is 

defined by Wilson (1975) as a:rlY action by one orgar..:l,sm which alters the probability 

pattern of behavior in another organism in a manner adaptive to one or both 

organisms (and by extension, the ~'lOrd "community" is used in this module to mean 

a group of organisms which, for the time period in 'tlhieh they exist as a community, 

interact in a fashion which changes their individual probability patterns of 

behavi?r, so that they are more adaptive than they would have been if they did 

not S0 interact). It is therefore clear that a person may ma~e himself more 

adaptive by convincing others to believe L~ his values, 'or a social system may 

survive longer if it can get its members to subjugate their individual values to 

the greater good of the whole. A person or system then can increase its 

adaptability at the expense of others. 

Ends and Means. l'lithin ethical systems, there is the hier?..rchic ordering of some 

levels called "means" to other, higher levels called "ends". However, it should be 

recognized that this way of spe~~ing and perceiving reality is formally and best 

suited to the mechanistic ethics of a morphostatic system. Each step in a machine IS 

operation is clearly ordered to the next one. This is easy to do in machine-like 

systems since the purpose or goal is known from the beginning and each intennediate 

step is designed to achieve the goal in the most efficient manner. 

However, in. a morphogenetic frame~'lork 1 a person or s-.rstem can .... lOt al',vays order 

its behaviors or values in such a simple \·ray. Thus, as in the area of creativity. 

which was discussed earlier, a person may not even have a clear end in view, and the 

process of creating is more of a trial and error process than an algorithmic one. 
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In general, though, '\'Ie can say that hwnan beings tend to order their behaviors 

;in hierarchical sequences. MY human action is capable of being considered as a means 

in QIlecantext and an end in another. Each of our ends is a means to a higher end. 

However, in a consistent nomological system only' the highest, most abstract end is 

ultimately significant (e.g .. , Plato's ar,chetypes), and all acts are "justified" by 

this end. In such an ethics, therefore, all judgments proceed from "the top down" -

e.g., the physical survival of the universe is inconsequential for 'trestern 

christianity relative to an individual's attainment of paradise/heaven. 

An axi.ological-transformational ethics looks rather at the p~ocess of value 

creation from the "bottom up". This means that the value of an act springs not from 

some ultimate end but from its immediate context. (A principle Tllhich will be one of e 
the themes developed throughout the remainder of this section is that the usefulness 

of a value tdll '::epend on its ability to: (1) unite the components of a s-.:rstem so 

that they ~'ioI'k harmoniously toward. a goal; and (2) to enable the system to relate 

adaptively to its immediate environment. Therefore, in this method, judgments proceed 

from the "bottom up" - the values of a system are adaptive as they enable the system 

to survive and flourish in its own environment and not merely as they conform to highly 

abstract boundary values of far-removed systems.) 

In other words, there are hierarchical levels of systems and their values, and e 
they are not identical. For example, there is no necessity to assume that the values 

which unite a family are simply extensions of those of the individuals within it, nor 

the values of a country those of its subsystem (for instance, the families Hithin it). 

I may value honesty as a lone individual, yet lie (either overtly or by silence) \'lhen 

I think the truth may hurt another (a social context). The ethics of such a lie ~s 

other than itt-lQuld be if I lied in order to hurt another person (\·;hich destroys a 

potential social bond). 

The critical structural principle here is that my social i.l1teractions with 

others are not simply e)~ensions of. my personal values or vice versa. They m~ be 

congruent or consistent, but not identical. vIhereas a nomological ethics would 
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est.ablish "identity by a set of concrete la~1sfl (one set of la\·/s bind all systems in 

all their acts, roles, contexts), an axiological ethics strives for a "consistency of 

contexts", a T,'lOrld in which different sets of congruent values exist. 

The consequences of this hierarchical quality of ethical systems is that 

values arise in a relational context. If I am honest T;nth another person in relating 

a certain piece of information, the value of this act lies neither in the act itself 

nor in either of the persons but in the adap~iveness of the relationship that is set 

up thereby. This approach is analagous to the relational theories of Einstein and 

Bohr in physics, both of \'l'hom share the vieTIl that relations exist rather than physical 

attributes of matter. Einstein in his Special Theory of Relativity sho\red that attri

butes like length and area are relational to a specific inertial system. Bohr's 

theory malces certain qualities of a subatomic particles relational to the type of 

measuring instrument used - that is, time, position, and momentum are not able to be 

proven to be "possessed" by an object. 

Therefore, the boundary values of any person or system, their "ground of 

being" to use Paul Tillick' s phrase, must be random. They have no higher or more 

abstract level to' i'lhich they can be related and understood. Thus, for exaJnple, a god 

(the personal incarnation of ethical boundary values in a religion) is a being TtTho 

cannot be related to any higher level. A god is "simple", not able to be subdivided 

into a simpler algorithmic IaN. "I am the law" is the definition of the highest end 

if it be personal, or, "This is the lat'l" if it is impersonal (e.g. the State). 

Now, since ioIe saw that in a morphostatic system "evil" is equated with 

rando~~ess, then it is as logical to call a god (or the-nomological state) totally 

evil as it is to call him totally good. In fact, many religions have described their 

gods as having a "coincidence of opposites ll , a simultaneous possession of all ethical 

qualities: they love-hate ,relvard-punish, are :the source of life and death. 
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Since all rule-guided choices will finally depend on the highest criteria 

in the system (either the ultimate, nomological end or that of a limited axiological 

system), it follo"/s that it is impossible to prove that a choice or series of 

choices is ultimately good or evil. 

There are two further ways in which this "impossibility theorem" could 

be demonstrated. First, in any of choices, it is always pqssible to extend it 

indefinitely (add one more choice, or vary a decision in a minute T,olay) and so 

exceed the capacity of a finite measurement device. It is therefore important to 

realize that the qualities of "mysterylt (the perception of the infinite series 

of ethical choices) and "faith" (the ability of a human being to choose to act 

toward an end even though the person has no absolute certitude that it can be 

reached or will be adaptive) are not the exclusive preserve of religious systems 

but are qualities of eve~J science. 

Secondly, the ulti..mate u.rlprovableness of an ethical theory can be 

demonstrated by the fact that no matter what theory is, it is always possible 

to make a further statement about it (this impossibility theorem, that all 

fonnal theories are incomplete, that no theory can ever explain everything, was 

shown for mathematical systems by Godel in 1931) .. 

In the real world, though, man does judge some acts to be more valuable ~ 

than others. In theory , it might be said that man judges an act as good or evil 

according to the highest principles which he can express in language ~d so 

believe in . . However, rarely do man's highest beliefs cont.rol his everyday behavior 

except irnplicity and imperfectly. lie can propose a much simpler model: the 

strongest determinant of an act Idll be the values on the next higher level. Or, 

in broader terms , iole can say that the further removed a value is from an act, 

the less it will be able to affect the choice of that act. For example, a 

government ~ri.ll find it.,very difficult to get the citizens to give up these v-alues 
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which are'rei-larding in their personal or family lives and adopt nel,'/ ones which 

are more in line ,Nith the goverrunent' s goals unless it can tie these new values 

to others operating in the these sUbsystems. 

This idea was expressed in a similar way by Simon (1947) in his principle 

of "bounded rationality". Since it is obvious that no man has knowledge o~ all 

the choices available to him nor of the ultimate results of these choices, vie can 

assume'that he has a simplified model of the world i'ihich guides his behavior. 

Simon proposes that man, in lieu of the best possible act, searches only until 

he finds that choice which is most readily available and meets his need in a 

satisfactory way. This leads to what Simon calls "satisficing" - man does not 

seek to maximize his rei-lards in the choice process but rather to find a course 

of action that is "good enough", is satisfactory. The alternativ-e model is that 

of "economie man" - a person who seeks to regulate his choices by absolute 

criteria, v/ho seeks only the best possible choice and feels he is duty bound 

to do so. 

The Use Of Punishments: The Creat;on Of Evil 

Since different system levels give meaning to our choices they also 

determine these same choices. All social systems have a high interest in main

taining some degree of order, and one of the ways to do this is by punishments 

and sanctions. 

Nomological, morphostatic systems see their use of punishments exclusively 

in terms of the need to impose order on what appears to them to be random 

behavior. The greater the rigidity and inflexibility of systems, the more it 

vull be incapable of seeing any logic or structure in the behavior of different 

values, and so the greater ,.;ill be its reliance on punitive controls. 

In many Nays, this has also been one of the main weaknesses of those 

schools of thought which have categorized criminal behaviors as "senseless", 
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"disturbed" t "the act of person in need of help", or si.1tilar concepts i<fhich have 

made criminal actions devoid of any intelligent meaning. This inability to 

comprehend deviance in a positive sense has produced the equally naive tendency 

to ta~e a\1ay fromcri.1linal offenders ( especially juveniles) sifnificant responsi-

bility and intelligent calculation in regard to their actions. Any s-,fstem is itself 

caught in the value structures it imposes on others. Here, the failure to recognd_ze 

the rationality ~ehind devia...'lt actions can p.asily lead to a cri.llinal justice ethic 

which is an impotent mixture of effeminate "humanitarianism" or harsh paternalism. 

Since a morphostatic system lives by order, it tries to correct deviance 

by ?Jnposing order. Thus, we have the American, religious invention of the prison e 
which aimed at putting the offender in a regularized environment in ,o(hich he could 

reflect on the e~-1 of his ways. Similarly, the control of behavior in religious 

systems has always been accomplished by "meditation", the routi..11izing of the 

mind, and ~y environments which are rigidly structured so as to give a continuous 

input of one kind· of message. The fact that prisons do not "rehabilitate" and 

probably never have may be because the offender is not disordered but rather acts 

out of an order other than that of his jailers. 'This situation is even more 

endent in the treatment o.f juveniles. Rarely in my \olOrk with delinquents have I 

ever met an adolescent who was as wea~ and helpless as adults have treated him or 

her. The legal doctrine of parens patriae by which the State assumes a "parental :, 

concern" toward juveniles has in practice become a k-i-.nd of "mother-to-small-child" 

system (8, forgiving., succoring system), laced with occasional incidents of parental 

revenge (locking the child in his room, training school, if he does not behave) 

all, of course, out of "caret: and "concernH for the "child". It is generally 

accepted, though, by psychologists that in many if not all cases deviant acts 

are adaptive to the environment of the deviant, bringing some kind of order to 
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the chaos he perceives around him (what is rational and orderly for a person 

in one environment may not be so for another person in another environment). 

Therefore, we could also say that to perceive an event as punishing, 

the person being punished will see it as imposing some degree of randomness on 

his world. Similarly, we are put under stress whenever things happen to us 

v1hich threaten our ability to establish order in our lives. For example, 

Renshaw (1976) found that in the stresses 1-lmch exist today between family and 

business systems (families having to cope with frequent new postings, or long 

business trips of one parent), one of the critical factors in the family's 

ability to cope with these stresses is their perceived control over their 

situations - their ability to modify either their business or family acti'lities 

to reach a new equilibrium. Renshaw proposes a "theory of perceived influence", 

namely, "The amount of influence an individual perceives he has over the events 

in a stressful situation is central to explaining \'lhy one individual is able to 

cope successfully with stressful events and another has difficulty with similar 

events." Notably, Renshaw points out that for those families which coped 

successfully with business stresses, there was no change in attitude toward 

the stressful situation (it was still disliked), but what changed vlaS their vie1V' 

of their ~ strength and ability to l!,.ansform the situation, mC:l.n:e it work for 

them in some way. 

Just as values therefore are relational, so too are punishments. The 

above stress was not the property "of" either system (neither the family nor the 

business activities were "bad" in themselves), but rather the non-congruent 

(random) interactions of the ti'lO systems. 

Punishments therefore are not things in themselves but actions tolhich are 

perceived by the punishing system as: 
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'1·) ~ .. . .. .. ~ emorcmg aJ..soraer on J.:~. __ _ ..... 4 The criini...'J.al offender \:~.....ll not experience any 

stress if the behavior ,(Thich the society is teach:L.'J.g is not fu.l'lctional in the 

crimtnal's environment. Unless our societal values are actually useful to a 

criminal offender, he will justly see them as irrational. 

(2) coming from a system of ''lhich the nunished person or §xstem is a ·oarl. 

The punis!unents of a comw~ty lose force as a person feels himself to be 

alienated from it, not :iJnporta...'lt to it 1 not able to control its decisions. 

You do not ta~e orders from strangers too readily, especially not from those 

who. are protecting their community from you. In a society in which a high 

degree of alienatione::cLsts beti'leen persons, and between persons and social 

institutions, the deterrant effect of punishment ·Nill be I!li...J.imal .• 

"Faith" is also an :.Unportant structural element in a system f s change 

from one state to a.l'lother. A person is unlikely to change unless he believes 

that he can do so, and believes that the neti state "Till be more re"Tarding than 

the present one. It is necessar,r to look more closely at the role that this 

cognitive quality plays in science in general and the science of etbi~s in 

particular • 

FAITH. SCIENCZft..ND THE PERCEPrION OF E'iJTI, 

For a person to "have" a certain value is really to say that he believes 

that a parlicular end-state is preferable to an opposite or different end-state. 

Values are future oriented. Behaviors, or those qualities of a system which are 

not future oriented have no value for it. For example, I am 6' 5" tall. I do 

not value this quality at present since I do not find it useful for any of the 

goals I nO\'( have (i'lhereas I might if I played professional basketball). I do 

not identify my "self" ',lith this height. 
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This temporal., futuristic, "process definition" of values leads to the 

important idea that not everything in life is equally ethical. Contrary to a 

nomological ethics, we are not continually faced with choices which are 

ultimately important. Making use of Simon r s idea of bounded rationality and 

Renshaw's theory of perceived ini'luence J a simpler and more practical approach 

would be one of a "bounded ethics" in which persons and systems have a limited 

set of ethical values which determine their sio~icant actions. Consequently, 

we may not have to change a large set of values and behaviors in order to make 

s.ioanii'icant changes in a person or system, but simply those values which are 

in this limited set. 

Our perception of good and evil depends on \'lhether the iiorld supports 

or prevents us from reaching our goals. If the world. is not consistent with 

our values, then we experience it (or the :L."lconsistent part) as "evil". Evil 

is not so much "bad faith" in Sartre' s terms, as "dysfunctional faith". What 

is believed to be less real somehow destroys what was believed to be more real. 

The perception of good in turn happens when the world around us supports us in 

reaching our goals. 

e The Question Of Subject-Object: The Ethical Quality Of Observation 

Ii' man gives meaning to his life by choosing his 0'V1Il values, then man 

is the instrument by which he measures himself. He is his own judge. Yet this 

conceals a very profound problem. Man chooses values \'/hich are per se "smaller" 

than himself (they are subject to his choosing and defining them), and yet these 

values are also held to be the measure of man.. This involves us in a central 

question of measurement theoI"'J - hOi'1 do v18 both separate ourselves from Hhat '\'le 

observe yet at the same time understand the object in terms that ma1(e sense to 

us (the object observed and the subject observing share cornmon qualities). 
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A parallel problem occurs in qua..""1tum mechanics. Measurement theorrJ 

(as. tLsedin. classical physics) assuzned that in the interaction betvTeen the 

object being observed a.."'ld the observer (Inth his measuring instrument), the 

object being observed \'las not influenced by the measurement ioJhile the measuring 
,:\ 

instrument was altered. Ina more general sense, the classical concept of 

measurement assumed that changes in the observed and obserrier could be kept on 

the same level - e.g., the movement of an amoeba from here to there under a 

\ microscope is simply a dif:ference in degree from man's QI·rn movement. 
" 

Yet, when one is obset"Ving extremely small realities, as in quantum 

physics, a different situation exists. As enunciated by Niels Bohr (1933) in 

his principle of "Generalized Complementarityn, '.-Then obserrring subatomic 

p.articles the perceiving subject itself forms pa..-.-t of the observ-ed S"y-siem (the 

act of observing changes the object). The result of ' this for Bohr was that 

there are different but complementary approaches by I'Thich to describe these 

particles, approaches ~'lr...ich are each true yet irreconcilable. .4. complete 

elucidation of one object ;n such a situation may then requi.re diverse poi."'lts 

of vieT, .. (for example, it is impossible to simultaneously measure the position 

and velocity of microparlicles). 

In the same 'tray, the most complete deSCription of a reality may require 

observers who have a variety of ethical beliefs (a lllultiethical as viell as a 

multidiscipl:inaryapproach). This is so because 'l'lhat vie choose to observe (an 

element from a. set of all possible observation of thclt type) is determil1ed by 

Our m~n values. Therefore, various points of vie':l aJ::'e not only possible t but may 

have, i."l Bohr's sense 1 .equally valid truth. He:inberg (1975) expressed the 5&11e 

idea through his General Systems Theory law that ttany 1:MO points o.t: viei'l are 

complement.az"1J" f assuming one does not seek infinitely ref:ined observations. For 
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example, not only do the different scientific disciplines analyze the same 

reality from their own perspectives, but scientists within the same discipline 

often have temporarily irreconcilable theories. Rarely is scientific data 

sufficiently refined to eliminate the usefulness of complement~J views. 

~pistemologY: Objectivity And Faith 

In a formal sense, epistemology is the philosophical enquiry into how 

we know what we knovl is true. Some of the greatest revolutions in thought have 

arisen by disca.rd:ing the assumptions of a previous age about "'That was true and 

valuable - e.g., Plato's world of Ideas, Freud's hypotheses of an unconscious, 

Einstein"s theory of relat.ivity. The continuing construction of relevant legal 

and correctional principles requires a similar qQestioning of basic assumptions. 

The paradigm of objective and su~ject,ive knmlledge, ~1hich has been a 

perennial epistemological issue, is a critical one in the social sciences. 

Imitating classical physics, professionals in social sciences have defined their 

competence on the ability -to assess human situations without personal biases, 

and to "therapeuticallY'f relate to offenders in the same 1"/ay. 

However, very few if any of the professional literature examines the 

issue of what "objectivity" means and how a man cart actually accomplish it. 

Bateson (1972) highlights the problems involved in the context. of a dialogue 

between a father (F) and his daughter (D): 

D. What does "objective" mean? 
F: ~lell, it means that you look very hard at those things which you choose 

to look at. 
D: That sounds right. But how do the objective people choose which things 

they will be objective about? 
F: \"1e11. They choose things about ,,[hich it is easy to be objective. 
D: Do you mean easy for them? 
F: Yes. 
D: But how do they knO'tl that those are the easy things? 
F: I suppose they tr:;d'ifferent things and find out by experience. 
D: So it's a subjective choice. 
F: Oh, yes. Any experience is subjective. 
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But it' s ~ and subj scti ve. They decide i'lhich bit.s of human behavior 
to be objective about by consulting human subjective experience. Didn1 t 
you say that anthropomorphism is a bad thing? 
Yes - but they try not to be human ••••• Thought should remain a part of the 
whole (of life) but instead spreads itself and meddles ,'lith the rest. 
Go on~ 
Well. It slices everything to bits. 
I don't understand. 
\';e11, the first slice is between the objective thing and the rest. ,And 
then inside the creature •••• the world of the objective creature gets split 
into "helpful" things and "hindering" things. 
Yes, I see that. 
All right. Then the creature applies that split to the "lorld of the whole 
person, and "helpful" and "hindering" <;;lecome Good and Evil and the world 
is then split betl-leen God and the Serpent. And after that, more and more 
splits fo11oi'1 because the intellect is always classifying and dividing 
things up. 

The first thing we should look at is how physical sciences go about 

, , 

i their task of stating laws which have an objective validity. Taking the simplest e 
possible example, suppose we wish to scientifically study two single bodies. To 

do this mathematically, we will need: (1) one equation (hlO in all. here) to 

describe how each body behaves by itself; (2) one equation to describe how each 

body affects the other - the :Uiteractional equation; and (3) one equation - to 

describe how the environment of these two bodies ~dll behave i'lhen neither of them 

is present - the field equation. There are thus four separate equations needed 

to study just two bodies. 

Lest this seems too technical, the reader should think how in fact ,he e 
does this in some way or other all day long. For examp~e, as I am im t:Lug this, 

my 2-year old daughter is playing near a table with a lamp on it. The table is 

a fairly stable one, and I know she has been careful near it in the past. I 

realize that if I stop her, from investigating her own house and cut down her 

freedom every time something might be dangerous, I could eventually teach her 

both that things are more important than she is and that all play has to be done 

within adult I'u1es. These ~lere not complicated "equations", taking perhaps five 
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seconds. So, I go back to writing this page and hope I can keep both a lamp 

and a happy child. 

Now, to continue OUI' analysis, when a science goes on to study more than 

two bodi,,~s, complications arise quickly. There is still one field equation, but 

there has to be one more equation for each body added, and the interactional 

equation grows geometrically! If n = the number of objects interacting, we ~r.Lll 

need 211 interactional equations! This is TfThy group discussions, committees and 

similar bodies are so slow to act - everyone has to interact \nth everyone else. 

Thus, the power of any science lies in its simplifying assumptions by 

which it cuts down the objects it studies (A and B are important in explaining 

vlhy a certain event happens i'Thile C, D, E, etcv are not .important). This method 

decreases a science's area of application and usefulness (only a fe~'l variables 

are objects of the science), but in return a science magI}ifie~ its pmlers of 

explanation and prediction. The genius of any scientific theory .lies in dis

covering vlhich few variables in a given system are important (det,ernrine the others). 

The la~'ls that result describe fundamental constancies that run throughout reality 

(and the \dder its applicability the better), but in return for this objective 

quality, the rich variety of individual entities, those qualities i'lhich cannot 

be expressed ;in mathematical equations, must be ignored. 

Similar'ly, we could describe the criminal lavl of a society as a quasi

scientific endeavor, namely;- the attempt to identify those (abstract) behaviors 

and values that are so different from its CiVIl that they threlaten its existence. 

It does this by a kind of statistical mechaP~cs, creating sj_~plicity ~J dealing 

~·1ith people as intercha.."l.geable units, creat'L'l.g an "average" ,. "normal" set of 

behaviors. \'Ie all must, for example, drive at 30 m.p.h. on city streets because 
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the average driver supposedly is not safe beyond this speed. The la~'J treats 

all. men by their 10~'rest (safest) corrnnon denominator. Therefore, as la~i' increases, 

more and more areas of the community's life will be regulated by the values of 

its more average members. As is often true in classrooms, if the teaching is 

geared to the average student, those ~iho are held back the most are the SlO~1 

student and the gifted student; so too in a society ruled by law (jurists who 

see their tas~ as educating the public much as teachers educate students), the 

citizens who iri.l1 be ·most penalized by law will be those iiho are much less or 

much more gifted than the average person. 

The problem Idth law therefore is how to avoid relegating all the persons e 
and systems within it to childlike levels (and so there is ~ dangerously loti level 

of creativity and novelty 'tuthin the system), and yet not neglect serious threats 

to individual. and group liberty. The irrnnediate conclusion here is that criminal 

law, operating as it does by the mechaI'..ical method of reducing all individuals to 

a statistical norm, can only strike thiD balance by regulating those behaviors 

~ihich are abhorrent to the vast majority of the people in the society. 

To move now toa setting i'/here human beings interact, and where there is 

at least some degree of spontaneity and individuality present, there is no way in 

which the rela,t:Lanship can be described as "objective" in the classical 

scientific meaning of the liOrd. As Pratt and Canfield (1975) have pointed. out, a 

value-free objective stance is an epistemological untenable position. 

Objects and systems themselves are invested with and characterized 
by value attributes; even the initial choice to assign a descriptive 
label is a value choice having further value implication (frequently 
disastrous); every descriptive "fact" either reveals or conceals 
a theory ~'lhich had value dimensions. 

In their transactional-field epistemology, Pra:tt and Canfield propose 

that the essence of human transactions consists of and is expressed by the unique 

capacity to form contractual relationships. People create and exchange values 
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through their interactions with each other (a helper cannot not inculcate 

values) • This transactional field is thus both the source of ontology (the 

sense of stability, identity and reality) and of epistemology (the process in 

which certain realit.ies come to be knovm and valued by the participants). Thus, 

the Pratt-Canfield position is analagous to Bohr's quantum mechanics, namely, 

that tr.ansactions between human beings cause changes in the observer and the 

observed, so that one observes and measures what in part one has himself caused. 

A transactional approach provides a theoretical base for understanding 

one way in which correctional wor~ers might define and strive for objectivity in 

their work. Objective functioning \'lOuld refer to a process in ·~lhich two or more 

persons (or systems) establish a contract L."1 i'lhich: first, the values present in 

the beginning (constraints) are made explicit (as opposed to one or more systems 

concealing their valuss, pretending to have a value-free stance, or there being 

ignorance of each other's values); and second, the transactions result in mutual 

self'-actualization (versus inequitable or exploitative contracts). To be 

objective then means to have the intelligence to be aware of one's o~m values 

and how they affect one's observation~, and to strive to actualize one's values 

without diminishing the power of others to do so. 

Used in a correctional setting, this method ~rl.ll require that correctional 

helpers be trained not so much in having the "correct" values, or in impossibly 

trying to be value-free (whatever that might mean), but in perfecting their values 

and being assigned 'to work with those who for whom these values are helpful. This 

model \'lould influence the i'ihole area of staff training - e.g., exposing volunteers 

and professionals to more training in contracting services i'lith their clients and 

helping them to be more aware of and deliberately' mal<:e use of their own values 

and those of their clients in their i'lork. 
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THO HETHODS OF REASONING IN AN ETHIC.4L SCIENCE: AN.t\LYSIS AND SYNTHESIS, 

Scientific thinking can be done either through the method of analysis 

or synthesis. The method ( s) a system chooses to understand the world around 

it willai'fect the kinds of ethical principles and la~'is it has. 

Analysis And System Levels 

An analytic method tries to understand a system by discovering its 

- essential properties, those V'lhich cannot be changed without destroying the 

system. Ethical analysts divide human actions and choices up into their important 

and non-important parts ,(e.g., different.iating between ends and means, the act 

done and the intentionality of the person so acting), and rruL~ them in some kind 

of hierarchy. In general terms, the -method of an.ru..ysis is that of "intelligent 

ignorance". By ignoring all but the (supposed) unessential properties of a 

system, we are better able to control it and predict its gross I behaviors. 

The great advocate of analysis ~'1as .Francis Bacon who became one of the 

founders of modem science. His central assumption was simple: "Without 

dissecting and anatomizing the world most diligently," we cannot "found a real 

model for the world in understanding, such as it is fO'l.md to be, not such as 

man's reason has distorted." (Novum Organum, 1620, Book 1, Sec. 124). When this 

method was combined "nth the appropriate mathematics, as it was with Newton, e 
modern science was born, and with it, the great achievements of the last 300 years. 

A similar assumption is central to nomological ethics, that somehow if 

one could dissect and analyze actions and the complex human situations out of 

i'lhich they arise then one could identify those bits of reality \ihich are good 

and those bits t'lhichare evil. The intention behind this \oTaS the same as that of 

any physical science, to try to meke the 'l'lOrld and man controllable and predictable. 

Although the ne;ct chapter will Show hO~l a method of synthesis can lead to kno'i'lledge 

not available by analysis alone, it is still critically important for a correctional 

ethics to identify~ (1) what individual behaviors and what social structures are 
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destructive to a society and which are merely different or gro,~h oriented; 

and (2) what kind of transactions betiveen correctional agents and criminal 

offenders (or systems) are ethical and gro\~h producing, and which are non-

productive. 

Therefore, one of the analytical questions for corrections to answer 

is specificaJ.1y what parts of reality it is competent to deal ~dth. No science 

can pretend to understand all reality. As Higner (19642 noted in regard to 

pr.:rsics: 

Physics does not endeavor to explain nature. In fact, the great 
success of physics is due to a restriction of its objectives: 
it endeavors to explain the regularities in the behaviors of 
objects. 

Corrections, on the other hand, has yet to define its own scientific 

and ethical perspective. This has happened foriuany reasons, the main ones being: 

(1) Corrections cannot select the persons or problems it deals with but must 

accept all those convicted of criminal offences by the justice system; and, since 

laws have proliferated to the point where they cover a very rude range of human 

behavior, there is less and less difference between the criminal and non-crimil1.al. 

Corrections must nOvl deal ruth behaviors that range from the very dangerous to 

those that are merely irritating. Therefore, there needs to be a continual and 

close cooperation bet, .. een law reform bodies, courts and corrections to identify 

those offenders and offenses which need to be dealt with by the courts, and which 

offenders are best helped by a probation period. 

(2) Corrections has uncritically accepted theories and methodologies from the 

disciplines of ps,ychology, sociology and social work. ~lhile the variety of 

insights available in these disciplines are useful, corrections has a perspective 

that is not identical .. lith any of these sciences - to effect a correct balance 

between and among the values of society and those of individual human beings. 
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As such, corrections is .uniquelyan ethical science, and cannot be subsumed under 

psychological or sociological disciplines both because they aspire to .the ethical 

amorality of the physical sciences and because corrections is concerned \iith all 

of the factors that affect criminal behaviors in a society. 

To begin to develop its own methodology, corrections will have to recognize 

the limitations of the analytic method, the fact that there are levels of systems 

(e.g., communities, ethnic groups, families, individuals) which are not simply 

reduceable to each other. The community is not the mere sum of the individuals 

within it, nor are the individuals merely small reflections of the commwti.ty. 

For example, one of the interesting features of different system levels 

is that they do not seem to have consistent levels of probability and determinism. 

Medium level systems, hOHever, such as individual human beings or small groups, 

are less predictable. But,. when we move to lower levels, such as the world of 

inanimate objects, machines, or the structures in the human bodies (e.g., cells, 

organs), we again achieve a high level of predictability because the number of 

parts are small and easily analyzed. And finally, at microlevels (e.g., sub

atomic particles) we again meet unpredictability. Now, these conditions may, in 

part or all, be due to deficiencies in man's measuring instruments, but it does 

illustrate how at present the levels of reality an observer deals with are not as 

cong~ent as we may think. This incongruency between system levels will also 

hamper our ability to make intelligent ethical judgments. For example, while 

scientific research can discover some laws that are statistically reliable for 

human beings in general, a single human being has concrete qualities not contained 

in these laws. Therefore, a correctional worker will have to certainly adapt 

standard correctional theories and practices to fit his or her unique personality 

as well as adapt these to the personalities and environment of the offender. 
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Therefore, part of the problem for corrections in understanding crimi..",al 

behaviors, the individuals and social systems it deals \·lith, lies in the scientific 

methodology chosen - the heavy dependence on analytical techniques (e.g., breaking 

of offender~ down into their various traits, attitudes, personality C:.eficits). 

Analysis, which works \"ell on very large and verJ small systems, is less useful 

in the study of medium sized (human) systems. This is also the source of the 

proble!Tl corrections has' had iath defining "rehabilitation" as its goal or end

state. vlhile an analytic approach can identify and label which parts of a person 

or system are dysfunctional, it is incapable by itself of speaking about what 

constitutes a healthy life for ~ ... hole systems. "Habilitated" is not the opposite 

of "criminal" but is of a different order and level all together (just as health 

is not merely the absence of sickness, nor love merely the absence of hate or 

indifference). 

To express this in 'another way, \'le can say that human systems are un

predictable (creative) when vie\,led from the perspective of the analyst. As 

Murphy's la'o'1 puts it, "Anything that can happen, \'r.i.ll happen!". 1'[hen applied to 

corrections, this will mean for one thing that we can expect anyone theory to 

have more or less regular failures. Offenders have the irritating quality of 

refusing as a group to be successfully "therapized" by one school or another. 

Murplly:r1s Law is 2 ~e for mediu.'1I sized human systems. This unpredictability 

arises from the fact that systems have behaviors and goals which are not contained 

on any of their component le'V~els. 

Systems Thin.1.cing: SyntheSiS 

In order to create a community ethic, we need to complement the insights 

of analytical thinking \·rith those of "synthetic" thinking. Those persons ','iho are 

capable of thinking in terms of whole systems can be called "generalists" (c.f. 

Kiessling, 1974, vIeinberg, 1975). A generalist is interested in identifying the 

int.errelationships both bet\'leen structures and processes on the same level (e.g., the 
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ecology of a forest) and between those on different levels (e.g., the relationship 

of ethics to language structure). He does this by creating a paradigm vlhich is of 

a higher logical set than those of the systems >'1hich are unified by it. Examples 

of sciences, which \-;ere created through such paradigms are biochemistry and socio

biology. Criminology has tried to make itself into such a science by organizing 

data from such sciences as psychology and sociolo~r into a coherent study of the 

causality of criminal behaviors. HOI'lever, corrections has failed to date because 

it has not been able to create paradigms which can organize the welter of data and 

conflicting ideas in the field into intelligent theories for the causality of 

criminal behavior and effective responses to it. 

A1.though their objectives are different, the generalist and the analytical 

thinker do share one thing in common. They are united by a common faith, namely, 

that things are not what they seem. The analytical thin..l(er believes that wholes 

must have parts and that the meaning of things is to be found' in t.heir parts. The 

generalist believes that meaning comes from s,ynthesis, that the behavior of one 

system is dependent upon its transactions .'lith other systems. The pOl'ler of both 

methods lies in their ability to "believe in things not seen", that is, in faith. 

The laws by which the generalist expresses the unity of t,,/o or more systems 

is commonly called a second order law. Accordingly, Kenneth Boulding (1964) stated 

that the principal. article of faith for general systems thinking is that "the order 

of the empirical world itself has an order which might be called order of the second 

degree" • There are laws about laws. 

The generalist arrives at these laws by inductive reasoning. He analyzes 

first order lai'ls (laws of the systems he hopes to unite) to discover similarities 

from \'/hich he can hypothesize second order lm'ls. Generalists, therefore, must 

ignore those details and minutiae on which analysts thrive. They live "to put things 

together", to find neN order '\"~re our limited senses cannot see it. One of the 
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limitations of first order laNs, and the reason vThy second order latis are useful, 

is that first order la\vs carmot contain a rule about iV'here they apply and vThere they 

do not apply. To put it in another T:lay, no system of laws can itself contain a 

principle of its own negation. For example, one of the impossible questions for a 

correctional science to answer is, "When do iie stop rehabilitating people?" 

Similarly, one of the crucial questions in law is, "How can we stop the State from 

so 'protecting' us that our lives become prisons tended by lawyers and pOliticians?". 

This is not a mere ma.tter of semantics. Once those persons troo set the rules Vli.thin 

a 5.1stem are also empowered to determine the extent of these rules, we can expect 

them to extend their control indefinitely. 

Theory Construction In Corrections 

If correctional techniques in general and correctional ethics in particular 

are to become more useful., they will have to pay much closer attention to theory 

construction. As Bateson (1972) caustically noted, "It is all too clear that the 

vast majority of concepts of contemporary psychology, psychiatry, anthropology, 

sociology and economics are totally detached from the net~Iork of scientific funda-

mentals." This he partly blames on the fact that the social sciences have excessively 

relied on the methodology of inductive reasoning. Thus, one of the great problems 

with corrections today is that it has no true theoretical base - i.e., there are 

innumerable studies in existence on this or that criminal behavior or type of criminal 

personality, but none of them have been able to generate (nor have they developed 

from) a fundamental scientific theory. 

In more general terms, Bateson (in Bandler and Grinder, 1975) has stated that 

the behavioral sciences, and especially psychiatry, have always avoided theory. There 

are various manoeuvers by ,"1hich theory has been avoided: 

The histo}~ans (and some anthropologists) chose the impossible task 
of making ';uot theory but more ~ out of i'lhat \'laS knO"Wl'l - a task for 
detectives and courts of la\-l. The sociologists trirr.med the complex 
variations of knoi'm fact to such an ultimate simplicity that the 
clipped nuggets could be counted ••• Psychologists accepted all sorts 
of internal explanatory entities (ego, anxiety t aggression, instinct, 
conflict, etc.) in a vIay reminiscent of medieval psycho-theology. 
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The creation of nei'[ data from data kno~'lI1 is found in psychiat I"J , for exarnple, by 

it.s searching for childhood events to explain current behavior, by its creation of 

hypothesized internal structures (ids, egos of one kind or another, etc.), or by 

its use of concepts from other sciences such as physics - energy,. stress, tension 

and the li..l{e - to create a scientism. 

The method of inductive reasoning is by analogy. One searches for the 
(' 

similarities in different systems that idll lead to a second order laTtI Nhich Unites 

the two. Then these general laws are used to draw conclusions about the original 

systems. 

The benefit of inductive reasoning is simply that the great amount of 

knowledge that exists today does not allow man's brain to arrive at laws of complex 

systems except by simplifying them to a very fe,'T variables. For example, if deviant 

behavior is a function of genetic and environmental factors, it is obvious that a 

society does not have the time for the exact and sure process of deductive reasoning 

and experimentation. Something must be done in the short run to deal ... nth criminal 

behaviors (in the long run, deductive reasoning is the only accurate method but, 

as Keynes noted, in the long run we are also dead). Therefore, if we are to help 

people, both criminals and victims, caught up in the painful realities of crime, 

we must discover some of the structures and processes in society which contribute 

to crime. To get valid inductive concepts and laws will require long man hours of 

observation and study of criminal behaviors and their contexts. One effective 'Ilay 

,to do this would be to have the investigators living in the same milieu as those 

they study • This is also the rationale for hiring volunteers and ex.-offenders in 

corrections since they bring to corrections a first-hand report on the forces which 

affect their lives in the community. 
"-

However, genuine theories still only result from a postulative-deductive 

method of model building. In fo:rnru.lating a theory, 'l'le must first of all identify 

the parameters of the system being studied, define the relationship bet~'leen them, 
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and finally construct models in order to test and. extend these parameters. 

Wilson (1975) identifies two levels at which theor'J can be pursued: the 

phenomenal and fundamental. At the phenomenal level, one tries to organize the 

mass of raw data by a relatively few parameters. For example, criminal behavior 

might be explained in terms of the interplay of population size and. grm'ith, the 

availability of economic resources, and the values of the populace. Fundamental 

theory does not look at the rai'l data but rather at the basic parameters (e.g., 

demographic ones) 'I'lhich determine the way a phenomenologist organizes his data. 

A phenomenologist therefore might look f.or an equation that will predict the 

e future growth of criminal oehavior as his parameters are varied. Fundamental 

theory would attempt to derive these same equations from the first principles of 

a more abstract theory - e.g., the theory of ecology which seeks to organize and 

explain the behaviors of 'Iddely differing systems (such as man and lower animals). 

Two major qualities of true theories should be emphasized here. First, 

they should be quantifiable and so able to be tested. Any useful theory, therefore, 

must be subject to falsitication by good experiments and field studies. A pseudo-

theory is one which does not allow falsification - it explains everything by 

concepts that are so broad and vague that it can never be operationally defined 

and possibly rejected. For example, how could one disprove the concept of "ego" 

to a psychologist, that of '~ev:U" to a theologian, or tell a jurist. that nomological 

law is not the basis of a community of free men? 

Second, every good theory produces, as \'lilson (1975) noted, "results •••• 

that exceed the capacity of unaided intuition." If one achieves consistent 

results that could have been arrived at by simple intuition, it is obvious that 

one's original hypotheses were nothing more than statements about the surface level 

of reality. This, in turn, can easily lead to what vlilson calls the "advocacy 

method" of developing a science, a method frequently used in the social science 

field: 
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Author X proposes an hypothesis to account for a certain phenomenon, 
selecting and a.-r-ranging his evidence in the most persuasive manner 
possible. Author Y then rebuts X in part or vlhole, raising a second 
l}ypothesis and arguing his case idth equal conviction. Verbal skill 
now becomes a significant factor. Perhaps at this stage author Z 
appears as an "amicus curiae", siding with one or the other or con
cluding that both have pieces. of the truth that can be put together 
to form a third hypothesis - and so forth seriatim' through many 
journals and over years of time. Often the advocacy method 
muddles through to the anS''ler. But at its worst it leads to 
trschools" of thought that encapsulate logic for a full generation. 

Reasoning By Analogy: The Creation Of ~fodels 

Hhen Henri Matisse ' .. las criticized for not painting a true to life woman, 

he said, "I do not create a l'lOman, I make a picture." \fuat scientists (as well 

as painters) principally do is to make models, the purpose of which is to test 

and extend the postulates of their theorJ. "Science" is not in any way an attempt 

to reach "truth" but to get better and better models by ~,rhich to map reality. 

Sucn models have varied from. myth to magic to Ne~~on's universe of solid atoms to 

those of quantum physics. 

Models have t\'lO major characteristics. First of all, a model is a more 

economical way of examining reality because it contains only the major variables 

of a theory (for example, the psychoanalytic model chooses to locate the prime 

determinants of man's behavior in the hypothesized mental structures of conscious-

ness). The fact that the model focuses on only a few critical areas in the theory ~ 

gives it another advantage over the theory - if it works \'lell, it can more easily 

\ . stimulate new avenues for research, even to the point where it can take precedence 

over the theory itself (the theory is changed to make it closer to the lnodel). 

Secondly, every model is the expression of one thing we 10fant to understand 

in terms of another thing '1e already understand. On the simplest level, this is 

'Ilhat chemistrJ students do ''lhen they make models of chemical substances using 

colored balls and stiCks, a method used even by iiatson and Crick in their discovery 

"-.. of the form of DNA. Science only considers its proper objects to be those that can 

be reduced to the level of other things i1hich are already knO\1n and can be measured. 
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It is important to remember though that the model is not the theoI"lJ, nor 

is the theory the same as reality. As Einstein once observed: "It is the theoI"lJ 

which decides what I'le can observe". There is always a deliberate blindness in 

eveEl theory, since every theory excludes data which it has assumed to be un

important. A model excludes even more. New advances in science over the ages 

has been by the discovery of just how important these "unimportant" items really 

are. 

The benefit of models nothwithstanding is to focus man's mind on a few of 

the variables which seem more important than others. In so doing, science seeks 

a frame of reference which makes it possible: (a) to explain things in the 

simplest way and to make them more predictable; and (b) to improve man' oS thinking 

processes, i.e., to pose better, sharper questions, to invent ne,'l laws, and be 

able to intervene more effectively in his ''lorld. 

Two Languages Of Social Sciences: HydrOdynamic And Systems Hodels 

To describe what we do not yet knO\,1 in terms of \'lhat we do knO\tl involves 

using the lBIlo"1lage of analogy. Every scientist uses analogies at certain stages 

in his thought to simplify his thinking. Of course, one cannot stop ,'lith (rough) 

analogies but, when it is possible, go on to precise, predictive models$ 

Analogies are always problematic, hmrever. We never know anything so \tle11 

that we can be sure it illuminates our mind about what we don't know. For example, 

Hobbes described the state as a kind of "body of a giant person" with its res

pective faculties represented by the govenmtental bodies. Ho\tlever, Hobbes did not 

have accurate information about physiology and so his comparison i-las inaccurate. 

Similarly, the fact that the State takes the attitude of Ita concerned parent" tOVlard 

delinquents is a nice sounding phrase but is limited by the lack of knovlledge or 

agreement today in the social sciences about what makes a parent f s behavior "good" 

in every situation. 
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In examining any theo~J, it is therefore very useful to discover the basic 

analogical concept s and models that are being used and what affect they have on 

the theory. For example, psychologists have borrowed the energy concept from 

physj,c~~ As Peterfreund (1971) pointed out, "In general, current psychoanalytic 

theory appears to be based on a simple hydrodynamic model," and the energy of 

the psyche is pictured as a "fluid". This energy is consequently spoken of as 

having directional properties (flmvi..""lg toward things), as having a plurality of 

interchangeable forms (e.g., sexual, aggressive energy), and as being able to be 

damned up or discharged. This is not unlike humoral theories in early medical 

rnodels. In order to explain how all these fluids are organized, psychologists 

had to postulate an "ego" (or multiple egos) \'1hich controls all these novlS - a 

vitalistic, anthroppmorphic concept of an ego whose proper operations had to 

include such acti-vities as recognizing, knowing, fearing, judging, organizing 

and valuing. 

Modern biology has abandoned the simple hydrodynamic model in favor of 

systems models. For example, Luria (1973) pointed out in his classic '\'lOrk on 

neuropsychology that the need for a systems approach to the study of mental 

activity grew out of the.scientifically unsuccessful and inappropriate approaches 

of both: noetic theories (SUCh as those which led to the hydrodynamic models of 

psychologists), which explained mental activities by ;:;piritual, unseeable structures 

(ego, soul); and mechanistic theories l'1hich tried to confine specific mental 

processes totally \dthin localized areas of the brain. Luria proposed instead 

that the whole cerebral complex is involved in higher mental activities. This 

led Luria to re-examine the conc::ept of "function" t a concept \'lhich is critical for 

the ~derstanding of a systems model. 

In a simple analytical sense, it made a great deal of sense to mechanists 

to define "function" by the localized activity of a particular system. But, it is 

also apparent as Luria notes that such processes as digestion or respiration cannot 
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be thought of as the output of a single organ, "but as a complete 'functional 

sYstem' embodying many components belonging to different levels of the secretory, 

motor and nervous apparatus." In addition to this, functiona;i systems have the 

characteristic that disturbances in the normal functioning of their components 

lead to compensatory functioning of others so that the system's goal can be 

reached: "The presence of a constant (invariant) task, performed by variable 

(variative) mechanisms, bringing the process to a constant (invariant) result, is 

one of the basic features distinguishing the i'Tork of every functional system." 

For example, if the diaphram muscles cease to work during respiration, the inter

costal muscles are brought into play, but if they too are impaired, the muscles 

of the larynx are mobilized and the animal begins to SWallO~'1 air which thus reaches 

the alveoli of the lu..'"lg by a completely different route than originally i'l'ould' have 

been the case (via the blood stream). 

It also makes a great deal of sense to look at ethical choices as part of 

a "functional system" rather than isolated acts of mental structures called will 

and intellect. Much work is now going on in the psychological and biological 

sciences to discover hOl.i man t s choices effect and are effected by the physiological 

and biochemical processes \·tithin him. \,le can also though look at how man's ethical 

choices (his ends, "invariant tasks") effect and are effected by his complex environ

ment. In other \'lords, a transformational ethics can extend Luria's concept of a 

"functional system" to include how individual and social organisms use the various 

components of their environment (social context) to define and accomplish their goals. 

Human values are formed in the course of a long historical development, and 

those of each system are continuously reinforced or i'l'eakened by the actions of other 

systems around it. Values are functional insofar as they help a system establish 

a harmony beti'leen its internal structures and those of the environment - and, the 

more flexible a system is in achieving this harmony, the more adaptive are its values. 
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But "ve can also Sa::! that \'Then an organism cannot reach its goals by "normal" 

means it ,all then resort to a "compensatory functioning" by ,,[hich different 

(deviant) value sets and behaviors will be chosen. A systems approach to ethics 

therefore understands values not as the "localized" product of a particular 

intrc-.psychic subsystem of man (a mechanistic or noetic model), but "themes" which 

underlie the transactions bet~'leen systems. 

MffiANDrGS AND VALUES CO~1E FROM CONTE..TI'S 

Man is a creature of values because he colIlIllWlicates with others m his 

species. Without language, human values would not exist. Thus the difference 

between a science of ethics (any communicational science) and the physical sciences 

lies in the fact that whereas physi~al sciences prefer to seek the explanation for 

a macroscopic system in terms of the micros,rstems withm it, comrnurdcation sciences 

(and ethics) also understand a system by the context it occurs in (e.g., the word 

gi v:ing meaning to the phenome, the sentence to the word, etc.). There is no 

comunmication, no meaning, without a shared context. So too, there are no values 

without contexts. The statement, "John strikes Frank" gives very little information 

until ,-re know if it was in the setting of an argument, a bo::dng match, a theatrical 
,. 

play or a game. Even lower animals are known to have "contextual communication", e 
using the same signal to gi:ve different information according to the contej"i:. it is 

given in. 

There are tiro general frames \-re can use to describe systems and their 

contexts: spatial and temporal frames of reference • 

. Spatial Definitions Of Systems And Conte;ds 

"lhen we determine that a certain part of reality is important to us, Ne 

"draw a.p.nearound it" (a "system" comes into being), and we call e'verything 

outside of that line the "environment" of the system. vie create a spatial separation 

bet*eenthe system and everything else. 

Of,.,: 
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Nm'l, the difference bebleen a system and its environment is partially 

arbitrary. For example, I can choose at different times to define ~Jself as an 

individual (trying to write this paper), as a system of two (i'lhen I love another), 

or as a citizen of Canada (\,Then I vote). The "I" that exists is different in each 

case and has different sp~tial boundaries. 

We could state as a ge.:1eral rule that a system achieves its sense of 

identity through "spacing", i.e., having the freedom and ability to define its 

own values, those which are different, in some degree at least, from other systems -
around it. Thus, insofar as a person's values are identical Trdth those of a larger 

social system, his or her sense of an individual identity is not only decreased 

but the individual is also subject to control by that social system. 

For example, a local correctional office i·rill ynly be able to achieYe a 

sense of identity as it deyelops goals and operating procedures which are in 

certain \I/'ays different from all other local offices as vIell as those of the 

correctionaJ. system itself! This could happen in the most nay·ural 'V-lay as the 

local staff tries to interrelate their particular talents, the needs of their 

clients, and the resources and conditions I'lhich exist in their community. 

Therefore, the "space between" systems is the difference between their 

values and the means used to achieve them. Whenever there is an insufficient 

space, difference, between systems, the systems are liable to experience stress-or 

pain. Physical overcroWding, such as is occurring in our modern cities, is one 

of the conditions which produce this kind of stress - the loss of identity, 

traditions and power of .such smaller social systems as individuals, families, 

ethnic groups. For example, Nei'Iman (1975) ShOi-led that crime increases in residential 

areas i-rhen these areas are not designed to give the people a feeling of identification 

i·lith the space around them (as in l1i:ghrises \'lith their: anonymous hallHays; or, 

multiple housing units in i'Thich no one can tell i'iho belongs in them and i'lho does not), 
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and when p@opledo not knm'l i'Tho their neighbors are (e.g., because there is no 

room for adequate pl~ground facilities - people generally meet their neighbors 

through their children). 

This situation in turn will induce human be:i,.ngs to forceably create space, 

e.g., by gangs, social clubs, special interest groups ~lho define their 0~Jl'l standard 

of values in such a w~ that they are distinct from those of the "manY" who crowd 

around them. All values jJl some sense' have a divisive character in such settings -

serving to separate people from each other so that there m~ be more individual or 

~oup "breathing space". If a community continually ignores and so subverts this 

need for space., groups and individuals will then find violent ways to carve out a 

space for themselves, and their values will become more antithetical to those of 

the larger society. 

In a certain ~'lay, all value choices move a person or system in one direction 

and aw~ from another. \'1henever a person or system chooses a value, there are two 

simultaneouz effects - a partiCQlar cont~xt is created or strengthened (I choose to 

love my \df'e and so am led to adopt new values during rrr:r marriage to strengthen 

this love) t and competing contexts are disavo~red or at least become less important 

to me (certain behaviors and values of one's prior single life are stopped or 

changed). A trade-off therefore always exists when a set of values are chosen; the ~ 

greater quantity of values a system chooses in one area, the more it restricts the 

relat:1.onships that are possible for it in others. To exprees this in systems terms, 

any-set of values operates like a "cybernetic systemll t i.e., a system l'lhich uses 

information to maintain a given e~:brium. A thermostat is a good example of the 

cybernetic system. l'llien ~-re set t~~ thermostat at a certain temperature, it does .not 

"elect" this state but rather pr~·~rents the SI.rstem from going into an alternate state. 

When the temperature dj."ops below the set range, the thermostat is turned on; "Then 



the temperature exceeds this range, the thermostat shuts off. Thus t such a system 

is activated l2Z ~ difference betvTeen the "ideal" state and the "recorded" state. 

Values, especially as they are more specific and concrete, also have a cybernetic 

quality_ They keep us f:rom acting in certain vTayS - ~'lhenever we act or sometimes 

even thin.~ of acting outside of the range allovTed by our values, counter-reactions 

set in to move us back toward our ideal states (e.g., \'le experience stress, guilt, 

or anxiety). 

If we \'/ere to think about this in spatial concepts, '\';e could say that the 

inner space of a S".fstem (the amount of things and events included within it) and 

its outer space (the environment of the system) are inversely related. Using an 

e, ethical perspective, the greater variety of values vre include within 0lU" identity, 

the greater our personal space becomes (more and more events affect us and need to 

be controlled by us), and therefore the smaller our environment becomes. To include 

all values in oneself ,\,lould therefore result in the ar.nihi.1ation of SP,ace (and tij'ne), 

in becoming a god. 

Consequently, when a society has a multitude of la'l'ls \-Ihich it uses to restrict 

the freedom of choice available to the individuals and groups 'trithin it, the result 

may be that people idll choose different values 'merely to create space (an identity) 

for themselves (the rebellion against nomological law). On the other hand, when a 

society does not have enough beneficial law, when individuals and groups have very 

weak or no boundaries around their personal space (they have little or no control 

over their lives) t there is a natural demand in the system for more law, more 

security. In such a situation, persons and systems have "too much" space. We have 

the freedom to do as vie please, within Ttride limits, but this means that others may 

also easily i.11i'ringe on our "territoryt' and so we have little security (in a variable 

and therefore potentially dangerous environment, men,and other &~~als cluster 

together for mutual protection). This is one of the forces behind the conservative 

and reactionary trend in North America today, as ,\'1ell as the grm,rth of special 

interest groups. 
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"Criminals" therefore might be seen from this perspective as persons or 

groups which are reacting against the spatial trends in their society. In a 

society (or any social setting) where those values and behaviors \'lhich are re'tlaroed 

are not able to be achieved by a significant number of people, then these people 

may tr,r to carve out a space for themselves in which they can be rewarded and be 

recognized by others lL~e themselves. The values which they reject, it must be 

remembered, tend to be those which relate to means rather than to ends. Criminal 

offenders want the same things as most people (security, respect, control over 

their lives, friendship), but they do not have the skills or opportunities necessary 

to always achieve these in a socially acceptable way. 

A criminal therefore cannot be understood apart from his society and is in e 
fact detennined by it as much as are law-abiding citizens. To be a criminal in a 

democracy which values private property is not the same as to be a cri.J1linal in a 

communist country. ylhenever a system tries to enforce a limited and restricted 

set of values, the rebels against it have no choice but to opt for contrary values • 

. It makes no sense therefore to try to characterize criminals as "persons 

\'lho lack values". In fact, the difficulty correctional i'lorkers have in ,'lorking 

with them is often that they have very firm values - they resist "rehabilitation" 

(they see contrary values as meaningless). 

Functional (Temporal) Definition Of Systems And Contexts 

The source of our values, and their consequent rigidity or fle:d..bility, is 

related to our sense of time as well as space. If our values are given to us from 

an absolute, unch~~geable source (by a god, a church, a State, a set of parents), 

and given in an absolute form, then time is irrelevant. The world becomes a battle

ground in which eternal, absolute rights continually confront eternal, absolute 

wrongs. Values do not. evolve or change. Therefore, there is also no intrinsic, 

functional relationshi,t) beti'leen values and the world - the good exists, and it is 
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not affected by how adaptive it makes an organism (heroic virtue is often called 

for), and it is not able to change or evolve as the 'VlOrld does oyer time. 

The functional character of values, though, is central to any systematic, 

time-centered approach to ethics. Thus, it must be recognized that the conc~pts 

of morphostatic and morphogenic systems used earlier are not absolute but con

venient 'days of classifying systems by certain temporal contexts. All systems 

change and all stay the same for a while. A morphostatic human system is just a 

slower moving one, Nhile a morphogenic system is a faster moving one. Since time 

is relative to the observer, what is a fast moving or a slow moving system depends 

on the observer' s o~m assumptions and beliefs about hm'l stable and how much speed 

of growth a system ought to have, assumptions which are obvio1.lsly related to the 

physical and psychological time frame of the same observer. 

Therefore, it is important to realize that a static analysis of the 

structures in a systern may be logically true, but this gives no theOl"Eltic:'Jl insight 

into how the system has evolved or how its present state is maintained by the flow 

of energy or information among the parts. \'/e cannot understand the ecology of a 

. forest or of a human system by simply dividing it up into isolated trees or isolated 

human traits and behaviors. Similarly, the dichotomy in corrections behleen 

"professionals" and "volunteers" has a certain structural truth (they have different 

ways of working, for example) t but only a temporal perspective allo\;'s us to see how 

to continuously create a system where such persons work together in a complementary 

way. 

Naming things does not give us control over or an understanding of them. 

The whole fabric of lavi is a case in point. It does not give us aI1Y insight into 

the nature of deviance to name it, to devise classification schedules for criminal 

acts. A typology does not a theory make. The fact that correctional officers can 

stick more and more labels on offenders does not help them to knO'V1 how (or whether) 
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to change the offender, or i'lhat change is feasible at a given time. One might 

even hypothesize that diagnostic labels are sometimes created more for the security 

of the professional than to help the offender. 

Temporal! ty: A Quality conferred on the observed by the observer. A system can 

be defined atemporally, viz., a set of structures which exists in a feedback 
, 

, relationship and which has qualities not found in any of the parts alone. However, 

these feedback relationships and so the existence of the sys·tem depend on the time 

frame of the observer. Criminal behavior, .:for example, may be described: 

(1) from a transactional point of view (the relatively recent past) - the quantity 

of reinforcements the offender receives which encourage either prosocial or anti-

social behavior on his part; (2) from a psychological or sociological view (his 

relati.vely distant personal past) - vievIing his present actions as translations 

of his childhood experiences; or, (3) from a biological context (the far distant 

past of the human species) - discovering the genetic determinants of man's behavior 

.as shap¢ through the forces of natural selection. Each science, then, defines 

itself not only by the objects it is competent to understand, but also by the time 

frame it adopts. 

What is not so obvious generally is that "any system is an observer's way 

of looking at the world". Nice, neat systems do not exist in the real world - they e 
are chosen, arbitrary points of view. An ecologist may choose to study a particular 

forest, drawing an imaginary boundary around it in order to keep his data simple; 

however, there is no isolated forest in fact, but rather a temporarily stable wave 

in an ever moving ocean of energy. 

From the more , general perspective of Einstein's special theory of relativity, 

we know that time has become a relative concept for modern physics as have other 

properties of matter. For example, as we increase or decrease the speed of motion 

of a measuring rod, its length changes. Or, as Sir Arthur Eddington commented, 
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" ••••• length is not a properly of the red; it is a relation between the rod and 

the observer. Until the observer is specified the length of the rod is quite in

determinate." (q.1oted in Clark, 1971) a Similarly, "real" time is that of the 

observer, or rather, each observer has his oltm real time. The concept of simul

taneity is no longer absolute - that t'10 events are seen to be simultaneous 

depends on the motion of the obse~-llg system. 

Values, therefore, as they necessarily involve time and movement (goal 

seeking behaviors) are not properlies of a person or an act but express a relation

ship bet"Teen the observer (the system labelling parts of reality as good or bad) 

and the act· or person so labelled. To the degree that an observer is una'dare of 

or deliberately conceals his Oltm frame of reference, he speaks as if values reside 

~ the things or persons he labels. 

One of the criteria which a system will use to label reality as good or 

bad will be the value it gives to time itself - i.e., how much value it places 

on gro~~h (an open, linear system) and how much it places on safety and sameness 

(:;< dosed, cyclicsystem). 

12!9..,~E},?-8es. models of time sequence: cyclic and lin~. ive can conveniently 

different.iate bet'~Teen ethical systems by two general ltTayS in ~·/hich the floN of time 

can be pictured, i.e., time having a cyclic or linear quality. A cyclic, closed, 

or state-determined system is one which has a repetitive cycle of behavior - it 

eventually returns to certain key behaviors and states. For relatively shorl periods, 

the lives of all people are state-determined. They have normal routines and do not 

change their core values. As a person or system remains state-determined for longer 

and longer periods of time, it has less and less ability to tolerate or ma~e use of 

novelty and differentness. 

Alternatively we can spea~ of linear, "open" systems - those that are able 

to recognt'7.ie and use a large variety of the energy and information surrounding them, 

and most important of all, are able to change their internal structures (including 

their ethic~l) so as to be more adaptive. 
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The more open a system is, the more controllable it is by outside systems. 

If \'le can find "lhat inputs are recognized and used by it1 we can control its 

'behavior. ~lhat any science basically does is to take a system which is a closed 

one and tr~sform it into an open one by redefining the system so that its 

relatively fixed behaviors are shifted to the environment. In other words, a 

scientist focuses on those parts of reality which are amenable to his influence 

and ignores or puts in the background those parts which he cannot control. 

The concept of "control" is an important one for any ethical model. We 

perceive and judge other people, in part at least, by: (1) their differentness 

from us; and (2) how this differentness controls, determines us and how we in 

turn are able to control it. In a functional sense, persons are "real" to us as 

they have some influence over our'lives or as we can influence them. 

As \'le mentioned earlier, a science also takes to be important only those 

parts of the world \ihich it can control (observe, measure, and predict). Thus, 

for example, criminals are defined by different disciplines in terms of T,olhat the 

discipline itself is able to control - the criminal is mentally disturbed to the 

psychologist, has bad will for the theologian, or imperfectly socialized to the 

sociologist. We all perceive reality in terms of those tools we have to control 

it. This is neither bad, nor good, but we should recognize that in so doing, we 

have shifted out of the system those elements which do not suit our powers of -
control. The only way for an ethical discipline to avoid the limitations of this 

method will be to have a multidisciplina.::.."Y methodology, one in which thinkers 

from a variety of fields work together on common problems. To put this in another 

way, we could say that it is possible to transform an open system into a closed 

one by bringing more and more of the environment into the system (removing possible 

sources of novelty or stress for the system), and so putting more and more of 

reality under one set of la\'ls, looking at it from one point of vieN. one example 

of this process in a societal system is the Nay in \.mich it gives a political 

quality to criminal behaviors. 
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The Political CrimL~al 

A totalitarian system controls the lives of its citizens by labelling 

their everyday decisions as political ones. It could be argued that even in 

democracies, the State exercises vr;;ry powerful control over the people - e.g., the 

control of educational institutions and communication media (the kind cif information 

they will be allovled to read or to v:i.e'll on television). Some jurists and crimino

logists today even feel that parents should be made responsible for the delinquent 

acts of their children. This is a reasonable position in some 'flays, but obviously 

will lead to a closer monitoring of families by correctional agents of the State. 

The acts of such parents would thus be unavoidably case in the light of political 

activities, those -which undermine the State (else \'lhy "Iould the State seek to 

control them). 

The p,';,llitical character of crime, as Nell as the increasing incidence of 

obvert political crimes, is an important ethical question today_ Schafer (1974) 

sees the concept of P9litical crime as central to the understanding of law, 

criminology and ethics. From his positivist perspective, Schafer g:i.ves all crimes 

a political character since they go against the ethics of the lawma!cers vlho in 

turn are politicians. As tie noted earlier, though, the most dangerous behaviors 

for a system are those vmich challenge its boundar; values and so its identity. 

These behaviors are those which are most lLtcely to be forbidden by the criminal 

law of a society. Th.erefore, legal and political decisions are also ethical ones. 

A democracy must face the problem of not only how many values to politicize (and 

so how much freedom to leave to the people), but also how to deal vuth active 

dissent or disagreement \vith its la\'ls (and political dissent in general). 

1 
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The '\'10rk of corrections also has some decided political implications. In 

fact, this module could be seen as a political treatise. Correctional ''1Orkers not 

'only seek to change offenders so that they conform to the values of the State (those 

codified in the la'-1), but a systems approach to the criminal justice system assumes 

that corrections has a mandate to change those community structures and processes 

which help to cause crime. 

Some i·rl.ll question the wisdom of sticking a "political" label on the 

correctional process. Certainly, the prevailing mentality is otheI'iv.i..se today, idth 

criminal offenders usually being treated as persons ~'/'ho suffer from "problems" or 

"diseases" iimch require a clinician to diagnose and treat (a professional, academic 

approach), or as persons who have "bad" values \>/'hi.le law-abiding citizens have ngoOde 

·ones (a nomological morality). 

A political perspective on iTalues is entirely different than these ti'iO 

(although not necessarily competiti1re) in that: (1) it affirms that·, all values, 

both criminal and noncriminal, are (:hosen by people in response to the kind of en.

vironment they are exposed to; and (2) the response of a community to crime can be 

one both of changing individuals and its Oim socia-political structures and values 

(system. change). 

The need of the community to continual.ly re-fonn its structures and laws is 

perhaps the basic rationale for volunteerism. At the present time, this would pro-
t 

bably not be accepted by many thinkers in the field since they seevolunteerism simply 

as ti means to provide more sernce to the offenders. However, any program which 

operates out of this philosophy will be unable to anSirer the following question: 

I:Suppose you could theoretically get all the professional staff you need to manage 

the i'lorkload of your agency. lroat then \'/'ould be the use of volunteers?" It is this 

question that is the central one in the whole volunteer movement, and corrommity-based 

programs in general. If the aim of volunteers is simply to provide a higher quantity 

of service, then it ~ follow that they are not theoretically necessar.y but only a 

source of (cheap) labor. 
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However, >'Then a political perspectiye is adopted, it is possible to see 

that citizen volunteers are essential t.o a correctional system regardless of the 

quantity of professionals present. A democratic society cannot survive unless 

its citizens are well-informed about its government's activitie~ and policies, 

and unless the government is a\<lare and supportive of the needs of the citizenry. 

For criminology and corrections in particular to functio~ \<lithout input from the 

people could easily result in it becoming merely a political tool in the service 

of those who also define and interpret the la~'I'. 

Therefore, corrections will have to develop a "participation ethic". Just 

as absentee landlords are insensitive to the problems of those who live in their 

buildings, so too are absentee moralists ',mo preach moral values 'l'/hich serve their 

narrow ends but not those of the community in which they live. Schopenhauer, long 

ago, pointed out that the basis of morality is "compassion", and that "an act can 

be said to have genuine moral worth only insofar as it stems from this source". 

Looked at from a biological perspective, this could be called an ecological 

ethic (a theme more fully developed in Kiessling, "The Relationship of the 

Professional and Volunteer Probation Officer •••• ", CaVIC Hodule, 1976). A community 

cannot be considered rational or just if it destroys the environment in which it 

exists. If we are to arrive at true moral principles, especially those few on the 

basis of which \'/'e impose criminal sanctions on others, then \'/e must understand 

how to create communities which promote healthy human beings. One might wonder, 

for example, about the ethics of making people live in concrete ghettos (including 

all the advertising that wants to convince us this is the Itltlay of the future"), 

and i'l'hether the justice system should not re-orient some of its priorities to,\1ard 

dealing \<lith such massive social problems as these as opposed to combating 

nuisance crimes or those in the realms of private morality. 
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.. -, AN ETHICS OF DIFFERENCE 

In a transformational world, one in which different levels of organization 

are subject to values and laHs, it is clear that the ethical quality of an act or 

set of actions is determined by the context in which it occurs. Some fundamental 

principles for understanding the interrelationships oehieen things W'ld their en-

vironments are being developed today in the sciences of ecology and systems theory. 

A transformational method in ethics springs from these sciences, and is concerned 

\'lith the very pragmatic question of hmol particular values which \'rere originally 

formed in a given context, are changed by being put' int.o new contexts. 

An anology to this transformation of values can be found in the concept of e 
energy in physics. Energy is normally defined as the ability of a system to do 

vlork. There are various forms of energy - mechanical (potential, kinetic), heat, 

light, sound, electrical and chemical. Energy itself, though, has no intrinsic 

qualitative character. Its transformations from one form to another depend on 

~antitative factors and the nature of the systems by which and to which it is 

transferred. For example, electrical energy transferred to a radio gives sound 

but transferred to a light bulb results in light and heat. 

As was said earlier about values, it is important to see that energy is not 

a thing in itself but rather an abstraction a scientist uses to express the relation e 
between: (1) the physical systems involved; and (2) the effect their output has on 

the observer and his measuring instruments. ~imilarly, moral values are simply and 

merely human concepts that we use to judge the relations between systems, how the 

output of one system affects the goal seeking behavior of another system. To say 

that one system "has" a value we mean that its behaviors are ordered to a particular 

goal, and therefore it \'rill be able to recognize and use only those inputs which 
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support these goals. Therefore, for one system to be good in relation to another, 

there must be a compatibility (empathy) bet ",een them. For example, on a first 

order level, 'I'1e can say that electrical energy applied to a light bulb is good, 

fitting, whereas applied to the logs in a fireplace it is not as good as a ~-mple 

match (heat energy). And, on a second order level t Ne can say that the electricity 

producing light is good if I am trying to read at night but bad (unfitting) if I 

want to· sleep. 

Hhen ~'1e speak of deliberately trying to make another human system act 

congruently with our values and goals, \ie use the concepts of reNard a11d punishment. 

A reward is simply an input that enhances the potential or actual directionality 

that is already present in the system, \'/hereas a punishment is an input Nhich 

activates processes in the system contrary to the directionality of the system. 

What is important to remember (especially for a change agent such as the 

correctional system) is that whether an action turns out to be a re~'lard or a punish

ment does not depend on the acting (input) system but of the receiving system. Our 

values, which may have both genetic and environmental bases, define 'tlhat weare able 

to perc~ive as rewards and punishments. ~ruch futile intervention in people's lives 

could be avoided by "helpers" if they remembered that what is a punishment or reward 

for them is not necessarily so for another. A great deal of research is needed today 

in the justice system to begin to understand the values of the offenders in the 

system, and therefore those particular input s which idll enhance functional 

behaviors and those \ihich mIl deter dysfu."'lctional behaviors. 

An associated problem for the criminal justice system is hOii to re3ct to 

our increasingly complex society, one in \ihich there is a great diversity in the 

values people live by. Hany people today are experimenting nith nei'l behaviors - from 

very dangerous ones like drugs, alcohol and violence, to those 1-/hich are simply 
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different than the morality of the majority. Correlatively, there has been a 

decline in the power of institutional forces such as the family, church and 

politi'cal leaders, which have .in the past programmed the young to adapt to a more 

uniform set of values and behaviors.' 

Complicating this situation is the fact that the attempt to regulate this 

growing complexity by greater and greater law has made it practically impossible to 

distinguish a criminal from a non-criminal, or even define what these terms mean! 

_ Recently, I was at a seminar where a researcher for a legal reform body in Canada 

~!: 

objected to the use of the word "criminal" because it "type-cast" people - and, as 

he said further, criminals are not a particular kind of people but come from all e 
Now, if we also realize the very large numbers of people who commit walks of life. , , 

one type of crime or another, it would be fairly safe to say that the non-criminal, 
D 

the person who has never broken a law, is in the minority in our society! Therefore, 

those who define and. enforce the laws ought to at least have a minimal concept of 

why they are doing this, what kinds of persons are dangerous enough that they need 

to be processed through a court and so be labelled as a criminal (the law does not 

punish behavior, after all, but peoole). 

This points out the need for more intelligent research in the field of 

corrections. In the area of values, a social system needs to distinguish between: 

those values and behaviors which are harmful to others (they attack my freedom to 

,iJe di!ferent, to flave a basically secure life); those values and behaviors which 

are merely different; and, those creatively different, and so should be encouraged 

by the system. 

In developing our approach to a transformational ethics, it is possible to 

make use of the insights of ecology and communicational sciences (e.g., cybernetics, 

systems theory, information theory). In so doing, we arrive at what can be called 
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an "ethics of difference". Bateson has expressed the concep~ual unity of these 

sciences in his phrase "ecology of mind". He points out that the differentness 

between things is closely related to the concept of information •. In fact, information 

can be defined as "a difference ':lhich makes a difference". 

To unci.erstand this definition, we must first understand that a "'difference" 

is an abstract concept. In the world of communication, information is created by 

differences (versus energy exchanges as in the physical sciences). In th-e world of 

"'lind, even "nothing" can be a cause, because no-thing is different from some-thing. 

For example, if I do ~ respond when you say hello, you will have a reaction, from 

anger to puzzlement. Doing nothing can communicate a message as strongly at times 

as positive words or actions. 

Similarly, when ~ofe form a concept of something, we do so by abstraction, viz., 

we select the key differences between that thing and others around it. Thus, when we 

say that information is a difference which makes a difference we mean that the mind 

selects which difference(s) it will use to distinguish between one thing and all the 

other things in the world. As we saw earlier, simple cybernetic machines also operate 

on differences - the thermostat (a type of steady state machine) turns on only 't'/hen 

the temperature becomes different th?n its programmed limits. 

We create a hierarchical order in our concepts because there are also 

differenl~es between differences. For example, on one level there is a difference 

. bet\ofeen running and walking (\'lhich are both types of locomotion), but there is anot,her 

kind of difference between kinds of locomotion and kinds of animals. Or, as we have 

seen, the translation method is different th~~ a transformational method, the former 

essentially denying a~y hierarchy of differences (the values of the State are simply 

those of the individual on a larger scale) "lhile the latter affirms that there are 

different values on different levels of organization. 
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NO,"l, the fact that information is based on differences between things has 
i 

important implication's for an ethical science. In general, the task of ethics becomes 

not only to discover and enhance the qualities held in common between man and man, 

man and world, but also to recognize and enhance the differences between them. We 

need sameness to some degree to effectively communicate with each other (a shared 

language for example), but without differences, our communication has no meaning. 

The following four principles are meant to give an idea of how an ethics of difference 

might affect the justice system. 

The Dotential for the greatest human cohesion exists where the difference beh/een 

E!i!,op1e is the greatest. Human groupings fulfil the basic aim of all animal societies -

survival and security. The greatest cohesion is therefore possible when these needs ·e 
are met. In the long run, man will optimize his survival chances as he increasingly 

1e~s to control his environment and create fitting human communities. The com-

plenty of this task would therefore suggest that the most adaptive society will be 

one which cont~s the greatest variety of scientific, technological and artistic 

skills. 

Even on the smaller level of a correctional system, it seems obvious that in 

order for it to react intelligently to the wide range of offenders and their problems, 

personnel of varying backgrounds and talents w:L11 be needed. On an individual level, e 
one might even propose that the .::ost useful worker is one who can form cohesive bonds 

with greatest number of offenders, and that he is thus a person who both shares some 

critical values in common with them (he can establish an empathic relationship) and 

yet is most different (he models new adaptive behaviors). 

An ethical system which values differentness will define the virtue of resDonsibi1ity 

in terms of \'1hat a Derson creates rather than in terms of the number of laws he 

adheres to. We saw that the cent::'al hum&"l virtue in a nomological ethics was obedience. 

A man was good when he followed the commands of those in authority over him. "Freedom" 

existed only insofar as the rulL"1g authority allo\'/'ed it to exist. Han t s first 

responsibility is to discover and adhere to law. 
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Criminal IaN has made the concept of responsibility (mens rea) central to 

its \'lhole operation. Law is preoccupied 1'lith the task of identifying the responsi-

bility and thus the guilt of individual persons, viz., how free ~'TaS their choice not 

to follow the commands of the State. 

Grygier (1975) has argued that the whole moralistic tone of lai'l, its 

obsession with establishing guilt and responsibility in people, should be ab01ished. 

Similar to McGrath (1975), he believes that criminal la1'l should protect both individual 

people and the essential functions of State, but not religiou~~oral values as such. 

Grygier's discussion of legal procedures is too complicated to be discussed here, but 

to put it simply a criminal offende::::' would be dealt \dth on the basis that- he/she did 

e a prohibited act and the degree of harm it caused to others. Concomitantly, Grygier 

states that moral actions should be done for their mom sa1.::e and should not be enforced 

by law and fear. Tflhile this has some obvious truth to it, it still \'Tould seem that 

Grygier has assumed the very same definition of morality as have the jUrists whom he 

opposes, namely, that morality is a series of "things", discrete acts to be done or 

avoided. Even more important, these rules of the State are not intrinsically con-

nected with the 'values of individuals nor the physical la\'ls of the vTorld. To say the 

State is to protect persons is one thing, but this rule does not contain any principle 

whereby vie can stop the State from "protecting" us from life itself! (The State might 

for example protect us by restricting the amount of information i'le are exposed to -

i.e., censorship). 
: 

If law is to spring from the ve~J life of the community itself, if it is to 

recognize that certain values unite the people into a community, then these values 

cannot be separated from la\'l '.'rithout implying the eventual creation of· an arbitralJr 

dictatorship by those I'lho control the State. In this sense, G~Jgier's s'.lggestion, at 

least insofar as the literal content of' his 1-lords is concerned, is simply a variation 

on the nomological theme. (An alternative would be to have the State clearly define 

its morality ,one \'lhich recognizes and supports the variety of life styles and morals 

of individuals and groups ~Tithin it). 
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The concept of responsibility in a transformational ethics refers to a 

quality of a relationship, one in which the persons are growing in their ability 

to "respond" to each other. Strictly speaking, one is not responsible "to" someone 

but rather one becomes responsible, "in" relating to another. In this sense,Grygier 

is right in saying one cannot command responsibility, just as one cannot command 

love, empathy or friendship. When I am interacting 'tlith another person, our 

relationship will depend on our respective abilities to listen, to communicate 

effectively and to arrive at shared values and goals. In so doing, either or both 

of us may change, become more adaptive, and any of our prior values may liIcewise 

change. Our "response-ability" will primarily det'ermine the degree to which we can 

successfully communicate with others. 

As a transformational ethics is also a cognitive ethics, the same principle 

would also apply to the concept of "understanding". One does not fully understand 

another human person or system without relating to the person or system over a 

period of time and somehow being changed by it. A test of a person's understanding 

or empathy for another ~'lOuld lie therefore in asking the person how he or she has 

been changed by that relationship. If the answer is that they have changed very 

little, then the person probably has a great deal more to learn about the other. 

Similarly, we could say that one is responsible only to those others .. Tho can be 

changed by us! For example, one of the main reasons for a person's lack of empat~ 

with the law might lie in his or her perception that the la\,l is not responsive (able 

to respond) to him and his needs. Similarly, we do not feel responsible for a god 

or a tyrant, but very easily can do so for a child. 

Thus, if a society's body of'law becomes so preponderant and repressive that 

it threatens the adaptibility and freedom of the majority of the people, then it is 

itself irresponsible rather than those who break it. The la'l'l ceases to be a means 

to solve societal problems and becomes the problem itself! This point of view of 

course cannot be understood by the nomological j~ist because he can only see law as 

that which constitutes the community in the first place. 
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If adaptability is one of the main criteria for the health of a human 

system, and if hQ~an'beings are uniquely adaptable through their ability to use 

information, then it folloi'IS that one of the main tasks of society is to increase 

the amount of information available to the citizenry. The adaptability of a society 

vull depend on the variety of information (difference) present within it. A nation 

\dll be strong both as it has a tradition vlhich gives its people a sense of oneness 

and as it has a large body of sub-groups t'lhich hold differing opinions, ideas and 

practice different life styles. Therefore la"l, rather than simply trying to enforce 

sameness and uniformity, should also and perhaps primarily be concerned with 

fostering both the right of different groups to live their own lives with freedom 

of interference from other groups and to ensure that the people }:lave the greatest 

possible access to information about each other. He are responsible to see that 

others are different than ourselves and that they have the resources to perfect their 

lives. 

These principles have a great many applications for corrections. For 

example, correctional agents might spend less time on trying to change the individual 

offender and more on helping groups of offenders discover or create allegiances to 

small groups within their community i'lhich respond to their needs and goals. Or, 

professionals in an office might try to discover ways in Hhich they could work to

gether as a team, one in '\'Ihich their individual talents are blended so that both 

increase their effectiveness and develop a program which is "their o\mlt rather than 

a simple copy of all others. 

Differentness becomes the end state of a system as it progressively becomes more 

£9mnetent to receive and assimilate information. Man is the one creature Hho has 

been able to define himself as the species t'lhich understands 8.r.'"l.d controls the rhythms 

of the \·lorld. Not'!, no "self" can exist unless there is a "not-self". If everything 

is one there can be no individual identity. In a very real ",Iay, then, vie are defined 

by ",[hat we are not (our environment) as much as by what i1e are, by our enemies as much 

as by our friends, by our disbeliefs as much as by our beliefs. 
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o This has an interesting JJnplication for man- and his sense of identity as 
.J 

he is progressively able to control the 't'lorld through science and technology. As 

control increases, our enr...ronment,\'lhat is different from us, decreases. We could 

make the simple equation: E + I = W, where: "E" equals the sum of environmental 

systems operating relatively independe:rt:.ly of the system in question: "I" equals 

the amount of information by which the S"".rstem d.efines itself and controls the world 

around, it; and, "w' equals the world, the system plus its environment. Obviously, 

the extent of a sysc.em's "self" (I) depends on its relation to E (and so W). As 

more and more E is included in the system's identity (it subjects more and more of 

the world to its will), the system's identity becomes increasingly one with the 

world itself. Certain religions (like Buddhism) explicitly teach that this is 

man's goal - to unite himself with the principle of life which is all.in all. An 

individual self is transformed in this ~ of system to be meaningless, an imperfect 

copy of .THE SELF. On the other hand, where E is very large, and so the system has 

little control over the world (the world is perceived as ~andom), then again the I 

becomes a relatively un:important and meaningless entity. 

It would thus seem that if a system 't.olants to maximize its "self", its 

identity, it must have or create a sufficiently large non-self (different) environment 

against which to experience itself! This would imply that man is not merely the e 
creature who <creates order but also the creature who creates disorder, i.e., environ

ments which. are not merely "safe", sterile "places" to live in but creative and 

stimulating communities. l 

In this lighl:., deviancy is as necessary to society as the experience of 

differentness is for individual persons. vlhat society has yet to learn i'ully is that 

unless it deliberately programs (rewards) a wide range of deviancy (difference) into , 

itself, deviancy will be created randomly by its members, sometimes in pathological 
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ways. Instead of constantly reltrarding conformity, la\'r ought to ta1.ce more initiatiye 

in re~'larding innovative behaviors of individuals as ';[ell as supporting programs 'Ilhich 

enhance the unique qualities of local communities. 

An ethics of difference adds to a technological, problem-solving ethics that of' an 

ethics of creativity and pJ.ay. If i'le assume that difference is an essential partner 

to the stability and traditions of any social system, then vie ought to pay special 

attention to those concrete behaviors "l'rhich ma1.ce man most different from other animals. 

One such behavior is that of creative play. As Hilson (1975) noted, play appears to 

be limited to higher vertebrates, and for man himself, 

playful behavior has led to invention and cultural transmission of 
novel methods of exploiting the environment •••• EntertaL~T.ent ••••• 
could be as psychologically needed and genetically adaptive as 
work and sexual reproduction, and ~ay even stem from the saT.e 
emotional processes ",hich impel our highest impulses tOl'rard 
scientific, literary, and artistic creations. 

The phenomenon of play has rarely been given the central place in human ethics 

that it deserves. ~le tend to think of the most moral and intelligent person as the 

one who is most serious, concerned and purposeful, as if the most studious and dr-.1 

approach to reality is the most true and human one! 

There are two traditional approaches to explaird .• ,g huma.."l play. structuralists 

define play as any motor pattern which appears to have no immediate function. 

e Functionalists understand play as any behavior which serves to develop future adaptive 

responses to one's social and physical 'environment. But, according to Bruner (1968) t 

play implies the (ethical) idea of altering a goal to suit the means at hand - as 
{ 

opposed to problem-solving, which implies altering means to suit a pre-set, pre-

programmed goal. For example, given that a person may want to get a job (the problem), 

he can be taught a variety of '\'lays~o search for a job, define ;'1hich particular one 

he '1'rants, ho", to conduct himself during the job intervie~'lf and so on. On the other 

hand, the person could question his own goals, e.g., i'lhether he wants to work at all, 

or whether he might invent a job 'I'1hich suits his m-ID talents. 
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.In a \'lide.r sense, ~'le can say that in a creative system, ends and means are 

not ordered in the simple linear. i-lay as they are in a morphostatic system, but are 

linked in a circu.lar process, one in , ... hich an end might be made into a means or a 

means becomes an emd. The creative process might be labelled a.s one of "ethical 

play" (a "morality-play"), one in which: (1) a person or system deliberately chooses 

to name some behaviors as ends and others as means; and (2) the system is able to 

s~dtch ends and means around,. either for novelty's sake or as a purposeful activity 

aimed at discovering new end-states or principles of organization for its life. As 

opposed to problem-solving (in i'lhich the means are in essence present within the 

ends), play or what we might call "playful thinking" involves problem definition (as 

opposed to problem-solving), a means by which a person or system arrives at a new e 
perspective, frame of reference by which it defines its self, goals and activities. 

A cognitive aoproach to ethics, such as in this module therefore has a very 
~ -

direct connection to the notion of play. "Playful thinking" is a general class 

within which falls the reasoning method of scientific analogy. T~) think analogically 

is to think "as if" - e.g., as if the atomic world was ordered like planetary bodies, 

as if energy has ce~J:ci.n fluid properties, as if the organism of the body and that 

of the state are comparable. Creative thinking per se requires the ability to play 

with ends and means, to pretend that one thing might be like another, and so to be 

non-serious about what "ought to be" real or unreal. 

As Campbell (1959) showed, the idea of play is much stronger in Eastern 

thought than in the West·. The concept of lila ("the play") runs throughout Eastern 

mythologies and connotes a belief in the non-logical quality of life. The playful 

attitude of Zen Buddhism, for example, even about its Oim dogtI1as, is unheard. of in 

christian religions. In the West, though, it is well to remember that the Greek 

thought of Aristotle defined man as a "rational animal", and the highpoint of this 

rationality was not logic, as it was for the Sophists, but liisdom - to have knowledge 

through empathy (sophia: ~lisdom, loving, knowledge), to act out of a knowledge which 

springs from a unity with life itself. 
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The essence of play might then be said to lie in the fact that one creates 

a "space" betHeen life as one experiences and lives it, and life as one "thinks 

about" it (one does not confuse these bro i'/ays of knovrlng). This is playfully put 

in the i'ollmring Zen story: 

Hogen, a Chinese Zen teacher, lived alone in a small temple in the 
count~J. One day four travelling monks appeared and asked if they 
might ma~e a fire in his yard to ,'1ann themselves. 

i'fuile they were building a fire, Hogen heard· them arguing about 
subjectivity and objectivity. He joined them and said: "There 
is a stone. Do you consider it to be inside or outside your mind'?" 

One of the monks replied: "From the Budahist vie'lIPoint everything 
is an objectification of mind, so I ",rould say that the stone is 
inside my mind." 

"Your head must feel very heaV'J", observed Hogen, "if you are 
carrying ar.ound a stone like that .in your mind." 

Our old friends "objecti.vity" and "subjectivity" appear again as 'ITell, and 

they can serve here to illustrate the two extremes the mind can go to i."1 tr,r:Lng to 

deny either the unity between mind and ,.lOrld or the difference between them. 

The first extreme is to assert that the mind is somehow radically separate 

from the wcrld, that it has "subjective" values or truths ,<{hich ar.e not conditioned 

by the world. This is the error of the travelling mo~~s, and of purely subjective 

thinkers. Lang (1965) concept of a "divided self" i.s much the same idea. In this 

schizoi.d type of behavior, a person tries to separate a "true" inner self out from 

the world around him, to keep this sel.:f untouched by the "'Torld and its qualities 

of causality, sequence and change. 

The second kind of extreme is one in which there is an excess of 'bbjectivity" , 

a denial that the mind adds something of itself to ''lhatever it perceives. If i'/e 

translate this into psychological terms, we have a person Nho over-identifies \'lith 

the ,,[orld around him. He seeks escape from self, from the rigors of free choice and. 

responsibility. This can be done through such diverse means as religion, mysti.cism, 

or the fusion of one's ego with a social system such as a family or the State. 
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In both extremes, the person or system ends up denying both space and time. 

The space between self and others does not really exist, either because the self is 

more real than the world or the world. more real than oneself. Time is therefore 

also)ienied since there is no possibility of feedback between the self and the world 

(one of them is only an illusion). 

The critical quality for a healthy sense of play is humor, that quality 

which preyents us from taking either ourselves (our values and truths) or the world 

too seriously. Humor keeps the two in balance. Now, while no one has ever pretended 

to give a definitive definition of humor (it would be laughed at anyway!), we can 

saY' that it invariably involves taking events which are "serious", those which touch 

upon the boundary values of the system, and making them non-serious, less import~t, e 
and thus more within our control. This is why humorists u.sually deal with such 

fundamental human events as sex, pain and death. In so doing, the humorist gives 

voice to a paradoxical message. First of all he shows us that we are ~ 'subject 

to these events (we all pretend in public that we are sexless, objective, eternal 

creatures!). And second, the humorist implies we can control these events (or at 

least our fear of them) by our ability to speak "about" them and so assert our 

superiority over them. Humor thus switches ends and means - even death is laughed 

at so that man. may be free of its tyranny (one who does not fear death lives 

differently from he. who does). This is perhaps why relief or catharsis has alway~ 

been associated with comedy. 

Pro~lem-solving is more akin to the dramatic realm of tragedy. As a system 

comes to rely more and more on a problem-solving technology, it will: focus its 

consciousness on means rather than ends - since the ends are quasi-absolute and given, 

there is little point in thinking about anything but how to achieve them; have less 

anti less ability to question why its' ends are even necessary; and, create an 

emotional aura in which life itself may be seen as a "problem", a matter of serious 
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and even tragic concern. Similarly t i!:2. characteristic mark of a nomological t 

closed s,rstem of ethics is that it is serious! Of course, if life itself is 

defined as a "problem" t a maze for ~lhich there is one right path to happiness, then 

indeed we do make very serious choices ~'lhenever and wherever ~le act. HO"lever, an 

a..'ti.ological, open ethical s,rstem holds that life is not a "problem" since there is 

no way to "step outside" of it and put it into a frame of reference by which it 

may be defined in this or any other "lay. Therefore, while we I·Till mal(e decisions 

which we will tal(e seriously, the only way in which we can remain open to life 

itself (and so be able to change our decisions) is by a healthy sen~e of humor, 

especially about that "lhioh ,'Ie tal(e most seriously. This is not to say that a 

closed s,rstem of ethics is always dysfunctional or even antithetical to a creative 

one. There is a rhythm to our thought processes as there are to natural processes. 

For example, once a scientist has arrived at a creative insight, he will not easily 

b~. open to other ideas which challenge his hypothesis before he himself can test it 

out. 

For corrections, o~.e possible imp4cation of the above is to define more 

carefully where and when problem-solving techniques are useful in helping offenders. 

For the person whose life is generally unsatisfactory, who sees his life as full of 

serious difficulties, it may be that he not only needs more skills to reach his 
/" 

goals, but perhaps, for some, a way to be more creative and useful in his communities. 

The amoral, objective, non-judgmental ideals of many professionals may in fact only 

be effective in the sense that they switch the offender'S preoccupation with certain 

kinds of problems to others. 

ALTRUISM AND SELF-INTERES:r 

There are two ethical concepts which are central to correctional volunteerism 

and to an ethics of difference - namely t altruism and self-interest. As carter (1975) 

reported in her survey of Canadian volunteers, these "lere the two main motives for 
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Canadians joining volunteer programs: altruism, Hhich \'las expressed by volunteers 

in such terms as "helping others", "serving their needs", "mal{ing them happy"; and, 

self-interest, volunteerism being chosen since it \qas "a human and personal ~'Tay of 

gi ving'~., i. e., met the needs of the volunteers themselves. 

Of course any volunteer applicant ,nIl express his reasons for joining a 

program in the most socially acceptable form. The "I-\'lant-to-help-others" phrase, 

for example, can be mixed in \dth a multitutde of less altruistic values. The 

eskimos have a proverb, "Gifts make slaves just as i'lhips make dogs." (The eskimos 

had an ecological reason for saying this, namely, that the limited resources of their 

habitat might beever-harvested if individuals began to vie with each other in being 

the greatest gift-giver in the tribe). 

All of our behaviors flow from a variety of motives and values, including 

altruistic ones. Greene (1976) showed that in North America even the traditional 

philantropic donations of money have al\qays been tinged with self-interest. The 

rich typically give to the arts, private hospitals ,and institutions of higher 

education. The poor give mainly to religious institutions. 

However, philanthropy has undergone a change in modern times because of the 

growing presence of government in the area. Greene observed that we are probably 

witnessing growth of the welfare state since the depression, nearly all charitable e 
gifts to the poor are insignificant compared to government programs such as unemploy

ment insurance, welfare and medical assistance. 

The effect of this government presence has been to depersonalize altruistic 

activities in the community. One rarely sees the beneficiaries of one's gifts 

anymore. We give to others largely through impersonal corporate bodies, either 

governments or private agencies. This may partly explain ~lhy the volunteers in 

Carter's study were interested in a personal way of giving to others. 
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There 'I'lould seem to be little evidence that voltlnteers come into correctional 

work out of a sinc2:1;:J set of altruistic values. The service tradition assumption that 

volunteers are all persons contaminated by "self-interest and bureaucracy" is a 

typical example of the naivety that underlies much of the literature in the field 

today. Perhaps this is so because much of it is 'Nritten by those with little or 

no practical experience in the design or oper~tion of real life volunteer programs, 

and because resear.ch in the area of values has yet to be done. 

Therefore, there is no logical or factual basis for asserting that somehow 

the human beings who are volunteers have more altruism and less self-interest in 

their work than professionals do in theirs. It To'iould take very little acquaintance 

with voluntary groups to realize that they are built around "Che particular self

interests of those in that group, and that, as with any orga.."lization, they contain 

restraints on human freedoms, restraints which will increase in number and intensity 

as the s,rstem matures. 

Since the value of altruism is so central to correctional work, and especially 

a volunteer ethic, it is important to try to understand its origin and roots in 

individuals and a community as 'I'le11 as how it is transformed by the various contexts 

it exists within. The following analysis is based on that of "Tilson (1975) since 

his is one of the few attempts at a scientific and community based approach to this 

concept. 

SociobiologY and altruism 

Using an evolutionary, natural selection model, Hilson defines altruism as 

"the surrendar of personal genetiC fitness for the enhancement of personal genetic 

fitness in others". For Hilson, the evolution of genes which favour altruistic 

behavior is an easily demonstrated possibility, a'rld so such behavior is probably at 

least partially determined by heredity. 
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One of the main concepts by ~'rhich we can understand hO\'1 selection for 

altruism might come about is that of reciprocal alt:L'1.lism, \·rhich \'las illustrated 

by Trivers (1971) in his good samaritan paradigm. Suppose one man is drowning, 

and another man jumps in and saves him. He general+y see this kind of act as an 

example of "pure altruism". HO'dever, the samaritan has in fact much to gain by 

his actions. He probably stands less chance of dro\ming in this situation than 

the unassist.ed man does - at least in his mm perception of the situation. The 

rescuer could also be seen as a person \'/ho believes people should help others in 

need, and so he hopes that he too will receive help from others in the community 

if he needs it. Or, to put this behavior within the context of the forces of ~ 

natural selection, a kin-network (a netNork of individuals linked by kinship within 

a population) in ',,11ich blood relatives cooperate or besto'tl altruistic favors on 

each other, can increase their average genetic fitness relative to other groups 

which do not act in this 'tlay - their security and longevity is enhanced by their 

mutual defense against common dangers. 

Human societies can also reinforce the genetic factors favoring altruism 

through their own traditions 'ilhich teach and reinforce altruistic values in the 

young of each ne\'1 generation. For example, "cheaters", those who act out of non

altruistic reasons, are kept in line by such means as: (1) threats of retaliatory e 
behaviors by others if they are caught (e.g., criminals get their names published 

in the paper, the modern media being the most powerful albeit unlNilling arm of the 

State that now exists); (2) the great stress placed o~ such principles as honesty 

and helpfulness in every societal structure; and (3) the institutionalization of 

public a\,lards and praise. for conspicuous altruistic acts (e.g., medals for 

bravery). As Wilson notes, "so strong is the impulse to behave altruistically that 

persons in experimental psychological tests I'till learn an instrumental conditioned 

response 'ttithout advance explanations and \'/hen the only reward is to see another 
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person relieved of discomfort." The emotion of guilt (self punishment for selfish, 

non-altruistic acts) may also have a basis in genetics and natural selection since 

it motivates a cheater not to repeat his deed. However, since genetic progra~ing 

is non-specific here (we are set up to be altruistic but not in any particular l'lay) , 

our social systems supply the concrete ways in which altruism is to exist. Thus we 

often experience guilt over actions which violate even irrational societal la1'Ts 

or rules imposed on us by non-adaptive others. vie are born \uth the capacity for 

guilt, but iole have to learn ':Then and i'There to use it. 

There is some circumstantial evidence that selection for altruism also 

operates in a weak fashion (at least) for whole populations. For example: 

(1) Iwen a small group of animals splits off from a parent group and colonizes a 

new territory, altruistic traits are favoured by natural selection. In such a 

"pioneeer state" the survival instinct will lead to the clusteri..Tlg of the small 

population, their acting in mutual defense and in cooperative foraging. 

(2) If and when the group becomes successful in colonizing the territory and so 

subduing competitors and enemies, its SUI"Vi.'lal now is more dependent on preventing 

over-population relative to the environment's food sources - lest the group perish 

by starvation and the destruction of the habitat. This is the problem of an "urban 

state" • Mutual aid now becomes less important, and behaviors are valued 'flhich 

involve restraint in the birth rate and a less wasteful, more efficient use of 

energy resources (all mature societies must face "energy crises"). 

(3) Social evolution may in addition depend on the crucial parameter of food dis-

tribution. i'Then food sources are abundant and easily defendible in a locale, 

territoriality and monogamy are favored (in order to gain a double defense of the 
, 

territory) • \tJhen food sources are unpredictable, al1d patchy, primates often organize 

into groups larger than the. family; similarly, predation is an alLulia.ry influence 

'tlhich forces groups to form and organize themselves in order to evolve a mu.tual 
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defense strategy. Thus, as i'lilson points out, polygamy is the most frequent 

(ilnaturalll ) sexual grouping of animals. Monogamy is a special case, and is 

accounted for in all knovm cases by t~'10 general ecological factors; as a means of 

defense of a scarce and valuable resource (food, territory), and to facilitate 

breeding at advantageous seasonal times • 

There are obvious analogies beti-reen the above behaviors and the evolution 

of values suitable to the modern state and city. If there is a genetic programming 

which is activated by such factors as the availability of food and territo~J then 

the transformation of values that is now taking place in the modern era is less a 

question of "disintegration" as it is a process that has ali·rays been naturr'l to 

primate specie;:;. This insight will not solve the question of which values ought to e 
be transformed, but· it will at least take some of the puzzlement out of i'lhy values 

do change in different environments. 

One final remark of Ttlilson' s is worth repeating here: 

A science of sociobiology, if coupled with neurophysiology, might 
transfona the insights of ancient religions into a precise account 
of the evolutionary origj,TI of ethics and hence explain the reasons 
why we mal{e certain moral choices instead of others at particular 
times ••• For the moment, perhaps it is enough to establish that a 
simple strong thread does indeed run from the conduct of termite 
colones and turkey brotherhoods to the social behavior of man. 

Altruism and modern values. \Vhen a human habitat becomes crowded and uses up space ~ 

and energy resources at a rate which threatens the group's survival, natural selection 

may favor new forms of altruistic behaviors and values. Thus, for eXample, we are 

witnessing a shi.ft in North American values today a"ray from indiscriminant repro-

duct ion and energy use. There is a gro\dng sense in some groups that the quality 

of life p especially the development of localized or subcultural values, is at least 

as impoI!&dmt as the quantity of goods they possess. 

There is still a real tension in vlestern society hovrever between the, newer 

ecological values and those of the production ethic. This tension has its basis in 

the actual resources available to different groups. As food and energy resources 
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remain relatively plentiful, the values of a non-climax society are still functional, 

e.g.: non-specific territoriality (high mobility), high consumption and production 

rates, and a great emphasis on small group identity (e.g., the family). But., given 

the inequitable distribution of wealth within the population, as well as the growing 

realization of the limited resources available to the vlOrld, there is nOli a counter

movement toward 'establishing different group values. Therefore we are witnessing 

the formation or re-strengthening of medium-sized groups in ~lestern urban society 

(e.g., labor unions, ethnic and cultural groups).. These groups are organizing around 

their own unique values, and are very vocal in demanding that large scale government 

and corporate bodies recognize their existence. 

Criminal behavio~s (non-al.truistic acts) might al~o be seen at times as the 

result of conflicts betYleen large scale State or corporate systems and medium-siz~d 

groups or individuals. The latter reject in part the values of a larger system when 

they do not have any practical benefit for the smaller s,rstem. Thus, for e~ple, 

we see little guilt in people for such behaviors as white collar crimes, employee 

thefts from their employers, shoplifting from large merchandizing chains, or illegal 

strikes by workers who feel they are not getting a fair. distribution 'of corporate 

wealth. 

Altruism in correctional work. A closer look should be taken at the supposed 

altruistic values of agencies and persons who worl<: in the mental health, social work 

and correctional fields. Both professionals and volunteers, in governmental ~ 

private agencies, claim that they have a "non-selfish" ethic. This generally means 

that they possess a very abstract set of goals and procedures to provide an 

objective, uniform set of services to all clients. 

A typical model in this area is that of Burglass and Duffee (1974). They 

describe two sets of \'rhat they call "principles" and two related "ethics" vlhich they 

use in training of volunteers to work with correctional clients. 
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(1) The orinciole of self-dete,rminati::l£l"':' "Each individual is seen as responsible 

for his o,offi life and determines it through his decisional acts." A corollary 

principle is that individuals do what they do because they decide to, not as a 

simple reaction to \ihat someone else does or does not do. A correctional vlorker 

violates these principles if he subjects the offender to coercion, infantilization 

or conversion manoeuvers. 

The related ethic is autonomy, "the frc:-dom of the individual to be I'Tho 

he decides to be." Therefor~\f Burglass and Duffee believe that class inequality 

is a result of inadequate individuals I'lithin these classes; class liberation can 

only be achieved by first liberating individuals. 

(2) The ,?rinciole of community resoonsibilit;y;:, "The community of individuals is 

finally responsible for the care of the life in its midst .1~ The citizenry f not 

their surrogates (e.g., professionals) have ultimate responsibility for what goes 

on in the community. Surrogates are responsible to account for their actions to 

the community (and not merely to their own ethics committees!). 

The correlative ethic is that of ltindividual commitment" 'I'ihich'requires 

that an individual be concerned utlimately with i'That is right, and only penultimately 

with I'mat is effective." 

The Burg1ass and DtU'fee principles epitomize the individualistic philosophy e 
j 

that is one of the strongest traditions in North America culture and they phrase it 

with all the traditional concepts, e.g., responsibility, freedom, and doing i'ihat is 

right. In a rather black-and-white fashion, all alternative approaches are labelled 

as coercive, irresponsible or merely "efficiel'lt" (versus "right"). 

There are many problems ruth such simplistic, individualistic moralities. 

Their major vTeakness is that they have little basis in scientific fact and have 

rather more of a theological character. The individualistic bias in Burglass and 

Duffee, which is reflected in many social science counseling methods, gives no 
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indication of the lll~its of individuality (the constraints of genetics and the 

environment), and therefore no cognitive basis on \'Thich individuals can choose 

intelligently (which is 1'That distinguishes a transformational ethic from moral 

relativism). And second, to propose that class liberation must be preceded by 

individual consciousness rai.sing is an assumption which flm'ls more from the tradi-

tional role of the therapis'.:. than the realities of communal life. An elementary 

historical knowledge would show that class liberation has never been accomplished 

by ",orking on the minds of lone individuals, but rather from the charismatic vision 

of a fe~of which has in turn formed an oppressed people into a revolutionary community. 

That individual "consciousness raisi..l'lg" has been useful to lone individuals at certain 

times is perhaps true, but it might also be proposed that '\I[hat impotent and oppressed 

groups I·rant first of all are very cqncrete ends - e.g., decent food, housing, and 

jobs. To do this they need leaders who can band them togetqer and teach them how to 

'work effectively T..n.thin their given envi-ronments. The individualistic method is 

more suited to providing jobs and status for large numbers of counselors than anything 

else. .I\nd finally, the unqualified distinction between "what is right" and nl'lhat 

is effective" is one that typically distinguishes a nomd],ogical ethics from a 

cognitive, transformational ethics. This distinction is common also among those \1ho 

oppose a systems approach as too mechanical and un-humanistic. They have the rather 

vague fear that human beings must somehow suffer in an organization that values 

efficiency (one wonders if they have any al·rareness of how human beings are treated 

in our modern inefficient welfare organizations!). Efficiency, however, i~ merely a 

technique, a value tolhich takes on meaning only within the context of the system it 

exists within and that system's boundarrJ values. An efficient creator may '\-Taste a 

great deal of time in random, trial and error activities, 'Vlhoreas an efficient 

problem solver acts in an entirely different manner. Thus, to compare rightness and 

efficiency is a simple confusion in system levels - li..1{e trying to compare "rurming" 

with "a bus". If I am late for work, and it is important to me to be on time, I vdl1 

run to catch :.. bus. "Running" itself has no value though unless \'/e knm'l why it is 

being done. 
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The Paradigm Of Lyi.-ng 

~ihat the theme of altruism shm1s most clearly is that there is ali-lays a 

possible conflict beti'Teen the individual and the large system, behleen personal and 

communal ethics. One of the ,-rays in "Thich this conflict can be analyzed is in tems 

of the ethical question of \'Thether lying is ever permitted. 

As Szasz (1961) once observed, lying is one of the core issues in psychiatry 

and in the understanding of human behavior. Lying, both in the sense of passive 

secrecy and active miscomrm.m:i.cation, is also an important PiL-rt of the Horld of crirninal 

offenders and their helpers. For example, all counseling techniques implicitly demand 

that the counselor be a good liar - e.g., he cannot allOTtl his Oim personal feelings 

or values to "intrude" on his i'lOrk \'lith his "client". The counselor's command to e 
remain "objective" a'rld to act in a professional manner obviously requires hi'll to 

have a very controlled communicat.ion with the client, one which do'es not allOTtT the 

counselor to act in a spontaneous 'flay. The indiscriminant adoption of the mental 

"illness" m.odel in corrections has undoubtably heightened this dilemna of the 

correctional Horker. If the offender's behavior is seen as irrational or immature, 

. then, paradoxically, this also justifies the correctional \-Torker in using certain 

therapeutic ploys on the offender to correct his behavior. Similarly, Tde feel no ,. 

discomfort in telling children less than full adult truth in everJ situation since 

they are not ali'lays capable of understanding it. Therefore, it is not lIDCOfnmon to 

find that some volunteers and professionals in corrections have a difficult time in 

being honest ,and open idth an offender vThen it is called for - e.g., for the TtTorker 

to tell the offender that his behavior is irritating, manipulative or dishonest, or 

that the worker has certain values ,.lhich are so different from the offender's that it 

is difficult if not impossible for them to set up a i-jorking relationship (other than 

an authoritarian one). 
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The term "lying" 'Iril1 be used in this section to describe the follm·r.ing 

communicational sequence. The lying (sending) system gives a message to another 

(receiving) system which has t"10 separate meanings, each of 'Ilhich exists on a different 

level. Every message communicates two types of information: the factual content of 

the message, and the relationship content. Lying could take place i·lithin either level 

or "between" the levels: 

(1) On the· content level, a person could lie by simply telling or concealing a 

pertinent fact - e.g., he stole some money, and denies it or doesn't mention it. 

(2) On the relationship level (what kind of relationship he is trying to establish 

with us, i.e., one-up, one-o.own, or adult equality) he behaves i.'1 one way while hoping 

to achieve a different result. Thus, we all know people who Tllant an adult relation

ship but habitually communicate in an infantile or superior manner. 

(3) Between levels, lying occurs when ,the content of the message does not agree with 

the relationship intended. A person m~, for example, seem to be completely open 

with us, and so. wanting to establish an adult relationship, .,rhile at the same time 

considering us to be inferior in some way to them (e.g., the professional type i'lho 

gives his data in such technical language and form that he never allO.,lS a lay person 

to feel as competent in the area as he is). 

In order for the liar to be effective, he must have the ability to send a 

message which simultaneously meets the needs of the receiving s.rstem as well as his 

own. First, one of the meanings of the message must fit the goals of the receivi-ng 

system. The liar must therefore be able to perceiw the "soft-spots" in the receiving 

system - e.g., that another person wants to have a good relationship with the liar, or 

that the person .. TamS to hear a particular piece of information. The more successful 

a liar is, the more 'Pe'.I:-ceptive he must be in ass~}ssing (diagnosing) other people .. 

And second, the other set of meanings of the message must meet some of the needs of 

the liar, needs vlhich the liar perceives to be contradictory to those of the receiving 
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system. Thus, if a probationer ~10uld be severely punished for telling the truth 

to a probation officer (i. e., j ailed for a theft), he Nill lie about it, yet at 

the same time try to appear as if he \o[as trying to produ.ce an honest, adult 

relationship. Fear is the basis for all lying (as it is, interestingly enough, 

the basis for the deterrent penalties :i.l"l the criminal justice system). 

Lying is then a form of communication which, in the absence of biological 

(deterministic) causes in the liar, reflects an "i."1efficient", dysfunctional 

relationship between the parties involved. It is inefficient simply because the 

liar must expend more energy in lying than if the truth were told. He must spend 

time in sizing the other person up, finding out what he 11ant s to hear, and con

tinually watching himself so he doesn't give himself away inadvertently. It is 

therefore obviously more efficient, less time and energy consuming, to be honest, 

to express one's self in a spontaneous ".,ay. 

HO'tfflver, it is also obvious that lying is a ver-<J common behavior, at least 

if '\'Te accep::' the fact that T.dthholding pertinent information is as much a lie as 

transmitting false information. Goffman (1973) has extensively dealt with the ways 

in which groups or systems act together so as to present a carefully constructed 

image of themselves, and ho't'f they act to block any contrary perceptions by out

siders. Some systems will maintain their public image whether or not the persons 

in it believe in it personally. As Goffman further observed, a key factor in the 

structure of social encounters is "the maintenance of a single definition of the 

situation, the definition having to be expressed, and this expression sustained in 

the face of a multitude of potential descriptions." Groups as 'l'lell as individuals 

have masks. 

Social systems will also consider lying to be permissible if it protects 

their existence or serves what they th~~ is a greater good. For example, the 

adversary S"'Jstem in law is built on the necessity of certain lies. A defense 
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la'l'lYer"may i'rithhold any information about his client's guilt 01' antisocial behavior 

in order that there is a "fair" contest in the court process. Defense and crovm 

attorneys may even withhold the same information if it \Orere to be detrimental to 

both their cases, irregardless of its importance to the judge or jurJ in deciding' 

the case. Similarly, a government considers it proper to withhold information from 

its citizens for security purposes. 

What are we to make of the fact, then, that one of the central rules in 

society is honesty. We are constantly taught to be honest in our social dealings, 

and that without honesty the whole social fabric would "fall apa..-t.". From the 

point of view of increasing the system's security, the potential value of honesty 

e in a social system is that it helps remove uncertainty and unpredictabili.ty from 

people's actions and thereby increases the system's security a'1d social order. 

Therefore, the ,(political) leaders in social systems will ahl'ays strenuously reward 

honest behavior and punish lyi.'1g since honesty in others makes it obviously very 

difficult for them to threaten those in power. If, though, the leaders in a social 

s,ystem do not give enough security and order to their members, then these members 

will resort to new behaviors (SUCh as lying) to meet their security needs. 

Lying, or any random behavior, is one of the most effective \-lays for a 

weaker system to counter a more powerful one. Von Neumann ana. Morgenstern (1947) 

showed, tdthin the context of game theory f that where t'l'lO opponents exist and one 

is outclassed in strength, resources, information and/or intelligence by the other, 

the only chance the weaker party has to \Orin the game is to adopt a random strategy, 

to be unpredictable. Animals, for example, use random flight patterns to escape 

predators. 

This again POiIltS up the fact that the order \"lhich exists in a system, its 

la\'is and rules, may directly cause disorder. The goal of both honesty and lyi.-ng 

is the same - security and a relative balance of pO;'ler. It is therefore impossible 

to say i'Thether honesty or lying is functional for a person or syst.em until vle knmv 

i'That. context it occurs in. 
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The concepts of lying and randomness can be related within communication 

and information theories. Earlier ~re sa~<l that a system's experience of "evil" 

\iaS l~ea '\dth its perception of an inconsistency bet\~een its Oi'm rules or values 

and those of other systems in its environment. Lying is labelled as evil because 

it is -a communication by \'lhich a person pretends to agree to the rules of others 

(e.g., give them an honest response to an honest question) but in fact is following 

another set of rules of his m-m. 

We cannot understand the ethical concept of lying, therefore, until i'le 

first say \'lhat we me;m by "communication", that class of behavior in which lying 

occurs. Unfortunately, no agreement exists today among scientists as to a precise 

definition of \'i'hat constitutes "communication". However, one of the clearest 

definitions of communication, on the biological level at least, is that of Wilson 

(1975): 

Biological communication is the action on the part of one organism 
(or cell) that alters the probability pattern of behavior in another 
organism (or cell) in a fashion adaptive to either one or both of 
the participants. By adaptive I me8l1 that the signalling, or the 
response, or both, have been genetically progra~ed to some extent 
by natural response. COl!llllU.l:1ication is neither the signal by itself 
nor the response; it is instead the relation bet~leen the ti-l0. 

The idea that communication alters probability patterns of behavior allot-rs us to 

gain a further insight into the adaptive or nonadaptive value of honesty and lying. e 
A social system, in particular those persons who define the values of the s,rstem, 

will have a strong interest in forbidding lying (and all devious behavior) because 

it clouds the s,rstem's ability to predict and control its members. Even between 

individuals or systems on the same level, the act of communication has an intrinsic 

moral character as Goffman (1973) pointed out: "The impressions that the others 

give tend to be treated as claims and, promises that have implicitly been made, and 

claims and promises tend to have a moral characte~.n At first glance, therefore, 

it would appear that the need for consistency and order in any system would require 

us to label all lying behavior as dysfunctional and all honest behavior as functional 

or adaptive. 
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HOt'l'ever, as ~'lilson pomted out, communication exists vlhenever a behaviour 

alters the probability pattern of behavior in. another in a fashion adaptive to one -
of the participants at least. As we shall see, lying does have this quality, at 

times bemg adaptive for the liar although not necessarily for the person or s,rstem 

being lied to. 

Therefore, we must look at the context with:U1 \'lhich communication most often 

taJ-.:es place, namely, human communities. 

It is possible to define a "communitY" as any group of two or more persons 

or systems in which "communication" takes place, i.e., .. There the transactions vlhich 

occur between the persons or systems result (over a certain period of time) in ne~'T 

behaviors which are adaptive to one or more of the persons or s,rstems concerned. 

Without change, there is therefore no communication - just as, in the more static 

perspective, there can be no information vlithout a difference between things. 

Consequently, the perfection of a human 5,7stem will lie not merely in its stability 

but in its change to new (improbable) sets of behaviors. Conversely, where there 

has been no change (ovel' a relatively long period of time) there has been no true 

community or communication between the persons or S,YStems concerned. 

This hypothesis has several implications. First of all, it explains how a 

social system needs to have both traditional values as well as an appreciation of 

the need for a constant re-appraisal of these values and a "vision" of the future 

toward which to strive. The traditions of a social system are its memories of ho"l 

it ~ changed in the past, how it has grown and successfully adapted to its 

environment.. This is perhaps part of the reason why the strongest sense of identity 

is often found in countries or peoples 'Vlho have faced the greatest obstacles. In 

addition, though, a country or any social S"Jstem needs a vision of the future lest 

it tries to live simply on its memories in a vrorld which is quick to change and 

require nevi adaptive behaviors for survival. 
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Secondly, this hypothesis allo1.,rs us to distinguish beti'ieen communities and 

mere "associations" in acc)ncrete, observable \1ay. A " community" II wherever the 

people are changing from predictable to less predictable behaviors (the decreased 

predictability of course only exists in the short run, and vr.ill either harden into 

new habits or lead to further groi'lth). .An "association" is a mechanical unity, one 

in 'I'lhich there is a group of isolated, self-seeking individuals, a system held 

together by force, compromise, convention and/or public opinion. 

And thirdly, this hypothesis suggests some practical ways for a social 

system to increase its communal quality. Primarily J this can be done by increasing 

the complexity of the system. The complexity of a social system will normally be 

associated 'l'r.i.th the presence of a large number of semi-autonomous groups i'lithin it, e 
groups which 'l'Tere in turn created by the people in them to meet their Oi'rn needs 

(there is also a natural variety among these groups since they are formed to meet 

the ends of persons within different environments). .An adaptive social system might 

therefore be charact.,erized as a "community of communities" J one in 'Irhich communication 

is facilitated by the fact that the people are defining the real problems that face 

them and trying to fi.'I1.d solutions 'Inth others who live or work in the same area and 

share the same problems. As these groups define and gradually solve some of the 

problems facing them, they will begin to accumulate their mm traditions and so 

create their ovm identities. It is obvious, though, that such a community is only 

possibleii' large social systems allow their components to have the freedom to do 

this, if they do not reserve all control and power to a centralized ruling body. 

To return to the theme of lying, it is now possible to see how lying can be 

a form of communication \·rhich is adaptive to the liar. If a S"Jstem faces a more 

powerful one which threatens it in some 'flaY, then lying is a possible defensive 

manoeuver. By lying, a weaker system ma1.ces itself more complex, i.e., it becomes 
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more unpredictable by virtue of the fact that it operates by hidden rules and 

value~. On the other hand, a pO'l'Terful system ~'1ill find it adaptive to foster 

honesty both among the individuals and groups ,-rho are within it as well as other 

systems in its environment which are equal to it in pavler; the greatest denger to 

such a s,rstem's power will be from those who secretly oppose it. 

Lying is maladaptive, however, when it does not alter the probability 

pattern of behavior in another system in a fashion adaptive to either. In terms 

of the probability pattern, this would mean that lying causes either increased 

rigidity or randomness in another1s behavior when the opposite was called for. 

Or looked at in another way, l.ying is dysfunctional ~lhen it destroys a community 

which is necessary for the liar. This point 'l'laS made very clearly by Henry (1959) 

in his studies of dysfunctional families. Commenting on one such failly he noted: 

Sham, a value that has carried human, and particularly Western, culture 
to wealth and power unequalled in history, a value of titanic potential 
for the build:illg of fortune and empire, for the promotion of almost 
everything significant in the culture of the West, has merely ,-Trecked 
the Rosenberg family, because instead of using it appropriately against 
the outer world, they have trained it against one another. 

The po:illt Henry is ma..1ci.ng is simple. Lying is destructive and maladaptive when 

used by a system against itself - a crime, in effect, of "treason". 

It is therefore possible to propose that lying, like all moral qualities, 

is neutral in itself. The instrumental usefulness of ho~sty or lying depends 

upon how they promote the continuing survival of the s,rstem (which assumes that 

a system values its o\'m life). Both lying and honesty can therefore be pathological, 

and this occurs when the relation between the two communicators is such that the 

response chosen is known to lead to a lowered adaptability (e.g., the person 'l'lho 

tells the truth no matter 'l'lhat the consequences for himself or others). 
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l-lACRO AND ~·n:CRO SYSTEM LEVElS: IS SIZE (}COD OR BAD'? 

One of t,he major influences on the ethical values of a social system is 

its complexity. To put it generally, the more complex a system is the more 

~,information it needs to regulate its components and the more information it is 
'-..,-=--" 

potentially capable of receiving from its environment. The concept of complexity 

here refers to : the number of semi-autonomous hierarchical levels wi.thin the 

system (e.g., the different components of the criminal justice system - the police, 

courts, and corrections); and, the variety of people within one level (e.g., the 

volunteers and professionals who work, within one office, and their different types 

of pers'onalities and values). 

In a rational ethics, the "quantity of information" a system is able to 

receive and actually possesses directly corresponds to its moral perfection - i.e., 

its ability to choose adaptive goals and be able to reach them. It is important 

to realize though that while information can be divided up into this bit and that 

bit, it also has a systems quality in itself. We often need a whole "package" of 

information to ma~e sense out of one bit (there is no point in teaching a person 

to strive for ,'l. certain goal unless we also give him the means, information on how 

to get there). Thus, the quantity of information that is necessary for a system 

to make an ethical Choice may be fairly large. Small bits of information may not 

be useful. either because the system is not physically able to recognize them, or 

because the information does not fit any of the system's present goals. In the 

first sense, we simply recognize that the "hardwaren of any system, is limited - e.g. t 

as a person, I have only so much ability to recognize, code and store information. 

Flooding a person with too much information (e.g., making a student memorize an 

excessive amount of data for an exam) can lead to stress, anxiety and eventually 

'. decisional paralysis (he' gives up studying for the exam). An example of the second 

case would be that of a person \iorking to'l'lard the solution of specific problems1 

extraneous information l~ probably be ignored by him until he solves t~ese problems. 
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The theoretical point being made here is that information in and by itself 

has r!£ value. There is neither good nor bad information. Information takes on 

value given its context, that is, given the nature of the system it is in - the 

constraints, 1a'lo/s and goals of that system. F'ot' example, one of the fundamental 

properties of living cells, very small systems, is that with a few exceptions (SUCh 

,as red blood cells) they can turn their genes on and off in response to extr~~ 

cellular signals. Each cell in the human body has the same set of genes, yet they 

take on different structures and functions as their genes are activated in the 

course of embryonic development (in the best understood examples!, this is done by 

molecules which are called repressors). Thus, for the human body to develop its 

~ great complexity, individual cells had to become sensitive to certain kinds of 

, information but impervious to otherse The whole body does need more information 

than any of its parts, but it could not survive at least in its present form if all 

this information were used by each part! 

In human social systems, there would seem to be definite analogies to this 

differential need for information by different parts of the system. The administrator 

of a correctional volunteer program, for example, could either see his or her job 

as one of regulating each decision that each volunteer makes (a highly centralized 

organization), or as regulating certain key variables such as the quantity of 

information the volunteers rec,eive 50 that they can make their own prudential 

judgments. In the high1y centralized organization (which will also be one with a 
., 

nomological ethics), the administrator will disseminate the minimum amount of 

information (packages of commands - "w'hen this happens, do that"), and conversely 

wills,eek the greatest amount of undifferentiated information (there will be lots 

of detailed reports submitted by all the sta.ff to their supervisors sl.:'11pl:t to make 

sure, orders ,'rere followed). If the organization is a decen.tralized one, the 

admini,strator 'nll still need information but only of a very specific kind - generally t 
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that ...,hich indicates any major deviation of the system from its overall goals 

(e.g. , volunteers should have ver-J clear and definite rules about. "Tho to notify 

if a ~robationer commits a subsequent crime and what to do in those circumstances. 

In turn though, the administrator must send rrtuch larger packages of information 

to the staff (e.g., about general policies or trends in the organization) so that 

the staff can make the maximum amount of decisions on their own. 

This theme also relates to the ethical issue of privacy discussed earlier. 

The value of privacy to persons or groups ,dthin a social system was that it insured 

more "space" for them to operate and less control by large-scale corporate bodies. 

For example, in a medium-sized group such as a family system, Buttie (1971) 

indicated some correlation between privacy of the spouses and the health of the e 
marriage. jihere married couples had a more h~althy complementarity (each spouse 

had certain i.rnportant areas in the family's affairs where they ',-rere seen as more 

competent by the other spouse), they also tended to have ~ communication than 

dysfunctional families with and among their respective kin, friends, neighbors m~d 

work mates. In other words, a certain "privacyf' in the internal space within the 

family was also reflected in the external space of the family. HO'I'lever, in 

dysfunctional f&~ilies, there tended to be less privacy or space in both areas 

there \'i'as less equality int.ernally (important areas i'Tere not divided up on the basis 

of each person's ability), and they shared all family anc friends 4"'l common. In 

other words, one ,·my to characterize dysfunctional systems is that they lack a requisite 

complexity. "lhat is "requisite" vrill V8r-J be-t.ween systems t but as a family system , 

progressively destroys the individual identities of the people vrithin it, "fusestl 

every-one :L"'lto an indifferentiated fsmily identity (the "well does not allOH a 

separate sense of "I-ness"), then problems vTill occur. 

Therefore, the "size li of a human system is important. But, it is obvious 

that the concept of size is not merely one of qua~titative nQ~bers. Human beings 

are not differen~;, from other animals merely because of the quantity of cells they 
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have but because of the organization of these cells. "Higher" organisms have 

hierarchical levels of systems i-lith:l.'1 them, levels \-,hich perform different functions. 

To study an individual system, then, to understand i-,hat quantity and form of informa

tion it needs, one must also analyse it :l.'1to its parts. Ho"rever, two general system 

laws must be kept in mind when discussing the interrelationships beti'leen a S'.fstem 

and its parts: (1) the whole is more than the SUln of the parts - the laTtl of com

position; and (2) the part is more than a fraction of the whole - the law of 

decomposition. 

The 1a,,1 Of Comoosition: The r4acrolevel Is Different Than Yet Related To Its 

Component Microlevels. 

Each system has certain behaviors which can be described only by its moffi 

rules and values. For example, a c01.l.TltrJ has an emigration-irPmigration rate i'Ihereas 

this concept has no meaning in relation to an individual i'l"ithin the countrJ. 

Similarly, a democratic country's ethic is more than the mere sum of the ethics of 

individual subsystems. To define a democratic country's ethics as one which is 

merely a large scale reflection or translation of the ethics of the majority of 

citizens would mean that the country itself has no identity. 

Therefore, as a social system creates its Oioffi identity, there are three 

types of on-going decisions it must ma~e: (1) which values of its component S'Jstems 

it will or must translate (reflect) in its aim ethics; (2) i'lhich values of component 

systems it will keep but transform; and (3) "rhich ne", values it must create to guide 

its unique behaviors. The quantity of vc,lues in each area vlill depend on how much 

complexity exists within the system, and the comple:dt::r of the systems \'lhich are 

in its environment. A correctional system therefore must decide on these questions 

if it is to have its mm autonomo'~s identit.y. 

First of all, corrections has to translate the values of other systems 

around it so that it has a basic harmony "lith the indiyiduals \·rithin the system, 

local communi,ties and the society itself. 
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In regard to the inq.ividuals in the system, there are first of all the 

client.s it serves. A correctional agency must provide serv'"ices that are ,'ranted 

and needed by them. This "people approach" method will require that offenders be 

canvassed as to "lhat they need, rather than arbitrarily forced to accept \'lhatever 

services are at hand. Each correctional agency in a local area will have to 

develop its m·m style of "lork, one in Nhich the abstract demands of lai'l and the 

individual life styles of the people in that area are translated into a mean;ngful 

compromise. This of course is one of the reasons for involving volunteer workers 

in a correctional agency, in that they bring to it a greater sense of the values 

and concerns of that community. Similarly, correctional agencies must also reflect 

the needs of their mm 1'I'0rkers, both in i'lOrking conditions and in matching them to _ 

specific jobs '\'ihich fulfill them personally (versus a martyrdom-llke, client-

centered rationale). The principles \·rhich evolve from these translations Nill be 

the most concrete ones i·Tithin the correctional system - dealing with topics such 

as job rolee for staff, needs of clients \'lhich can be met by the staff, referral 

sources, and, how to organize and coordinate professional and volunteer roles within 

the office. 

Local correctional agencies should have some harmony with the communities 

in vlhich theyex:ist. This means that the decisions i'lhich are made will: (a) vary e 
between 10cale.3 - e.g. ,small tOvln setting will require a different ,'ray of going 

about things than I·Till a large city; ?lld (b) the correctional system must reflect 

the values of the society. This is not to say it cannot take the lead in teaching 

new values, but simply that its prestige (and community support) will suffer if it is 

out of phase i·lith the local com.munity or the governments for i'lhich it vforks. 

Second, corrections must transform certain values of other systems and. 

individuals around it. By transformation again is meant. that the behaviors Nhich 

define a certain value on one hierarchical level are not those Nhich define it on 



another level (",hat is adaptive for an individual hUl'l1an being is not nece'ssarily 

so for a family). For example, i'Thereas my safety as an .individual in a loose-knit 

system (e.g., a frontier""type setting) may justify a i'Tide range of ego-centered 

behaviors, my safety and security in a very tight-knit system may l,'equire that I 

adopt a some\,lhat different set of behaviors. In a very interconnected world, e'len 

nations are finding out that their national self-interest must take second place 

at times to world-wide concerns. 

Similarly, the correctional system must help communities to see that their 

long •• run safety from crime may require a greater participation and support of the 

criminal justice system than now exists. The simple reliance on more and more lavis, 

in flights to' the suburbs, ar,the delegatian of the crime problems to a few poorly 

supparted prafessionals ~'lill not work. 

Another example of a transformatianal process in corrections is its use of 

social science research. A very broad body af knO'Nledge already exists in the social 

science area. Carrections needs to' isolate the data which is relevant to the 

population it works with and transform this into useable form farcorrect~,onal 

afficers. This will also require a new body of research to test out and validate 

these correctional principles. Especially needed are ve~J practical pieces af 

knowledge abaut such things as: haw to' identify thase per sans whO' shauld recei~e 

probatiO'n supervisiO'n frO'm the courts; haw to' identify types of offenders and staff 

sa that they may be appropriately matched; and, training manuals whereby staff can 

be taught to' same degree .-:t least hm .. to' work with specific types af offenders and 

their problems. 

The third level of carrectional principles and values are those ",hieh it 

creates for itself, those "rhich are unique to' it alone. It would probably be fair 

to say that this is the most paorly develaped area of all three. The principles 

\ 
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and values which i'muld exist on this level i'TOuld have the follo\'ting characteristics: 

(1) they would be the most abstract of all three levels, containing the theoretical 

bases upon which the correctional science is based; 

(2) the~e_p~inciples would distinguish corrections from all other agencies working 

in the cr:imin<:1 justice field as well ~s any other social science; therefore, 

the specific mandate of corrections 'llould floi'l from these principles; and, 

(3) these principles would form an interface between corrections and those of the 

society in iihich it exists; for example, in a democratic society of a par-

ticular type, certain kinds of organization will be preferred and wil;L have 

to be reflected in corrections (i.e., in a government setting which values 

decentralization, corrections will have to create principles vlhereby local 

offices are encouraged to set up to some degree' their O\'/'n unique forms of 

Qperation, forms which are uniquely suited to their legal and environmental 

constraints) • 

There is no way to present such a list of principles here since their 

creation would only occur within the context of a multidisciplinary effort of a team 

of scholars and practitioners who work together precisely for this end. Hm·/ever, 

,/ ,several t~~ df these principles have occurred (in a very rudimentary form) through-
I ,I ::.....> .. _~-: 

out this module, e.g.: (1) that corrections can and should create its own unique e 
mandate is anecessar,r principle if such a job is ever to be attempted; (2) that 

corrections has a mandate to participate in the decision-ma~g policies of local 

communities, helping these communities to understand the nature and causes of crime, 

,'. rather than merely being an "enforcement arm" of the judicial process; and (3 ) that 

corrections is per se a "value science", one which is uniquely concerned with 

identifying the values that exist in the individuals within its sphere of operation 

(the 'criminal offenders, the staff and relevant others in the local community), the 

values of the systems i'lhich affect the offender's behavior (e.g., families, employers, 

social agencies), and that it must effect changes in all of these values if it is 

effectively to d~crease crime ("correcting communities" rather than simply "correcting 

individuals"). 
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/' The LaN Of Decomposition: The Nicro Level Is Different From And Hore 'I'han The 

Macro Level 

The second type of error an observer can make in shifting system levels is 

to think that because one syst,em is part of another, the subsystem is "less than" 

the larger system, that all the operations and values of the small.sr S",fb-tem are 

included in the larger ones. A family system may have a "higher" level of organiza-

tion than that of a lone individual, but this does not mean that the role of husband 

or wife includes or even enhances all the qualities of the human personality. 

Similarly, we can say that plant life is less than an individual man if we use an 

intellectual measuring scale, but the sum total of plant life is certainly more 

important than an individual man if life itself on t.his planet is the criteria; 

without plants there would be no oxygen and thus no life of any kind. 

Therefore, one of the most obvious errors a social system can ma~e is to 

believe that the values of the individuals or groups within it are less important 

than those of the 5,1stem itself, and consequently they should all be regulated (in 

theory at least) by it. The reverse probably is more true, namely that the adapt-

iveness of large systems depends on the fact that they are composed of many smaller 

units which are impossible to completely monitor! The flexibility and freedom of 

these units to experiment with new behaviors, to create a fund of variety within 

the system, will help the larger system to remain adaptive. In some way, vie could 
~ 

even say that the larger a system is (the greater its number of semi-independent 

components), the potentially more adaptive it is. As well, an individual or group 

gains a certain advantage in a large S".1stem. Its behaviors can more easily escape 

notice than in a smaller 5,1stem, a fact that those who have lived in both large 

cities and small to\,nlS are well a~·la.re of. 
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Therefo~e, the microlevels within a system have certain values and goals 

which are not directly ordered to those of the macrosystem. \~e sa"f this earlier 

with the process of creative thinking, that it often involves playing with ideas and 

models not seemingly related to the problem at hand (ct. Gordon, 1969). Similarly, 

if all, values were directly ordered to higher ones they are in essence simply trans

lations of the higher ones - and so only the highest system has any real or itldividual 

existence. 

To put this in the form of an ethical rule, Tde could say tha:~ "Not evez-ything 

is .!2!: something else." Or, in another wa:y', the laws and values of macrosystems and 

microsystems are not co-exl:.ensive. Each true system has unique qualities which do 

not repeat themselves on higher or lower levels. 

Even though individuals and social systems are not co-exl:.ensive or mere 

translations of each other, problems arise iihen their values do not reinforce or are 

not complementary to each other. For example, Parson ro1d Bales (1955) and Peak (1975) 

have discussed how the industrial revolution in the United States has created certain 

changes in family roles and ~esponsibilities, changes which have placed a great stress 

on marital and family systems. \fuereas in the 17th and 18th centuries, men and 

women shared many home-making and economic functions together (e.g., the family trade, 

or sharing work around a farm), the growth of large corporations led to such results e 
as: (1) women being confined to home-making functions, raising the children, 

cultural and spiritual :L'1terests, whereas the man ha'd to spend more and more of his 

time in money-making activ~tiesi (2) business frequently demanded of men that their 

family life come second to their job roles (i.e., they were relocated frequently, 

asked to spend long hours awa:y from home); and (3) the· competitive character of 

business (the expectation of employees that they be upwardly mobile in status and 

income) led to a situation where most men were condemned to be losers (there are 

fe~ler and fewer· spaces available as one goes up the economic ladder); consequently, 

the home became a place >-There men could vent the frustrations of the .. lork day, a 

haven from the i'lorld rather than a complementary part of it. 
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The great instability of marriages and families tod~ m~ then be partly 

due to a lack of corrunon values bet\'leen the various social systems in t·rhich '!tIe live. 
,1 

\ihere there is not a significant degree of correspondence between social systems, 

a "community" does not exist but rather an association of independent units. 

THE STABILrry OF A sYSm~ AND ITS VALUES 

For an observer to even notice that a system exists, it must have a certain 

stability, a, regu1ari~y in its behavior patterns. The more stable a system is, the 

easier it is to identify its laws and predict its behaviors. It is "[orthwhi1e 

remembering, though, that we can only see how stable a system is as it is part of 

a larger system Ttlhich changes more quickly'; and we only notice how quickly something 

is changing when it is surrounded by other things T;lhich are more stable. 

But the word "seeing4t again reminds us that one of the critical factors in 

labelling systems as stable and others as unstable depends on the perspective of 

the observer. Stability is a relative concept. Even mountains are in a continual 

process of erosion under the influence of rain and ,dud. Stability is not a quality 

that is "in" things but a concept by to/hich man classifies and relates a system both 

to himself (his own values and goals) and to other systems in its en'vironment. For 

revolutionaries no society changes fast enough and for traditionalists no change is 

deliberate enough. 

Now, the search for stability characterizes all the activities of the criminal 

justice system. Law enforcement per se tries to keep the behaviors of citizens 

within acceptable limits. Corrections also tries to understand l'lhat accounts for 

the stability of criminal behaviors, why certain people consistently act against 

societal norms. The easiest assumption to make of course ~.;ou1dbe that all criminal 

offenders are psychologically disturbed, have a flawed personality structure. 

HOT,oleVer, as Brandon (1975) points out, the concept of deviance is not stl"ict1y 

applicable to behaviors vlhich flmr from a subcultural norm that is at variance \-rl.th 
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that of the majority. The question in this case is rather one of a "divergence" 

of values. Re-socialization (rehabilitation) and mental health services generally 

could then be understood as mechanisms of social control. In fact, as Brandon 

states, "One could argue that middle-class professionals label as mentally deviant 

,those persons who fail to meet their (the professional's) behavioral norms, i'lhen 

actually the deviant persons are those \olho violate their ovm norms to simulate 

middle-class norms." This is not to say that a social system should not control 

the amount of deviance t·r.i.thin it but merely to point out that rehabilitative 

processes are never totally alt~~stic. 

If the stability of a system can only be seen over a background of change, 

i.t is apparent that an excessive amount of law in a system (e~reme stability) 

result in a loss of its identity. As TtIe have less and less to measure ourselves 

against, as everything becomes the same , individuality ceases to exist. The 

question therefore becomes how a system can create an identity which is not 

threatened either by excessive variety or sameness. 

Adautiveness and regulation. The adaptive processes \dthin a social system are 

those by uhioh it modifies its' internal structures, mal.{es major changes in its 

programmed values or physical laws. The regulatory processes of a system include 

the whole range of habitual responses j.t. uses to deal \'lith internal .or external 

inputs which may upset its equilibrium (SUCh as the homeostatic regulation of am" 

body temperature). Regulatory activities are the end prodllct of past adaptive 

change~, and differ from adaptive behavjors mainly in being more automatic and, 

frequent. Since adaptation occurs i'lhen a system changes its programming, it tends 

to t>e less frequent and on a ~arger scale. 

Individuals and social systems need both adaptive and regulatory skills. 

However,the more closed a system is (the less it is able to adapt to or mru<e use of 

external or internal variety), the more it must rely on regulatory processes in 

order to survive. The people Ttr.i.thin such a social system will inevitably lose their 
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own adaptive skills. For example, students have been taught "~'lhat" to think 

(memorizing a multitude of facts in order to pass their exams) at the expense of 

"how" to think, turn into people vlho are good at follo~dng orders (a.'1d complaining 

about how bad things are) but poor at creative, independent thoUght (solving new 

problems). 

On the ether hand, though, adaptive skills are insufficient 'tlithout 

regulatory ones. For example, vlhile volunteer programs in corrections hold forth 

the promise of a major reorganization in the values and methods of operation in 

corrections, unless there are managers present to translate these theoretical 

possibilities into practical programs volunteerism vIill fail. A manager's skill 

will lie in his ability to make such on-going changes in the program that it T/Iill 

elicit the support of all involved. 

One very interesting example of a regulatory social system is that of China. 

Traditionally an in~'lard looking count!""J, China's main preoccupation today is the 

creation of a classless State. To help accomplish this societal design, China has 

both· restricted the kind of information that is allowed into the country as i'lell as 

letting very little information about itself out to foreigners (e.g., no one knO\'IS 

exactly who holds the reigns of power, not even visiting politicians). This 

isolationism is normai and characteristic of regulatory systems. Since they tie up 

so much of their energy in creating and maintaining new internal structures, there 

is little left over for managing discordant inputs and stresses from the environment. 

Therefore, as most China experts agree, it is also part of Chinese foreign policy 

to forment conflicts elsei'lhere in the ,'[orld in order to keep its potential enemies 

busy i·lith each other. 

This behavior by China is but a translation of a general behavioral trait of 

all regulato~j, closed systems, namely, that their chief methods of self defence 

are secrecy and fomenting conflict among their perceived enemies ('I'lhereas open, 

adaptive systems seek survival through assimilating the ,ddest variety of information 
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and persons 1dthin them). vie . might even postulate therefore that a social system 

\nth non-functional algorithms \·lill need to mal{e criminals out of those ,-.rho hold 

different values in order to focus attention allay from itself and its deficiencies. 

An interesting example of this type of behavior is given by Harris (1974) and 

his very ·penet.rating study of how the medieval states used the notion of 'idtclll::raft 

for their own ends. First of all, it is important to understand that at the height 

of witchcraft persecutions in the 16th and 17th centuries there was great political 

and social unrest among the people. Dissatisfaction i'Tith the Church and the State 

was becoming dangerous. Attention consequently needed to be diverted else'1here. 

One way in ~'Tbich this ,'las done ~'ias by the Inquisition's ritual of forcing each 

accused witch to name others they "had seen" at their Sabbats, a procedure that e 
insured that for each ,oJitch caught at least a few more could be found. As Ha.r:'is 

notes, we cannot igriore the fact that the Church and State' went out of their \-.ray 

to increase the people's belief in witches and to "increase the supply" by the 

inquisitorial process. 

It is Harris's position that the purpose of this witch-hunt was to divert 

the poor and victimized away from recognizing that it was the Church and State '-1ho 

vIere responsible for their problems and to place tbe blame on latches. This is 

supported by records which show those accused of witchcraft were rarely the clergy 

or nobility but most often the poor and dispossessed themselves. Witch-hunts 

therefore served to disperse and fragment the latent energies of protest: 'lIt 

demobilized the poor$an,\i the dispossessed, increased their social distance, filled 

them with mutual suspicions, pitt.ed neighbor against neighbor, isolated everyone, 

made everyone fearful, heightened everyone's inseCurity, made everyone feel helpless 

and dependent on t~le governing classes, gave everyone's anger and frustration a 

purely local focus JI 
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It is not necessary though to even assume that those in charge of the 

Inquisition consciously intended such a result. They too could have been the victims 

of their own closed system, unable to recognize any other reason for dissent against 

their values than that the dissenters were. possessed of evil spirits. It is this 

naive "good will" which is perhaps the most dangerous aspect of all nomological 

systems. Convinced as they are that their values are absolute and universal, they 

assume a parental concern for all those who believe differently, punishing and even 

destroying them out of concern for their I'lelfare. 

The major theme of this module has therefore been that all social systems 

are bound together by a set of values, and that d. system's ability to act justly and 

to even survive requires an on-going, rational examination of these values. It takes 

little acquaintance with our modern society to realize tbat it is not too different 

from Harris's descri~tion of the times of the Inquisition. The increasing social 

distance between the rich and the poor, the isolation of people and groups in our 

cities and nation, and the feelings of impotence and helplessness of individuals 

and groups in the face of large and impersonal social and corporate structures is 

there for all to see. There does exist, though, a wide-spread movement in which small 

groups are forming here and there which are orga.."'lized around ethical positions. In 

corrections, one of the most interesting fonus this is taking is in the union of 

volunteers and professionals, the re-uniting of a small group of professionals with 

some of the other citizens in the local community. The great danger is that this 

union will merely be a technological one - to devise more efficient ways to enforce 

whatever la"l'lS are set by others, or simply a means to decrease the workload of pro

fessional staff in the most cost-efficient way. The promise, though, lies in the 

fact that the people in a community are working together on problems that immediately 

concern them, are sharing information, and, with sufficient freedom, defining values 

which are meaningful to those in the system. Since law is per se value laden, we will 

not be able to decrease crime until we find values around which the vast majority of 

the people can unite.· 




